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1Learning models in
interdependence situations

Interesting forms of behavior in interdependent situations can be found through-
out the history of mankind. A particularly remarkable example is that of soldiers
engaged in Trench Warfare during World War I. Picture two battalions facing each
other in France and Belgium across one hundred to four hundred meters of no-
man’s-land along an eight-hundred-kilometer line. The fundamental strategy of
Trench Warfare was to defend one’s own position while trying to achieve a break-
through into the enemy’s trench. Being inside the trench was dangerous because
of the constant threat of enemy fire from the opposite trench. Remarkably, over
time, soldiers from both sides were found to no longer shoot at enemy soldiers
even when the enemies were walking within rifle range. While at first the soldiers
were in full offense against their enemies, as time progressed the soldiers learned to
live-and-let-live, and created a for-them sensible equilibrium in which neither party
fired until fired upon. This equilibrium state was enduring because relieved troops
would provide this information to the new soldiers. This socialization allowed one
unit to pick up the situation right where the other left it (Ashworth, 1980, Axelrod,
1984).

The Trench Warfare example shows two features that are crucial to this thesis.
People are interdependent and can in such situations learn to adapt their behavior
over time. The interdependence is obvious: when considering to attack or not, the
soldiers likely consider what the possible reaction of the other soldiers will be, and
this affects their own evaluation of what to do next. Learning plays an obvious
role as well: over time, soldiers find out what the results of their initial actions
are, how the enemy soldiers react, and can adjust their behavior accordingly. This
neatly fits the definition of learning as “an observed change in behavior owing to
experience” (Camerer, 2003, p. 265). The soldiers experienced the result from firing
at enemy soldiers (they probably get fired at in return) and given their experiences
changed their behavior to a friendlier live-and-let-live strategy. Readers familiar
with Axelrod’s Trench Warfare example or game theory in general recognize the
underlying structure of the soldiers’ interaction as a “repeated game”. At every
encounter, a soldier can choose between shooting at the enemy or not, which results
in four possible outcomes (both shooting, both not shooting, A shooting at B, and
B shooting at A). We define the game of the Trench Warfare example below.
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Table 1.1 The game of Trench Warfare during World War I

Don’t shoot Fire!
Don’t shoot R, R S, T

Fire! T, S P, P

where T > R > P > S (meaning that T is preferred over R, R in his turn is
preferred over P, and P is preferred over S).

Table 1.1 shows an abstract (and well-known) representation of the interac-
tion. In line with the literature, we use letters to represent the different outcomes:
Reward, Sucker, Temptation, and Punishment. Reward is the “payoff” of the strat-
egy combination where both players leave each other alone, resulting in relative
peace (and therefore obtaining their reward). Punishment is the payoff where both
players fire at each other. The payoff in the case where one player fires while the
other is not is called Temptation for the attacker (who shoots without being fired
upon) and Sucker for the other player. From the example, we can conclude that the
best result for a player is the Temptation payoff. Reward is preferred over Punish-
ment and Sucker is the worst result for a player. The game is famous, both in game
theory and beyond, as the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD). Typically, the non-shooting
action is labeled “cooperation” whereas shooting is labeled “defection”.

The curious aspect of a PD game is that while mutual cooperation is preferred
over mutual defection by both parties, defecting is the dominant strategy for each
player. Regardless of what the other player chooses, defecting is preferred over
cooperation. That is, when the other player cooperates you gain the Temptation
payoff by defecting which is more than the Reward payoff by cooperating; when the
other player defects you gain the Punishment payoff by defecting which is better
than getting the Sucker payoff by cooperating. In both cases, you obtain a higher
payoff by defecting. Hence, a player cannot obtain a higher outcome by unilaterally
changing his strategy from mutual defection. This is why mutual defection is a (and
in fact the only) pure Nash equilibrium in this game. The dilemma stems from the
fact that although mutual cooperation would be an improvement for both players
over mutual defection, in the PD case the incentive structure of the game is geared
against reaching this improvement. Many dilemmas in real-life can be represented
by a Prisoner’s Dilemma game (Binmore, 1992).

So far we have discussed a PD game being played just once. However, in our
Trench Warfare example (and in many practical applications), PD games are played
repeatedly. The same small units of soldiers face each other in immobile sectors for
an extended period of time. This changes the game from a one-shot PD game to a
repeated PD game, as is visualized in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2 The repeated game of Trench Warfare during World War I

Don’t shoot Fire!
Don’t shoot R, R S, T

Fire! T, S P, P
Round = 1

↓

Don’t shoot Fire!
Don’t shoot R, R S, T

Fire! T, S P, P
Round = 2

↓

Don’t shoot Fire!
Don’t shoot R, R S, T

Fire! T, S P, P
Round = 3

↓
...

where T > R > P > S.

Let us consider what game theoretical rationality prescribes in this case. In
Round 1, both players choose to shoot or not and obtain a payoff. Then, they
enter a new round and get to choose again. When the repeated PD game is played
exactly N times and N is known to both players, the game theoretic equilibrium
is similar to the equilibrium in a single-shot game: both players should defect all
N times the game is played. This can be easily seen by starting to think about
what could happen in the last round of the game. In round N, optimal behavior
would be to defect, following the same logic as in the single-shot PD. In round
N − 1, knowing that mutual defection will be optimal in round N, it is likewise
optimal to choose defection. Continuing this argument all the way back until one
reaches round 1 shows that mutual defection throughout is the only equilibrium
in this game. Matters are different when the game is repeated but now for an
unknown number of rounds. For instance, one can show that when there is a
given probability (smaller than 1) to play the next round and this probability is
sufficiently large, then equilibrium behavior can (but need not) lead to continuous
mutual cooperation. The crucial argument is that both players playing conditionally
cooperative strategies (“I will cooperate as long as the other one does so too”) can be
shown to be in equilibrium in this case (Binmore, 1992). That mutual cooperation
can occur is comforting, but unfortunately matters are not that straightforward.
As the so-called Folk Theorem shows, in a repeated PD game there are infinitely
many Nash equilibrium outcomes (for a proof, see e.g. Binmore, 1992). And not
all of these equilibria contain high percentages of cooperative behavior. So mutual
cooperation is possible in the sense that it is not completely at odds with game
theoretical arguments, but that is as far as it goes.

This leads to three reasons why just using game-theoretical arguments in re-
peated games in general can be improved upon. First, game theory often does not
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give any definite predictions in repeated games. The indefinitely repeated PD game
is one case in point, and there are many more examples. Second, as soon as the
game gets even a bit more complicated (think about adding more options for each
player, more players, or information that is available to some but not all players),
calculating the game-theoretic equilibrium becomes much more difficult and/or
more dependent on additional, often unrealistic assumptions. When finding the
game-theoretic equilibrium is hard for trained mathematicians, it is less likely that
regular people will be able to play it, which makes that game theory alone is less
likely to predict the behavior of regular people well. Third, as can be seen from our
example, game theory emphasizes players being (mainly) “forward looking”: play-
ers think many steps ahead and forecast the expected consequences of their future
behavior and that of the opponent. However, experiments have shown that players
typically cannot think more than a few steps ahead (Camerer, 2003, Poundstone,
1992). In fact, players are typically found to be “backward looking” as well: they
learn from their past behavior and adapt accordingly.

This has inspired the development of learning models to understand the behav-
ior of players in interdependence situations (e.g., Roth & Erev, 1995). A learning
model determines the probability of a future choice as a (usually relatively sim-
ple) function of historical information and other characteristics of the situation.
Learning models assume less cognitive effort on the part of the player, assume less
far-sightedness, and they also allow for updating behavior in ways that need not
be rational when using game theoretical tools. This is a strong point, because ex-
perimental data strongly suggests that learning behavior of humans is far from the
rational ideal. Moreover, learning models have provided substantially better de-
scriptions of behavior in interdependence situations than standard game theoretical
models, although the debate is still open on that issue (e.g., Camerer, 2003, Camerer
& Ho, 1999, Erev & Roth, 1998, Roth & Erev, 1995).

The application of learning models to interdependent situations lies at the heart
of this thesis. What are the predictions of learning models in interdependent sit-
uations, which kinds of learning lead to which kinds of predictions, and how can
we recognize different kinds of learners? Finally, we also take a closer look at an-
other, but related topic. Rather than examining learning in games, we examine how
a player’s social preferences can influence his behavior in these games. A player
is said to have social preferences if the evaluation of that player’s outcome also
depends on the other player’s outcome.

1.1 Learning models

Literature shows different learning models, corresponding to different approaches
to learning (Becker, 1976). For an overview of different types of learning in relation
to interdependent situations, we refer to Camerer (2003). Here, we restrict ourselves
to the two most commonly used classes: reinforcement and belief learning models.

Reinforcement learning assumes that successful past actions have a higher prob-
ability to be played in the future. This approach therefore assumes that players are
backward looking. For example, pigeons that peck at levers in a lab can learn that by
doing so they obtain food (Skinner, 1938). Since they consider this to be a favorable
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outcome, they will be more likely to peck the lever again in the future. Reinforce-
ment learning models have been popular in psychology (Bush & Mosteller, 1951),
sociology (Flache & Macy, 2001, Macy & Flache, 2002), and economics (Camerer,
2003, Roth & Erev, 1995). Although predictions of reinforcement learning models
clearly outperform predictions based on game-theoretical models, predictions are
still not convincing in some types of games (Camerer, 2003).1 For instance, the
speed of learning predicted by these models is often too slow compared to human
learning (Camerer, 2003, Camerer & Ho, 1999). One reason for this might be that
reinforcement learning models assume that the behavior of a player is not affected
by foregone payoffs: payoffs the player would have earned after choosing other
strategies.

Foregone payoffs are assumed to have a large effect on behavior in what is called
“belief learning”. Belief learning assumes that players have beliefs about which ac-
tion the opponent(s) will choose and that players determine their own choice of
action by finding the action with the highest payoff given the beliefs about the ac-
tions of others. Hence, in belief learning players are actually looking forward, but
only one step. In mathematical terms, their beliefs are based on the probability
distribution of the available actions of the other players. The player then chooses
the action with the highest expected value based upon this belief. Belief learning
models have been more successful than reinforcement learning models in predict-
ing behavior in some games, where reinforcement learning models outperform in
others (Camerer, 2003, Cheung & Friedman, 1997).

To study both the information gained by foregone payoffs as well as information
gained by the player’s choice in the past, Camerer & Ho (1999) created a hybrid of
reinforcement and belief models which also uses both types of information. This
Experience-Weighted Attraction (EWA) model contains a parameter denoting the
extent to which foregone payoffs reinforce unchosen strategies. Differently put:
the parameter describes how much a player is a reinforcement learner or a belief
learner. Therefore it makes it a informative model to determine the exact type of
learning.

One of the crucial questions is whether it is possible to determine whether some-
one is a belief learner or a reinforcement learner by looking at his or her behavior
(the choices in the game) alone. This is problematic, because we know from the
literature that in experimental data of some games the two types of learning can
hardly be distinguished. For example, Feltovich (2000) concluded for the games in
his study that: “While quite different in rationale and in mathematical specifica-
tion, the two models [belief and reinforcement learning] yield qualitatively similar
patterns of behavior.” Likewise, Hopkins (2002) derived analytically to what ex-
tent two specific reinforcement and belief learning models yield similar predictions
in games with strictly positive outcomes. He concluded that in the special case
where no forgetting of behavior in previous rounds takes place, specific kinds of
reinforcement learning and belief learning will lead to the same behavior. Hopkins

1In defense of the game-theoretical predictions one could of course argue that more precise assump-
tions about the underlying game would improve the game-theoretical predictions, or that over time hu-
mans will converge to the game-theoretical predictions (either because they learn the game-theoretical
optimum by playing, or because humans in the end will evolve in the game-theoretic direction). We do
not want to take part in this discussion and instead restrict ourselves to analyzing how far one can get
using standard learning models.
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then concluded that the main identifiable difference between the two models was
the speed of learning. Salmon (2001) demonstrated that commonly used economet-
ric techniques were unable to accurately discriminate between belief, reinforcement,
and EWA learning in the type of games he studied. Salmon simulated data from
a given model and then estimated different models to the data to check whether
indeed the original model would provide the best fit. While he concluded that it
was typically difficult to identify the process that generated the data, the problem
appeared most severe in games with only two strategies per player. Salmon (2001)
states that: “overcoming this difficulty [discerning between different models] on a
purely econometric basis will be difficult in the least”. So on the one hand it makes
sense that when one wants to understand learning in interdependent situations,
starting with relatively small games is the obvious way to go. However, the litera-
ture suggests that especially in games where players have only two actions to choose
from, the choices of the players do not carry enough information to reliably assess
the underlying learning model. As we show in the following chapters, this general
conclusion is too pessimistic or at least needs some conditioning. We show that it
is possible to find differences between belief learners and reinforcement learners in
relatively small and simple repeated games if you know where to look.

Let us return to our example, the PD game, to see whether we can reproduce
this problem of not being able to discern between belief and reinforcement learn-
ing. In the PD a reinforcement learner will tend to choose an action that is positively
reinforced. Whether reinforcement occurs depends on his payoffs, which are deter-
mined by his own and the other player’s choice. If the obtained payoff is low, then a
reinforcement learner would become more inclined to change from cooperation to
defection or vice versa (the soldiers would be inclined to stop their truce when the
enemy starts firing again). Now suppose that both players cooperate at some point
in the repeated game and receive positive payoffs. When both players are rein-
forcement learners, cooperation would be considered by both to be a positive result
and both players would therefore become more inclined to retry cooperation. Rein-
forcement learners could therefore easily end up playing mutual cooperation over
and over again in a PD. However, if both players started out with defection that
yielded positive payoffs (although, by definition, less than they could get under
mutual cooperation), both players will be more inclined to retry defection. Hence
reinforcement learning can predict both mutual cooperation and mutual defection
in case of positive payoffs (reinforcement). For belief learners the prediction is com-
pletely different. Suppose that two belief learners end up in mutual cooperation at
some point in the game. A belief learner would notice that he could have gotten
a better payoff if he had chosen the other action. Hence, the belief learner, on his
next move, would become more likely to choose defection. Over time, belief learn-
ers will eventually change their behavior towards defecting. Belief learners would
never end up in playing mutual cooperation over and over again.2

A surprising result: in the literature there are several suggestions that it is hard
to disentangle belief learning and reinforcement learning in interdependent games,
but when we compare the two on the most well-known repeated game, we imme-
diately see a clear difference! How can this be? This leads to the main question of
this thesis:

2We postpone a formal derivation of this result to Chapter 2
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Can we distinguish between different types of EWA-based learning, with reinforcement
and belief learning as special cases, in repeated 2× 2 games?

To answer this question, we start in Chapter 2 with an analysis of the theoretical
implications of the EWA model (with reinforcement and belief learning as special
cases). We discuss the underlying assumptions of the model to get a better insight
into reinforcement and belief learning. The results allow us to find repeated games
in which we expect different behavior between reinforcement and belief learners.
Although the results derived in Chapter 2 are general in the sense that they apply
to a large class of games, we will demonstrate the crucial differences between belief
learning and reinforcement learning with three simple types of 2× 2 games. First,
we use games of the Prisoner’s Dilemma type, as the Trench Warfare example above.
Our second set of games are those with a pure, Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium
(NE games).3 Finally, we consider games with one mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium
(ME games). In ME games, players maximize their expected payoff of the game
by choosing each of their available actions with a certain probability, rather than
choosing one strategy over the other (Tsebelis, 1989). Chapter 2 concludes that in
all three cases, there are differences between belief and reinforcement learners.

The theoretical result of Chapter 2 alone is not sufficient. These results merely
suggest that the learning models can be distinguished after a sufficient number of
rounds have been played, but it is not clear how large that number needs to be and in
general how likely it is that we find these differences. A logical next step, therefore,
is to simulate play for reinforcement and belief learning models. So we simulate
play in the same three sets of games for 10, 30, and 150 rounds of play. Then we com-
pare the data of the reinforcement and the belief learners and try to see where we
can find different play for belief versus reinforcement learning. The most obvious
characteristic to consider are streaks of the same behavior in the data (mimicking a
long period of live-and-let-live with our soldiers). The question is whether there are
different streaks in the data of reinforcement learners when compared to the data
of belief learners. The results of this analysis can be found in Chapter 3. In addi-
tion, we consider several other important characteristics of play, such as how often
players change between their two strategies, how often different outcome combi-
nations occur, and how soon players end up in a repeated behavior pattern. As
Chapter 3 will show, for various values of parameters of the EWA model we can
indeed find learning differences, even after only ten rounds of play. Not only differ-
ences in the occurrence of streaks, but other characteristics of the game play give us
instruments to tell the differences between the two learning models. In some cases
these other characteristics confirm the differences between reinforcement and belief
learning even more strongly, but in some cases these differences can also be used to
differentiate between the two learning models when streaks cannot tell them apart.

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 enable researchers to construct games that can be
used to differentiate reinforcement from belief learners, based on the assumption
that players are of either class. In Chapter 4 we relax this assumption using the
Experience-Weighted Attraction (EWA) model. The extent to which foregone pay-
offs are taken into account is expressed by the EWA parameter δ. For δ = 0 we

3These are games in which the equilibrium yields in fact also the best payoff to both players, as
opposed to the PD in which the equilibrium yields inferior payoffs.
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have (a form of) reinforcement learning and for δ = 1 we have (a form of) belief
learning. Values for δ between zero and one represent a learner who incorporates
both belief and reinforcement learning to a given extent. In Chapter 4 we simulate
data generated by the EWA learning model for a given set of parameters and then
try to re-estimate the parameters of the model. Is it possible to retrieve the original
set of parameters and if so, how many rounds of play are necessary to be able to
re-estimate the original set? In Chapter 4 we must find low rates of convergence
of the estimation algorithm, and if the algorithm converges then biased estimates
of the parameters are obtained most of the time. Hence, we must conclude that
re-estimating the exact parameters in a quantitative manner is very difficult in most
experimental setups, but qualitatively (as done in Chapter 3) we can find patterns
that pinpoint in the direction of either belief or reinforcement learning

Finally, our last Chapter is related but different. We started out by introduc-
ing learning models because there are certain disadvantages to the strict game-
theoretical approach in interdependence situations. In fact, game theory (in the
strict sense of the term) has another disadvantage. It is widely accepted that the
payoff or utility a player obtains might not only depend on his own monetary out-
come, but also on the monetary outcomes of the other actors in the game (e.g.
Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000, Camerer, 2003, Engelmann & Strobel, 2004, Fehr & Gin-
tis, 2007, Rabin, 1993, 2006). The notion that players have social preferences (with
corresponding feelings like “envy” and “spite”) that could or perhaps should some-
how be reflected in the formal decision making models is widespread (Snijders &
Raub, 1996). These social preferences change and complicate the analysis of behav-
ior in interdependent situations, especially in mixed-strategy equilibrium games
without a pure Nash equilibrium (where it is not even clear what to play in a one-
shot game). In Chapter 5 we look at the effect of introducing social preferences in
mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium games. The idea is that, if evolution bestowed us
with social preferences, then should they not be beneficial to those having social
preferences? In terms of the game, the question we tackle is whether the expected
monetary payoff for a player increases after introducing social preferences and if
so, under what circumstances.

Chapter 5 concludes that introducing social preferences of a player on average
actually increases the expected payoff of a game for that player, although the ef-
fect seems small. Moreover, the effect is not uniformly positive in all situations.
The larger the difference in status (as in hierarchical relationships), the smaller the
increase of the expected payoff of the game. The increase in expected payoff is
highest when the “status” of the two players is the same (say, among colleagues or
friends). In addition, we find that the increase of the expected payoff is largest in
games where players have a high risk alternative (either a very high or a very low
payoff, depending on what the other player does) and a low risk alternative (about
the same payoff). A final and important result is that the effects of envy and spite
are analogous. That is, the effect of a player’s envy on his payoffs in a situation is
equal to the effect of spite in another situation. Hence spite and envy are different
sides of the same coin in mixed-strategy equilibrium games.



2Analyzing behavior implied
by EWA learning: an
emphasis on distinguishing
reinforcement from belief
learning

An important issue in the field of learning is to what extent one can distinguish
between behavior resulting from either belief or reinforcement learning. Previous
research suggests that it is difficult or even impossible to distinguish belief from re-
inforcement learning: belief and reinforcement models often fit the empirical data
equally well. However, previous research has been confined to specific games in
specific settings. In the present study we derive predictions for behavior in games
using the EWA learning model (e.g., Camerer & Ho, 1999), a model that includes
belief learning and a specific type of reinforcement learning as special cases. We
conclude that belief and reinforcement learning can be distinguished, even in 2× 2
games. Maximum differentiation in behavior resulting from either belief or rein-
forcement learning is obtained in games with pure Nash equilibria with negative
payoffs and at least one other strategy combination with only positive payoffs. Our
results help researchers to identify games in which belief and reinforcement learn-
ing can be discerned easily.

2.1 Introduction

Many approaches to learning in games fall into one of two broad classes: reinforce-
ment and belief learning models. Reinforcement learning assumes that successful
past actions have a higher probability to be played in the future. Belief learning
assumes that players have beliefs about which action the opponent(s) will choose
and that players determine their own choice of action by finding the action with
the highest payoff given the beliefs about the actions of others. Belief learning and
(a specific type of) reinforcement learning are special cases of a hybrid learning
model called Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA) (Camerer & Ho, 1999). The
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2. ANALYZING BEHAVIOR IMPLIED BY EWA LEARNING: AN EMPHASIS ON

DISTINGUISHING REINFORCEMENT FROM BELIEF LEARNING

EWA model contains a parameter δ denoting the extent to which foregone payoffs
reinforce unchosen strategies. For δ = 1 we obtain belief learning. For δ = 0 we
obtain a class of reinforcement learning models with a fixed reference point.1 One
of the main questions in the analysis of learning models is which model best de-
scribes the actual learning behavior of people. An important question is therefore
under which conditions it is possible to discern between different kinds of learning.
Answering this question is the focus of the present study.

Whether a player adopts belief or reinforcement learning is, ultimately, an em-
pirical question. However, in some games the two types of learning can hardly be
distinguished because they predict similar behavior. The problem we address is to
identify conditions in which behavior of players adopting belief learning will be
fundamentally different from those adopting reinforcement learning. As we will
argue, many studies examined learning in conditions in which belief and reinforce-
ment learning can hardly be distinguished. Our identification of conditions will
help experimenters design experiments in which both learning types can be distin-
guished.

A substantial number of empirical studies were carried out to determine which
model best describes the learning behavior of people in different interdependence
situations. Camerer (2003) summarizes their main findings. He concluded, among
other things, that belief learning generally fits behavior better than reinforcement
learning in coordination games and in some other classes of games (such as mar-
ket games and dominance-solvable games), whereas in games with mixed strat-
egy Nash equilibria both models predict with about the same accuracy. However,
Camerer (1999, pp. 304) added that “it is difficult to draw firm conclusions across
studies because the games and details of model implementations differ.”

Some previous studies explicitly state that it is difficult to determine the under-
lying process (either reinforcement learning, belief learning, or something else) that
generated the data for several games. For example, Feltovich (2000, pp. 637) con-
cluded for the multistage asymmetric-information games in his study that:“While
quite different in rationale and in mathematical specification, the two models [belief
and reinforcement learning] yield qualitatively similar patterns of behavior.” Hop-
kins (2002) derived analytically to what extent two specific learning and belief mod-
els yield similar predictions in 2-person normal form games with strictly positive
outcomes. He concluded that in the special case where no forgetting of behavior in
previous rounds takes place, cumulative reinforcement learning and fictitious belief
learning will have the same asymptotic behavior. Hopkins concluded that the main
identifiable difference between the two models was speed: stochastic fictitious play
results in faster learning.

Salmon (2001) demonstrated that commonly used econometric techniques were
unable to accurately discriminate between belief, reinforcement, and EWA learning
in the constant-sum normal form games with non-negative payoffs that he studied.
He simulated data from a given model and then estimated different models to the
data to check whether indeed the original model would provide the best fit. While
he concluded that it was typically difficult to identify the process that generated the

1Some reinforcement models assume adjustable reference points (e.g., Erev & Roth, 1998 and Macy
& Flache, 2002). Given that we use the EWA model our results do not directly apply to reinforcement
learning with an adjustable reference point.
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data, the problem appeared most severe in 2× 2 games, less severe in 4× 4 games,
and least severe in 6× 6 games. Salmon (2001, pp. 1626) states that “overcoming
this difficulty [discerning between different models] on a purely econometric basis
will be difficult in the least”, and he suggested to design experiments in such a way
that more than simply the observed choices can be assessed based on the general
notion that especially in 2× 2 games the choices of the players do not carry enough
information to reliable assess the underlying learning model.

The conclusion that one might draw based on this research could well be that
different learning models are difficult or even impossible to discern. However, these
conclusions would be based on an empirical comparison of behavior in specific
games (with non-negative payoffs) (Camerer, 2003; Feltovich, 2000) or on a theo-
retic comparison of learning models for specific games (with non-negative payoffs)
(Feltovich, 2000; Hopkins, 2002; Salmon, 2001). As Salmon (2001, pp. 1625) sug-
gested, the difficulties he observed in distinguishing learning models might only
exist in constant-sum normal form games. In general, given that the results from
these studies are confined to specific settings, it is not clear to what extent the dif-
ficulty to distinguish reinforcement from belief learning can be generalized to any
finite game. In this paper we analyze finite games analytically using the EWA model
to find conditions under which one can discern belief and reinforcement learning.
This analysis is a necessary first step for setting up experiments in which one can
determine on the basis of agents’ behavior whether learning occurs according to
belief or reinforcement learning.

We formally derive predictions on behavior as implied by EWA learning for
any finite game, that is, any game with a finite number of players choosing from a
finite number of strategies. Our focus is on stable behavior. We define stability as a
stochastic variant of pure Nash equilibrium: there is a large probability (typically
close to 1) that all players will make the same choice in round t + 1 as in t. We
analyze which kinds of stable behavior can be predicted by EWA learning, with
special attention to the comparison of stable behavior predicted by reinforcement
and belief learning.

Contrary to the general gist of previous research, our main conclusion is that
belief and reinforcement learning can yield very different predictions of stable be-
havior in finite games. Even in simple 2× 2 games, reinforcement and belief learn-
ing can lead to completely different predictions about which kinds of behavior can
be stable. While only pure Nash equilibria can be stable under belief learning, all
strategy combinations can be stable in reinforcement learning if such a combination
provides strictly positive payoffs to all players in the game. Hence, maximum differ-
entiation in predictions of the two types of learning is obtained in games with pure
Nash equilibria with negative payoffs, and at least one other strategy combination
that yields positive payoffs to all players.

The goal of our analyses is twofold. First, our short term goal is to specify
conditions under which belief and reinforcement learning can be distinguished.
These conditions refer to the type of game and the (order in the) payoffs in these
games. Our second and longer term goal is to generate recommendations with
respect to experimental conditions (type of game, specific game payoffs, necessary
number of rounds, etc.) under which discerning between belief and reinforcement
learning is most likely and not difficult.
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The setup of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the EWA learning
model and introduce some notation. The analytical results of predictions by the
EWA model on stable behavior are described in Section 3. We first derive results for
2× 2 games, then we consider analytical results for any finite game. We end with
conclusions and a discussion in Section 4.

2.2 The EWA learning model

The EWA learning model has been used to model subjects’ behavior in many ap-
plications. It was developed by and first applied in Camerer & Ho (1999); see
Camerer (2003: Chapter 6) for a description of applications of the EWA model.
The notation we use is based on Camerer & Ho (1999). Players are indexed by
i (= 1, . . . , n) and the strategy space Si consists of mi discrete choices, that is,
Si = {s1

i , s2
i , . . . , smi−1

i , smi
i }. Furthermore, S = S1 × . . . × Sn is the strategy space

of the game. Then, si ∈ Si denotes a pure strategy of player i and s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈
S is a pure strategy combination consisting of n strategies, one for each player;
s−i = (s1, . . . , si−1, si+1, . . . , sn) is a strategy combination of all players except i. In
our learning context a “strategy” simply refers to a choice in the constituent game,
hence a strategy s leads to a particular outcome for all i. The term “strategy” does
not refer to a general prescription of how a player will behave under all possible
conditions, as is standard in game theoretical models. The outcome or scalar-valued
payoff function of player i is denoted by πi(si, s−i). Denote the actual strategy cho-
sen by player i in period t by si(t), and the strategy chosen by all other players by
s−i(t). Denote player i’s payoff in a period t by πi(si(t), s−i(t)).

The core of the EWA model consists of two variables that are updated after each
round. The first variable is Aj

i(t), player i’s attraction (also called “propensity”, by,

e.g., Erev & Roth, 1998) for strategy sj
i after period t has taken place. The second

variable is N(t), which is related to the extent to which previous outcomes play a
role (see below). These two variables begin with certain prior values at t = 0. These
values at t = 0 can be thought of as reflecting pregame experience. Updating of
these two variables is governed by two rules. The first one is

Aj
i(t) =

ϕN(t− 1)Aj
i(t− 1) + [δ + (1− δ)I(sj

i , si(t))]πi(sj
i , s−i(t))

N(t)
, (2.1)

where ϕ ∈ [0, 1] is a recall parameter (or ‘discount factor’ or ‘decay rate’), which
depreciates the attraction value of the given strategy in the previous round. Fur-
thermore, δ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter that determines to what extent the foregone
payoffs are taken into account. The I(x, y) is an indicator function equal to 1 when
x = y and 0 if not. The second variable, N(t), is updated by

N(t) = ρN(t− 1) + 1, t ≥ 1, (2.2)

where ρ is a depreciation rate or retrospective discount factor that measures the
fractional impact of previous experience, compared to a new period. To guarantee
that experience increases over time (N(t) > N(t− 1)) it is assumed that N(0) < 1

1−ρ .
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Another restriction is that ρ ∈ [0, ϕ].
The parameters δ, N(0), ϕ, ρ, and Aj

i(0) in the EWA model have psychological
interpretations. The δ expresses to what extent foregone payoffs matter in com-
parison to currently obtained payoffs. For δ = 0 only actual payoffs matter, as in
reinforcement learning. If δ = 1 actual payoffs matter as much as foregone payoffs,
as in belief learning. One can interpret δ times the average foregone payoff in each
period as a kind of aspiration level to which the actual payoff is compared in each
period. With N(0) one captures the idea that players have some prior familiarity
with the game (Salmon, 2001, pp. 1609). The parameter ϕ is a discount factor of
the past. It denotes the relative contribution of previous play to the attraction as
compared to recent play. If ϕ = 1 previous play matters as much as recent play and
is recalled perfectly, if ϕ = 0 then previous play does not matter. The ρ parameter
symbolizes the importance of prior experiences relative to new experiences, allow-
ing attractions to grow faster than a given average, but slower than a cumulative
total (Camerer & Ho, 1999, pp. 839). If ρ = 0 the most recent experience gets equal
weight relative to prior experience, and a strategy’s attraction accumulates over
time according to the reinforcement rule [δ + (1− δ)I(sj

i , si(t))]πi(sj
i , s−i(t)). At the

other extreme, if ρ = ϕ then a strategy’s attraction is a weighted average of the
payoffs one can obtain with that strategy, wich means that a strategy’s attraction is
bounded by the minimum and maximum payoff one can obtain by using that strat-
egy. If 0 < ρ < ϕ then EWA learning models that players use something in between
“lifetime performance” and “average performance” to evaluate strategies (Camerer
& Ho, 1999, pp. 839). Finally, Aj

i(0) can be interpreted as the initial preference for a
given strategy.

Different known learning models can be obtained by using different values for
the parameters. If ρ = ϕ and δ = 0 then EWA reduces to “averaged” reinforcement
learning (Camerer & Ho, 1999). The averaged reinforcement learning specification
of EWA is analogous to the model of Mookerjee & Sopher (1997). When instead
N(0) = 1 and ρ = 0 and δ = 0, EWA equals the “cumulative” reinforcement model
of Erev & Roth (1998). Finally, if δ = 1 as well as ρ = ϕ then EWA reduces to the
“weighted fictitious play” belief learning model of Fudenberg & Levine (1998).

Another parameter in the EWA model, λ, determines how the strategies’ attrac-
tions are transformed into probabilities. The probability that player i plays strategy
sj

i at time t + 1 in EWA learning is a function of the strategies’ attractions at time t,
using logit transformations:

Pj
i (t + 1) =

expλAj
i(t)

∑mi
k=1 expλAk

i (t)
=

1

1 + ∑mi
k=1,k 6=j expλ(Ak

i (t)−Aj
i(t))

, (2.3)

where λ ≥ 0 is called the payoff sensitivity parameter (e.g. Camerer & Ho, 1999).
As one can see, for λ = 0 the probabilities for all strategies are equal, regardless
of the values of the attractions, whereas for a large value of λ the strategy with the
highest attraction is chosen almost certainly.

Besides the above-mentioned logit link between attractions and probabilities,
some researchers have used the probit or power link function (see Camerer, 2003,
pp. 834-836, for a discussion). The probit link replaces the cumulative logistic in
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(2.3) by the cumulative normal distribution function. The power link assumes that
the probability of choosing a strategy is equal to the ratio of its attraction raised to
the power of λ, divided by the sum of attractions raised to the power of λ. That is:

Pj
i (t + 1) =

Aj
i(t)

λ

∑mi
k=1 Ak

i (t)λ
, (2.4)

Although the differences between these transformations might seem relatively
unimportant, they do have substantial implications (e.g., see also Flache & Macy,
2001). For instance, the logit form is invariant to adding a constant to all attractions,
whereas the power form is invariant to multiplying all attractions with a constant.
Moreover, if the constituent game has only positive payoffs, the speed of conver-
gence does not depend on the number of previous periods played when using the
logit link, but it decreases in the number of previous periods when using the power
link. A typical characteristic of the logit link is that it allows negative attractions.
Moreover, Camerer & Ho (1999, pp. 836) reported that, whereas previous studies
showed roughly equal fits of logit and power link models, the logit link yields bet-
ter fits to their data than the power form. Although the two forms provide roughly
equal fits for some games, both forms can yield fundamentally different predictions
in games with only a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium.2

2.3 Analytical results

As it turns out, the results for 2× 2 games can be generalized to any finite game in a
straightforward way. Nevertheless, for ease of exposition we derive the implications
of the EWA model for learning behavior in two subsections: one on 2× 2 games
and one on any finite game. All results concern the conditions for pure strategy
combinations s to be stable. We define P(s(t)) as the probability of players playing
a strategy combination s in round t. Then, a strategy combination s is defined to be
stable if

P(s(t)) ≥ 1− ε (2.5)

after repeated play of s, for some ε < 0.5. For small ε,say ε = 0.01, (5) can be
considered a stochastic variant of pure Nash equilibrium: with a probability of at
least 0.99 s is played in the next round by all players. Our stability concept is similar
to the concept of local stability as defined by Fudenberg and Kreps (1995, pp. 345)
in the context of fictitious belief learning of mixed strategy equilibria.

We now turn to how the concept of stability can be of use for our purposes.
Stability of s has two implications. First, it implies that the outcome of s is attractive
for all i. In Section 4 we show that repeatedly playing an s with an attractive

2To see this, consider a mixed strategy as stable if (and only if) the probability distribution over the
strategy space for each individual does not change (by more than some small epsilon) over time. It
is easy to show that both the logit and probit link will not lead to stable mixed strategies (except in a
number of trivial cases). This result follows from the fact that Pj

i (t + 1) is a function of the difference in
attractions, and this difference does not converge. When the power link is used, stable mixed strategies
are possible: probabilities may converge if ϕ = 1.
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outcome for all players leads to P(s(t)) > 0.5, whereas if s contains an unattractive
outcome for at least one i repeated play of s leads to P(s(t)) < 0.5. Hence an s
that satisfies (5) at time t but not after repeated play is not stable. Second, stability
is a sufficient condition for s to be played for a large number of rounds in a row
with high probability. And if s is not stable, then it is unlikely to observe s to be
played for a large number of rounds in a row. In the present paper stability is used
to derive lemmas and a theorem on conditions for s to be stable, (i.e., on conditions
for s to be played in many rounds in a row) for belief and reinforcement learning
under the EWA model. In this way, stability helps to identify those s with a high
probability to be played again in the subsequent rounds. Hence, streaks of s in
a repeated game for an s that is stable under reinforcement but not under belief
learning is empirical evidence in favor of reinforcement and against belief learning.
In Section 4 we identify games for which streaks of play provide favoring evidence
for one, and impeding evidence for the other type of learning.

We end with two clarifying remarks on stability. First, note that the potential
stability of an s does not tell us much about whether and when stability in s will
actually occur. Second, our stability concept is weaker than “convergence” in the
mathematical sense of the word; convergence implies stability, but stability does not
imply convergence. For example, at a certain round t a stable s might satisfy (2.5),
but random shocks can lead the player to choose another strategy s∗ at t + 1, after
which P((s(t)) might decrease substantially and play might never return to s again.

2.3.1 Results on 2× 2 games

For the analysis it is fruitful to work out the expression in the exponent of the right
hand of (2.3). Note that we are only considering the logit rule for probabilities.
From now on when we use strategy k, we assume that k 6= j. Let n = 2 and mi = 2
for i ∈ 1, 2, then the expression in the exponent of P1

i (t + 1) can be written as

λ(A2
i (t)− A1

i (t)) =
λ

N(t)

[
δ{πi(s2

i , s−i(t))− πi(s1
i , s−i(t))}+

(1− δ){I(s2
i , si(t))πi(s2

i , s−i(t))− I(s1
i , si(t))πi(s1

i , s−i(t))}+
t−1

∑
u=1

ϕt−u[δ{π(s2
i , s−i(u))− π(s1

i , s−i(u))}+

(1− δ){I(s2
i , si(u))πi(s2

i , s−i(u))− I(s1
i , si(u))πi(s1

i , s−i(u))}
]
+

ϕtN(0){A2
i (0)− A1

i (0)}
]
. (2.6)

On the right hand side in (2.6) we see terms representing the effects of choices
at time t (first two lines), the sum of the effects of previous trials (third and fourth
line), and the effect of the initial conditions (last line). It is also useful to derive
an expression for the condition under which Pj

i (t + 1) > Pj
i (t) or A2

i (t)− A1
i (t) <

A2
i (t− 1)− A1

i (t− 1). This expression is
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[δ + (1− δ)I(s1
i , si(t))]πi(s1

i , s−i(t))− [δ + (1− δ)I(s2
i , si(t))]πi(s2

i , s−i(t)) >

[1− (ϕ− ρ)N(t− 1)](A1
i (t− 1)− A2

i (t− 1)). (2.7)

where

N(t− 1) = ρt−1N(0) +
1− ρt−1

1− ρ
, (2.8)

for ρ < 1, and N(t− 1) = N(0) + t− 1 for ρ = 1. The left part of (2.7) shows the
difference in reinforcement in favor of strategy 1. The right part shows a deprecia-
tion of that difference one round earlier. Now consider the following two extreme
cases. If ϕ = ρ (averaged reinforcement learning) then P1

i (t + 1) > P1
i (t) if the

difference in reinforcement at t + 1 is larger than the difference in attractions at t. If
both ρ = 0 and N(0) = 1 (cumulative reinforcement learning) then the probability
to play strategy 1 is increasing if the difference in reinforcement is larger than the
difference between the actual and the remembered attraction. Note that Eq. (2.7)
implies that a probability to play a certain strategy can increase, even when its rein-
forcement is lower than that of another strategy, as long as this difference in current
reinforcements is compensated for by the depreciated difference in reinforcement.

Let us now turn to stable strategy combinations. A necessary and sufficient
condition for s to be stable is if (2.5) holds after infinitely repeated play of s. Two
cases have to be distinguished: ϕ = 1, and ϕ < 1, that is, perfect recall versus
discounting of payoffs. We assume that there are no correlated strategies. Then,
after infinite play of s (= (s1

1, s1
2)) in a 2× 2 game, s can be stable if and only if

lim
t→∞

P1
1 (t + 1)P1

2 (t + 1) ≥ 1− ε. (2.9)

Upon substituting (2.6), this is true in case of imperfect recall if

1

1 + exp ( λ(1−ρ)
1−ϕ [δπi(s2

i , s−i(t))− πi(s1
i , s−i(t))])

≥
√

1− ε. (2.10)

for both players i.3 We see that the initial attractions and the history of play
before the time that s was starting to be played becomes irrelevant because ϕ < 1.
This does not become irrelevant in the case of ϕ = 1 (perfect recall).

It follows from (10) that for an s to be stable under imperfect recall the fraction
λ(1−ρ)

1−ϕ must be large enough. Increasing λ and ϕ has the same effect on this frac-
tion, the effect of ρ is opposite. Note that this fraction implies that, whatever the
outcomes and the values of the other parameters, there always exist low values of
λ such that no outcome is stable under any type of learning.

Assume the payoffs in the game are fixed, and that the parameter values of
the model can be chosen (or fitted) freely, as in empirical applications, with the
restriction that δ ∈ [0, 1]. Then the following results directly follow from (2.10).

3Note that this is a stronger statement than (2.9).
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Theorem 2.3.1 (continued). Strategy combination (sj
i , s−i) in a 2× 2 game can

not be stable in EWA learning if it yields an outcome πi(sj
i , s−i) < 0 and πi(sj

i , s−i) <

πi(sk
i , s−i). In case of imperfect recall (sj

i , s−i) in a 2× 2 game cannot be stable in

EWA learning if it yields an outcome πi(sj
i , s−i) < 0 and πi(sj

i , s−i) ≤ πi(sk
i , s−i). In

all other cases (sj
i , s−i) can be stable.

The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is straightforward. In the case of perfect recall, if
πi(sj

i , s−i) < 0 and πi(sj
i , s−i) < πi(sk

i , s−i), then δπi(sk
i , s−i)− πi(sj

i , s−i) > 0, and

Pj
i (t + 1) < 0.5 for all parameter values combinations. Hence (sj

i , s−i(t)) cannot be
stable. In words, suppose that a player plays a strategy that results in a negative
payoff and that he would have obtained a larger payoff if he had played the other
strategy. Then it must follow that his play can never be stable. This is because in the
case of imperfect recall, if πi(sj

i , s−i) < 0 and πi(sj
i , s−i) ≤ πi(sk

i , s−i), (2.10). This

gives us that δπi(sk
i , s−i) − πi(sj

i , s−i) ≥ 0, resulting in limt→∞ Pj
i (t + 1) ≤ 0.5 for

all parameter value combinations. This means that in the case of imperfect recall a
strategy cannot be stable even if it obtained the same negative payoff after playing
an alternative strategy.

If πi(sj
i , s−i) < 0 and πi(sj

i , s−i) ≤ πi(sk
i , s−i) and perfect recall s can still be

stable for the right choice of parameters. In that case, initial attractions and the
history of play before the time that s was starting to be played are relevant again.
Strategy s can then be stable in several ways. For example, suppose that δ = 1. Then
s can be stable by choosing initial attractions in such a way that P(s(t)) > 1− ε at
the start of the game. It can also be stable by a history of play that increases the
attractions of s more than the attractions of another strategy.

Consider the following example. Player 1 and player 2 have a large initial ten-
dency to play strategy 1 and strategy 2, respectively (initial attractions A1

1(0) =
A2

2(0) = 100, A2
1(0) = A1

2(0) = 0). We do not consider a depreciation rate and we
assume belief learning (ρ = 0, δ = 1). Furthermore we assume perfect recall (ϕ = 1)
and λ = 1. Finally, the payoffs are given by

Table 2.1
A game with no stable strategy combinations

s1
2 s2

2
s1

1 −2,−3 −4,−2
s2

1 −2,−2 −3,−3

Note that (s2
1, s1

2) is a weak Nash equilibrium. First the players play (s1
1, s2

2) with
probability close to 1. Playing this strategy relatively increases the attraction of
the weak Nash equilibrium for player 1. Then play switches to (s2

1, s2
2), also with

probability close to 1. But then strategy 1’s attraction increases relatively more for
player 2. Finally, player 2 switches to strategy 1 with probability close to 1. Hence
thereafter they play the weak Nash equilibrium with probability close to 1.
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Strategy s can be stable in all other cases than those stated in Theorem 1. If
πi(sj

i , s−i) > 0 for both i, then δπi(sk
i , s−i)− πi(sj

i , s−i) < 0 in case of reinforcement

learning. If πi(sj
i , s−i) ≥ πi(sk

i , s−i), then s can be stable in case of belief learning.

This s can be stable by choosing parameter values such that λ(1−ρ)
1−ϕ is high enough.

Theorem 2.3.1 has a few interesting implications:

Lemma 2.3.2 (continued). Strict pure Nash equilibria of a 2 × 2 game can be
stable strategy combinations in the EWA learning model. Weak Nash equilibria
cannot be stable when there is imperfect recall and when there are negative payoffs
in the Nash equilibrium for an indifferent player.

To see this, note that in case of a strict pure Nash equilibrium πi(sk
i , s−i) <

πi(sj
i , s−i) we can always choose the parameter values in such a way that Pj

i (t +
1) > 1− ε and (sk

i , s−i) is stable. The observation that strict Nash equilibria can

be stable under belief learning (for large values of λ(1−ρ)
1−ϕ ) is a well-known fact

(Camerer, 2003, and also Fudenberg & Levine, 1998). Note that this result also
follows directly from Theorem 2.3.1. For the weak pure Nash equilibria, suppose
we play strategy sj

i being the weak pure Nash equilibrium with πi(sj
i , s−i) < 0 and

imperfect recall, then we obtain δπi(sk
i , s−i)− πi(sj

i , s−i) = −πi(sj
i , s−i)(1− δ) ≥ 0.

Hence limt→∞ Pj
i (t + 1) ≤ 0.5, and it cannot be stable.

Consider the game in Table 2.2 to illustrate Lemma 2.3.2.

Table 2.2
A game with three weak Nash equilibria

s1
2 s2

2
s1

1 100 + ν, 90 + ν ν, ν
s2

1 100 + ν, 100 + ν 90 + ν, 100 + ν

The game in Table 2.2 has three weak pure Nash equilibria, and no mixed strat-
egy Nash equilibrium. Consider belief learning. In this case there is no combination
of parameter values such that any s can be stable in case of imperfect recall, because
δ[πi(sj

i , si(t))− πi(s3−j
i , si(t))] = 0 for at least one player for each of the three equi-

libria. Hence the game in Table 2.2 is quite a challenge for belief learning with
discounting; it cannot explain convergence to any s although it has three pure Nash
equilibria. Now let δ = 0 and ν = −110. Then no s can be stable under rein-
forcement learning, since all outcomes of this game are negative. More generally, if
ν = −110 and we have imperfect recall, there is no δ ∈ [0, 1] and no combination
of values for the other parameters for which any of the four strategy combinations
can be stable. To conclude, when we assume discounting the EWA model cannot
lead to strategy combinations that are stable in the 2× 2 game in Table 2.2 if all
outcomes are negative, even though the game has three pure Nash equilibria.

Two other interesting implications of Theorem 2.3.1 are Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.
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Lemma 2.3.3 (continued). In a 2× 2 game with only negative payoffs and no
pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, no pure strategy can be made stable.

Lemma 2.3.3 is true because in 2× 2 games with only negative payoffs πi(s1
i , s−i(t)) <

πi(s1
k , s−i(t)) for at least one player (otherwise s would be a pure Nash equilibrium),

and hence P(sk
i , s−i(t)) < 0.5 for at least one player i.

Lemma 2.3.4 (continued). Any strategy combination in a 2× 2 game with posi-
tive payoffs for both players can be stable in EWA learning.

Lemma 2.3.4 follows from the fact that if s = (sj
i , s−i(t)) yields positive outcomes

to all players, δ(πi(sk
i , s−i(t)))−πi(sj

i , s−i(t))) < 0 in case of reinforcement learning.
Theorem 2.3.1 and the lemmas derived from it also have implications for the

conditions to distinguish between reinforcement and belief learning. The two most
conspicuous implications are:

Lemma 2.3.5 (continued). Under belief learning only pure Nash equilibria can
be stable, independent of the sign of the payoffs.

This holds because if s = (sj
i , s−i(t)) is not Nash, then δ(πi(sk

i , s−i(t)))−πi(sj
i , s−i(t)) >

0 and P < 0.5 for at least one player.

Lemma 2.3.6 (continued). Under reinforcement learning only strategy combi-
nations yielding positive outcomes to both players can be stable.

Lemma 2.3.6 follows directly from the proof of Lemma 2.3.4.
Using Lemma 2.3.5 and Lemma 2.3.6, games can easily be constructed so that

belief and reinforcement learning lead to fundamentally different predictions. One
example was the game in Table 2.1 with ν = 0: none of the strategy combinations
can be stable under belief learning with discounting, but the three Nash equilibria
can all be stable under reinforcement learning. Another example is a Prisoner’s
Dilemma with both positive and negative payoffs, but with mutual defection yield-
ing negative payoffs to both players.

Table 2.3
A Prisoner’s Dilemma game

s1
2 s2

2
s1

1 10 + ν, 10 + ν −20 + ν, 20 + ν
s2

1 20 + ν,−20 + ν −10 + ν,−10 + ν

Consider the Prisoner’s Dilemma game in Table 2.3, with ν = 0. Under belief
learning only the Nash equilibrium (the bottom-right cell) can be stable, whereas
under reinforcement learning only the Pareto-optimal but dominated outcome (the
top-left cell) can be stable. Note that this difference in prediction is dependent
on the value of ν. While the prediction of belief learning is independent of ν,
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under reinforcement learning either zero (ν ≤ −10), one (−10 < ν ≤ 10), two
(10 < ν ≤ 20) or four (20 < ν) strategy combinations can be stable.

The last two lemmas and the Prisoner’s Dilemma with mixed outcomes demon-
strate that even 2× 2 games can be used to differentiate between belief and rein-
forcement learning. Hence, the suggestions one could get from the literature that it
can be difficult or impossible to discern between both models is false. In fact, our
results clearly show why previous research has had trouble to distinguish the two
empirically. For instance, as far as we know, all previous studies were restricted
to games with solely non-negative outcomes. In these games all strategy combi-
nations can be stable, including the pure Nash equilibria that can be stable under
belief learning. Only when the pure Nash equilibrium yields a negative outcome
for at least one of the players, both types of learning cannot yield the same stable
strategy combinations. Moreover, Salmon (2001) used a game with a 0 outcome for
at least one player in each of the strategy combinations, which makes it particu-
larly unlikely to be able to distinguish different learning models. This is because a
0 outcome for a strategy does not differentiate between EWA-based reinforcement
and belief learning if another strategy than this particular strategy happens to be
chosen. Finally, since our results show that payoffs and in particular the sign of
the payoffs determine which kind of behavior can be predicted by both types of
learning, we can draw two additional conclusions. First, shifting the outcomes in
a game has an effect on which s can become stable under reinforcement learning
and EWA learning with positive δ (not under belief learning). This implies that if
one wants to distinguish the two types of learning and estimate the parameters of a
learning model one can also choose to analyze the stable s or streaks of play in sets
of ‘shifted games’.

It is important to realize that our analysis only shows which strategy combina-
tions can be stable, not with what probability this actually occurs. The probability
that s is stable, if it can be, is dependent on the values of all the parameters. Since
here our focus is on the possibility of stable behavior we only briefly comment upon
this probability. Note that the probability that s is stable can be directly manipu-
lated by choosing skewed initial attractions. A stable strategy will then soon be
reached if λ is large. However, note that the stable s need not be a pure Nash equi-
librium (for instance, in case of reinforcement learning in a game with only positive
outcomes). A slow tendency to a stable s can be modeled with a combination of
a low λ and a high ϕ. Finally, note that an increase in δ can lower the probabil-
ity that a pure Nash equilibrium is stable, or might slow down the path towards
it. For instance, this is true if all outcomes in the game are positive, because then
δ(πi(sj

i , s−i(t))−πi(sk
i , s−i(t))) < πi(sk

i , s−i(t)). That is, by taking the foregone pay-
off into account more, the strategy combination that is not a Nash equilibrium is
also reinforced more, which decreases the speed of convergence to the equilibrium.

2.3.2 Results on finite games

The results of the previous subsection can easily be extended to finite games with an
arbitrary number of players with an arbitrary number of strategies. The probability
that player i plays (sj

i , s−i(t)) at time t is
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Pj
i (t + 1) =

1

1 + ∑k 6=j expλ(Ak
i (t)−Aj

i(t))
, (2.11)

where Ak
i (t)− Aj

i(t) is equal to (2.6) in the 2× 2 case. Strategy s is stable if

Pj
i (t + 1) =

1

1 + ∑k 6=j expλ(Ak
i (t)−Aj

i(t))
≥ (1− ε)1/n (2.12)

holds for all players, with ε close to 0, and in the case of imperfect recall. In the
limit, this gives

1

1 + ∑k 6=j exp ( λ(1−ρ)
1−ϕ [δπi(sk

i , s−i(t))− πi(sj
i , s−i(t))])

≥ (1− ε)1/n. (2.13)

Note that there is a strategy for which player i obtains his maximum payoff πmax
s−i

given the strategies of the other players. Then Theorem 2.3.1 can be generalized to
Theorem 2.3.7 as follows:

Theorem 2.3.7 (continued). Strategy s = (sj
i , s−i(t)) in a finite game cannot be

stable in EWA learning if it yields for at least one player i an outcome πi(sj
i , s−i(t)) <

0 and πi(sj
i , s−i(t)) < πmax

s−i
. In case of imperfect recall, strategy s in any finite game

cannot be stable in EWA learning if it yields an outcome πi(sj
i , s−i(t)) < 0 and

πi(sj
i , s−i(t)) ≤ πmax

s−i
. In all other cases s can be stable.

The proof of Theorem 2.3.7 follows the same reasoning as the proof for Theorem
2.3.1, and is therefore omitted.

All the results for the 2× 2 game can now be generalized straightforwardly to
finite games: Pure Nash equilibria can always be stable (e.g., in case of belief learn-
ing), whereas weak pure Nash equilibria cannot be stable when there is imperfect
recall and when there are negative payoffs in the Nash equilibrium for the indif-
ferent player (Lemma 2.3.2). And finite games with only negative payoffs and only
a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium cannot be stable under EWA learning (Lemma
2.3.3). However, in games with only positive payoffs any s can be made stable (e.g.,
in case of reinforcement learning) (Lemma 2.3.4). Hence also Lemma 2.3.5 and
Lemma 2.3.6 distinguishing belief and reinforcement learning still hold.

The fact that our results also hold for games with an arbitrary number of players
with a finite strategy set implies that we can likewise construct games so that be-
lief and reinforcement learning imply fundamentally different predictions. Again,
games with pure Nash equilibria with negative outcomes for at least some players
will differentiate between the two since these equilibria cannot be stable under re-
inforcement learning, but are the only combinations that can be stable under belief
learning.
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2.4 Conclusions

An important issue in the field of learning is to what extent one can distinguish be-
havior resulting from belief and reinforcement learning. Thus far, research suggests
that it is difficult or impossible to discern between belief and reinforcement learning
models for several sets of games. In the present study we derived predictions for
behavior in any finite game on the basis of the EWA learning model, a model that
includes both reinforcement and belief learning as special cases. Our main conclu-
sion is that belief and reinforcement learning can yield very different predictions as
to which behavior can be stable in finite games. Even in simple 2× 2 games, re-
inforcement and belief learning derived from the EWA learning model can lead to
completely different predictions about which strategy combinations can be stable.
A second conclusion, pertaining to EWA learning in general, is that in some games
no strategy combination can be stable at all. In particular, games with a negative
payoff in each cell for at least one player and only mixed strategy Nash equilibria
can never lead to stable behavior. The same holds for games with negative payoffs
in each cell for at least one player, one or more weak Nash equilibria and imperfect
recall of subjects.

Our results can help identify games in which it should be easy to discern belief
and reinforcement learning. This is an important first step in order to differentiate
between these two types of learning in empirical data. In games in which all pure
Nash equilibria have at least one negative payoff and some strategy combinations
yield strictly positive outcomes to all players, there is no overlap at all in the sets of
strategy combinations that can be stable under both types of learning. Since predic-
tions of stable behavior do not overlap, distinguishing both types is straightforward,
as long as stable behavior does occur. As an example of such a game one can think
of the standard Prisoner’s Dilemma game with mixed payoffs (see Table 2.3).4

However, we also might be able to distinguish both types of learning in games
with nonnegative outcomes. In games with one pure Nash equilibrium that is
Pareto inferior to some other outcomes in the game, only the Nash equilibrium is
stable under belief learning. Yet under reinforcement learning the outcomes of the
other strategy combinations can be constructed so that they are stronger attractors
than the Nash equilibrium. On the other hand, since both types of learning con-
sider the Nash equilibrium to be a stable strategy combination, it is hard to discern
between reinforcement and belief learning.

Our result that belief and reinforcement learning can be distinguished evokes
the question why previous studies have concluded that it is difficult to discern
between them. The answer is obviously because these other studies have used
games that are typically not the games where one would expect to find a difference.
Previous studies concentrated on games with solely positive payoffs, games that
contain some zero outcomes, and games with a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium.

An implication of our results is that seemingly innocent shifts of payoffs or rein-
forcements can have far-reaching consequences on the predictions of behavior. That

4One way to implement games with negative payoffs in experiments is to give a large initial payoff to
participants, e.g., as a show up fee, and make sure that after playing the repeated game the participants
go home without a loss. To prevent a “gambling with the house money effect” (Thaler and Johnson,
1990), we suggest to design the experiment such that participants put the show up fee in their pocket
and some time (or even a task) is between showing up and playing the game.
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is, in case of reinforcement learning, or more in general in case of EWA learning
with δ < 1, predictions are affected by shifting the outcomes. Hence in our case
it cannot be assumed without loss of generality that payoffs are nonnegative (cf.
Rustichini, 1999, p. 249), or that the reinforcement of a strategy [R(x)] is equal to
its outcome minus the minimum outcome obtained [x− xmin] Erev & Roth (1998, p.
860). Interestingly, empirical studies have indeed shown that learning is affected by
adding a constant to all payoffs. For instance, Erev, Bereby-Meyer, and Roth (1999)
and Bereby-Meyer & Erev (1998) found that learning was faster in the loss do-
main. Van Assen, Snijders, and Weesie (2006) found that people behave differently
in repeated PDs with negative, mixed, and positive outcomes. See also Cachon &
Camerer (1996), Rydval & Ortmann (2005), and Feltovich, Iwasaki, & Oda (2008) for
further evidence on the effect of adding a constant to payoffs on learning.

Note that studying behavior of individuals in structurally identical games with
shifted outcomes provides a powerful tool to distinguish belief and reinforcement
learning; belief learning predicts the same stable behavior in these games, while
reinforcement learning predicts that stable behavior is different, even if the same
people play these games.

Some studies on learning make explicit use of an aspiration level, recognizing
the effect of a shift of payoffs on predicted behavior (e.g., Borgers & Sarin (2000),
Erev, Bereby-Meyer & Roth (1999), Macy & Flache (2002), Sarin & Vahid (1999)).
An aspiration level or reference point is the value with which each outcome is
compared. When an outcome is above the aspiration level, then reinforcement is
positive. Macy & Flache (2002) demonstrated through simulation that the value of
the aspiration level has a strong effect on a reinforcement model’s predictions of
the likelihood of cooperative behavior in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, Chicken game,
and Stag Hunt games, a result that also follows from our formal analysis. Since the
aspiration level has such a strong effect on the predictions, the model’s flexibility
can be increased in future work by incorporating a dynamic aspiration level as in
the models that were used in the aforementioned studies.

A standard point of criticism on the EWA model is that it includes so many pa-
rameters that it is no wonder that it can fit learning behavior in many games rather
well (e.g., Ho, Camerer & Chong (2002)). This criticism motivated Ho, Camerer, and
Chong to develop a one-parameter EWA model, called f(unctional)EWA, that re-
places fixed parameters with functions of experience, allowing both individual dif-
ferences in “learning styles” and endogenous cross-game differences (Ho, Camerer
& Chong, 2002, p. 194). Our analysis suggests that there might be games where
EWA fails to fit. That is, there might be games where no parameter value combina-
tion exists that can reasonably predict behavior. Games for which EWAs predictions
might fail are games that lead to a negative outcome for at least one player in all
strategy combinations, and with only weak pure Nash equilibria. If recall is not
perfect, EWA cannot predict stable behavior in such games. As far as we know, per-
fect recall is not typically found in learning. Hence perfect recall would not be the
most obvious explanation of stable behavior in this game, a more likely explanation
is that EWA failed in these cases and something else is going on. A direct test of
EWA learning would be to fit the EWA model simultaneously to such a game (for
instance, a game as in Table 2.1) and to the same game with the outcomes shifted
so that all outcomes are positive. A bad fit or very different parameter estimates
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for both games would be evidence against the EWA model. Note, however, that
whether stable behavior occurs in a game with only weak Nash equilibria is an
empirical question, as well as the fit of the EWA learning model for such a game.

Note also that the conclusions of this chapter are not in line with Hopkins’ claim
(2002). He states that “They [reinforcement learning and stochastic fictitious play]
embody quite different assumptions about the processing of information and opti-
mization. This paper compares their properties and finds that they are more similar
than were thought.” (p. 2141). One of the main differences is the assumptions in
Hopkins’ model. For starters, he chose to accept negative payoffs but always up-
date the propensities with positive reinforcements, resulting in a different model.
For instance, we state that in a Prisoner’s Dilemma game with only negative payoffs,
reinforcement learning is never able to find a stable strategy combination, because
all propensities keep decreasing, resulting each time in a switch of strategy. For
EWA-based belief learning the sign of the payoffs is irrelevant, resulting in a sta-
ble strategy combination: the Nash equilibrium. Another difference is that he uses
“perturbed” versions of the two learning models, resulting in different equilibria
than the Nash equilibria for stochastic fictitious play. Our belief learning model
excludes this option in a theoretical analysis.

Our study has at least three limitations. First, our analysis assumes the EWA
learning model. Although the EWA model is well-known and frequently applied,
not all types of reinforcement and belief learning are special cases of the EWA
model. Hence our results on the conditions when reinforcement and belief learning
can be distinguished do not imply that all reinforcement learning can be distin-
guished from all belief learning under these conditions. Second, we have only
identified conditions under which strategy combinations can be stable. We did not
derive results on possible differences in predicted behavior of belief and reinforce-
ment learning in cases where no stable behavior occurs. Third, we did not address
possible differences in the probability distributions of stable behavior predicted by
both learning types. That is, even though both learning types might predict the
same possible stable strategy combinations for some games, it might still be that
they predict a different probability distribution of stable behavior. So we analyzed
only one aspect with respect to which the predictions of both types of learning
might differ, but there are certainly more aspects on which both kinds of learning
might differ.

As stated in the introduction, the second and longer term goal of our analysis
is to come up with a sensible experimental design (type of game, payoffs, number
of rounds, etc) to be able to distinguish between belief and reinforcement learning.
Our analysis is just a first step to reach this goal. More specifically, we did neither
analyze the probability that a stable strategy combination will actually be played
in many subsequent rounds depending on the values of the parameters, nor the
minimum number of rounds that is required before such stable states are reached.
Finally, a related issue are the conditions under which one can successfully estimate
the parameters of the learning model with which the data were simulated. A con-
siderable amount of studies focus on this issue, for instance, Salmon (2001), Wilcox
(2006), and Camerer (2003) (see also Camerer, 2003 for a discussion of this branch
of research). We plan to investigate in future research to what extent unbiased esti-
mates of the parameters can be obtained, and to what extent any possible bias is a
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function of the experimental conditions. The analysis reported in the present study
can guide us and others in this future research.



3Discerning Reinforcement
and Belief Learning in 2× 2
games.
A Simulation Study

We consider if and when one can distinguish between behavior resulting from either
belief or reinforcement learning in repeated 2 × 2 games. Previous research has
suggested that it is difficult or even impossible to decide which kind of learning the
empirical data are most consistent with (e.g. Salmon, 2001). We examine this issue
by simulating data from learning models in three common but very different types
of 2× 2 games and investigate whether we can discern between reinforcement and
belief learning in an experimental setup. Our conclusion is, contrary to the intuition
of previous scholars, that this is possible, especially in games with positive payoffs
and in the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma game, even when the repeated game has
a relatively small number of rounds. We also show that other characteristics of the
players’ behavior, such as the number of times a player changes strategy and the
number of strategy combinations the player uses, can help differentiate between the
two learning models.

3.1 Introduction

In experimental repeated games it can be difficult to determine the way in which
players learn and adapt their behavior during the course of the game. The archetyp-
ical learning models that have been compared in the literature are reinforcement
learning and belief learning. Often both kinds of models fit empirical data equally
well (e.g., Camerer, 2003; Feltovich, 2000; Hopkins, 2002). As, among others, Salmon
(2001) has argued, the difficulty to distinguish learning models is most apparent in
2× 2 games. In this case, the players communicate with each other only by choos-
ing between two options, so not much information goes back and forth (Salmon,
2001). The present study focuses on discerning reinforcement and belief learning
models in 2× 2 games.

The previous chapter showed that belief and reinforcement learning can be dis-
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tinguished in many repeated games, including several kinds of 2× 2 games, when
one uses the theoretical concept of “stability”. Loosely speaking, a strategy combi-
nation (defined as the combined choice of both players) is stable if the probability
that this combination is played is close enough to 1 after repeatedly playing this
combination in the previous rounds. However, the theoretical result alone is not
sufficient. First of all, our theoretical results imply that the learning models can be
distinguished after a sufficient number of rounds have been played, but it is not clear
how large that number needs to be. It is also not clear how likely it is that stability
actually occurs in game play: the theoretical results show that it is possible that
different learning models lead to different stable strategy combinations, but does
this happen often enough to be empirically verifiable? Moreover, the theoretical
analyses in the previous chapter did not focus on other possibly important char-
acteristics of play in games that might be used to discern between different kinds
of learning. Even if the data showed no signs of players repeatedly choosing the
same strategy combination, we might be able to find differences between belief and
reinforcement learning by using other characteristics of the game play. In this paper
we considered as possible characteristics: how often players change between their
alternatives, how often different strategy combinations occur, and how soon players
end up in a stable state.

We used the theoretical results of last chapter as a starting point, and simulate
data from learning models in repeated 2× 2 games to find out whether discerning
between reinforcement and belief learning can indeed be feasible in an experimen-
tal setup, as the theoretical analysis suggested. Our conclusion, corroborating the
findings of the last chapter, is that —contrary to the intuition of previous studies
(e.g., Salmon, 2001)— discerning between different kinds of learning is possible,
even in repeated 2× 2 games with a relatively small number of rounds. Both the
stability concept and the other characteristics we examined help us to differentiate
reinforcement and belief learning models.

The paper is structured as follows. We first start by describing the learning
models as special cases of the Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA) model (e.g.,
Camerer & Ho, 1999), and then describe some important lemmas from the previous
chapter in Section 3.2. Then, we outline some implications of these results for three
kinds of repeated games in Section 3.3. The implications of the other characteristics
are then discussed in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we outline the design of our
simulations and we discuss the results in Section 3.6. The three sections after that
describe the results for each of the games. In the final section, we conclude with
some thoughts about the implications for applying our results to the design and the
analysis of behavior in experimental games.

3.2 Theoretical background

The EWA model, which includes belief and reinforcement learning as special cases,
was developed and first applied in Camerer & Ho (1999) and used in a large number
of papers on interdependent learning (see Camerer (2003), for an overview). The
notation used is based on Camerer & Ho (1999). Players are indexed by i (= 1, 2)
and the strategy space Si consists of two discrete choices. Player i’s scalar valued
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payoff in a round t equals πi(si(t), s−i(t)), with s(t) = (si(t), s−i(t) denoting the
strategy combination played in round t by player i and the other player. Note
that we used the term “strategy” and “strategy combination” for the choice(s) of a
player in a given round, and not for the general set of rules that describes a player’s
behavior across all possible states of the game (as is common in game theory).

The core of the EWA model consists of two variables that are updated after each
round. The first variable is Aj

i(t), which is player i’s attraction (sometimes called
“propensity”, e.g., in Erev & Roth, 1998) for strategy si(t) = j after round t has taken
place:

Aj
i(t) =

ϕN(t− 1)Aj
i(t− 1) + [δ + (1− δ)I(si(t), j)]πi(sj

i , s−i(t))
N(t)

, (3.1)

where ϕ ∈ [0, 1] is a recall parameter (or “discount factor” or “decay rate”)
that depreciates the attraction value of the given strategy in the previous round.
Furthermore, δ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter that determines to what extent the player
takes foregone payoffs into account. The I(si(t), j) is an indicator function equal to
1 when the played strategy is j and 0 if not. Aj

i(0) is called i’s initial propensity to
play j. In this study, we assumed that all players have the same initial propensities
for all strategies. The second core variable of the EWA model, N(t), determines the
extent to which previous outcomes play a role in the current choice of behavior. It
is updated as follows:

N(t) = ρN(t− 1) + 1, t ≥ 1, (3.2)

where ρ is a depreciation rate or retrospective discount factor that measures the
fractional impact of previous experience, compared to a new round. To guarantee
that experience increases over time (N(t) > N(t− 1)) it is assumed that N(0) < 1

1−ρ .
Another restriction is that ρ ∈ [0, ϕ].

Another parameter in the EWA model, λ, determines how the strategies’ attrac-
tions are transformed into probabilities. The probability that player i plays strategy
j at time t + 1 in EWA learning is a logit transformation of the strategies’ attractions
at time t:

Pj
i (t + 1) =

1

1 + expλ(Ak
i (t)−Aj

i(t))
, (3.3)

where k 6= j and λ ≥ 0 is called the sensitivity parameter.
From here on, we considered ρ = 0 so that N(t) = 1 for all t. Hence, the most

recent experience gets equal weight relative to prior experience. We justified fixing
ρ = 0 on several grounds. First, we showed in the previous chapter that the effect
of ρ on results concerning stability is precisely opposite to that of λ and ϕ. Model-
ing stability can therefore also be carried out with only the latter two parameters.
Second, empirical results suggest that ρ and ϕ are fundamentally related, as indi-
cated by the strong correlation (0.88) between their estimates (Camerer & Ho, 1999,
p. 867) when fitting EWA to actual play in several games. Since in particular ρ is
difficult to recover when estimating the EWA model to data (Camerer & Ho, 1999,
p. 333), it makes most sense to omit ρ from the model. Finally, whereas the scaling
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parameter λ and recall parameter ϕ are commonly used in learning models, many
models do not consider the depreciation rate ρ at all (Camerer & Ho, 1999).

We first focused on differences with respect to stability in order to distinguish
the two types of learning. Stability is defined as a stochastic variant of pure Nash
equilibrium: there is a large probability (close to 1) that all players make the same
choice in two consecutive rounds. Our concept for stability is similar to what is
called local stability defined by Fudenberg and Kreps (1995, p. 345) in the context
of fictitious belief learning of mixed strategy equilibria. We defined P(s(t)) as the
probability of players playing a strategy combination s(t) in round t. Then, a strat-
egy combination s is defined to “be stable” in a 2× 2 game when

P(s(t)) ≥ (1− ε)2 (3.4)

after repeated play of s, for some ε close to zero (more details on this definition
can be found in the previous chapter). The extra stipulation ’after repeated play of
s’ is crucial. The idea of stability is that the players continue playing s with a large
probability in the next round(s), and as such can be considered to be a probabilis-
tic equilibrium concept for learning models. Using this definition of stability and
assuming EWA learning, the following lemmas hold:

Lemma 3.2.1 (continued). Under reinforcement learning, only strategy combi-
nations that yield positive payoffs to both players can be stable.

Lemma 3.2.2 (continued). Under belief learning only pure Nash equilibria of
the constituent game can be stable, independent of the sign of the payoffs.

These differences between the learning models have interesting implications.
For example, consider a Prisoner’s Dilemma game with positive payoffs only. A
Prisoner’s Dilemma game has one (pure) sub-optimal Nash equilibrium. Under
reinforcement learning all strategy combinations can be stable (because all have
positive payoffs), whereas under belief learning only the Nash equilibrium can be
stable. Combining the two lemmas leads to a third one:

Lemma 3.2.3 (continued). In a 2× 2 game with only negative payoffs and no
pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, no pure strategy combination can be stable.

Under belief learning only the pure Nash equilibrium can be stable (and we did
not have one in a game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium), and under rein-
forcement learning only strategy combinations with positive payoffs can be stable.
Hence, observing stable states in experimental data in mixed strategy equilibrium
with negative outcomes would argue against both belief and reinforcement learn-
ing.

3.3 Theoretical implications on stability in three 2× 2
games

The implications of the theoretical results are discussed for three different 2 × 2
games, inspired by Lemma 1 to Lemma 3: the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, a Pareto-
optimal Nash equilibrium game, and a game with only a mixed strategy equilib-
rium. Moreover, in these games we varied the payoffs from all positive, all negative,
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to mixed. The three games and the payoff combinations are selected to create con-
ditions in which behavior implied by the learning models should be either different
or similar. Moreover, note that the three games cover an interesting diversity of situ-
ations: a situation with a pure equilibrium that is not Pareto optimal and a situation
where it is, and a situation where there is just a single mixed-strategy equilibrium.

Table 3.1. The Prisoner’s Dilemma game. The abbreviations of the strategies used
in the table correspond to Top and Bottom for player 1, and Left and Right for

player 2.

L R
T 5 + ∆, 5 + ∆ 1 + ∆, 7 + ∆
B 7 + ∆, 1 + ∆ 3 + ∆, 3 + ∆

We used ∆ as a means to create a game with positive, mixed, and negative
payoffs with ∆ equal to 0, −4, and −8, respectively. A Prisoner’s Dilemma game
has only one Nash equilibrium, here the bottom-right, which is not Pareto optimal.
Our lemmas imply that in belief learning only the bottom-right strategy combina-
tion can be stable. In reinforcement learning all strategy combinations with positive
payoffs can be stable. The strategy combination with the highest payoff to both
players, which is the payoff corresponding to the top-left corner, satisfies the sta-
bility condition most easily. In the Prisoner’s Dilemma game with mixed payoffs
(∆ = −4), top-left is the only strategy combination with positive payoffs for both
players. Hence, under reinforcement learning top-left is the only strategy combi-
nation that can be stable if payoffs are mixed. With negative payoffs, no strategy
combinations are stable under reinforcement learning. Our predictions are summa-
rized in the PD row of Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Strategy combinations for different games with different payoffs that can
be stable.

Reinforcement Belief

PD positive payoffs All 2
mixed payoffs 1 2

negative payoffs None 2

NE positive payoffs All 1
mixed payoffs 1,3,4 1

negative payoffs None 1

ME positive payoffs All None
mixed payoffs None None

negative payoffs None None

1 = top-left; 2 = bottom-right; 3 = top-right; and 4 = bottom-left.
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Table 3.3. The Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game.

L R
T 7 + ∆, 7 + ∆ 5 + ∆, 5 + ∆
B 5 + ∆, 5 + ∆ 3 + ∆, 3 + ∆

Table 3.3 presents the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game, where ∆ again
shifts the payoff with the values 0, −4, or −8. Belief learning can only be sta-
ble in the Nash equilibrium (top-left strategy combination). Under reinforcement
learning with positive payoffs all strategy combinations can be stable, whereas with
mixed payoffs all except the bottom-right can be stable. With negative payoffs no
combinations are stable (this can be seen in the NE row of Table 3.2).

Table 3.4. The game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium.

L R
T 5 + ∆, 2 + ∆ 1 + ∆, 4 + ∆
B 2 + ∆, 5 + ∆ 4 + ∆, 1 + ∆

Table 3.4 presents the game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium, with ∆
equal to 0, −3, or −6. Note that the mixed strategy equilibrium has probabilities
( 2

3 , 1
2 ) for strategies (Top, Bottom) and (Left, Right), and does not depend on ∆.

For belief learning no strategy combination is stable. For reinforcement learning
and positive payoffs all strategy combinations can be stable. For mixed or negative
payoffs no stability can occur. Table 3.2 again summarizes our predictions.

There are two more parameters that we varied: the recall parameter ϕ and the
sensitivity parameter λ. We chose the values of the parameters such that stability is
satisfied for different values of ε. By combining equations (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) the
stability condition can be written as:

λ

1− ϕ
[πi(sj

i , s−i)− δπi(sk
i , s−i)] = ln(

1− ε

ε
). (3.5)

Equation (3.5) shows that two factors affect stability; the ratio λ
1−ϕ , and the pay-

off πi(sj
i , s−i) (in case of reinforcement learning) or payoff difference πi(sj

i , s−i) −
πi(sk

i , s−i) (in case of belief learning). Using these two factors, we chose three ra-
tios λ

1−ϕ to obtain three different stability conditions. First, we chose λ
1−ϕ = 6.9

to obtain stability with ε = 0.001 for a payoff (difference) of 1. Using this ratio,
all strategies are stable as long as the payoff (difference) is at least 1. This implies
that a player’s probability of repeatedly playing a strategy can be very high, since
ε is less than 0.001 for a payoff (difference) of 1. Consequently, for this ratio the
pure Nash equilibria are stable under belief learning, and all strategy combinations
with positive payoffs are stable under reinforcement learning. Second, we chose

λ
1−ϕ = 2.3 to obtain stability with ε = 0.01 for a payoff (difference) of 2. For this
ratio, strategy combinations are stable if the payoff (difference) is not too small. At
the same time the probability of repeatedly playing a strategy can be high, but not
higher than .99 if the payoff (difference) is 2. As a result, the pure Nash equilibrium
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is stable under belief learning since the payoff difference equals 2, and under rein-
forcement learning only if combinations result in a payoff of at least 2. Finally, we
chose λ

1−ϕ = 0.314 such that no strategy combination is stable with ε = 0.1 and a
payoff (difference) less than 7. The implication is that no strategy is stable, and that
the probability of one player repeatedly choosing a strategy is never larger than 0.9.

For stability only the ratio λ
1−ϕ matters, and not the individual values of the two

parameters λ and ϕ. However, the individual values matter for actual play and
can lead to other characteristics to distinguish the two types of learning. Hence we
chose six different parameter combinations, two for each ratio. The values we chose
are:

(ϕ, λ) ∈ {(0.5, 0.157), (0.5, 1.15), (0.5, 3.45), (0.95, 0.0157), (0.95, 0.115), (0.95, 0.345)}.
(3.6)

A value of ϕ equal to 0.5 signifies that the choices in all rounds up to the penul-
timate round do not affect the propensity as much as the last round, whereas a
value equal to 0.95 means that the outcomes in the past exert a strong influence
on current behavior. The largest value of λ, 3.45 represents a fast way of learning.
That is, one shift of strategy can drastically alter response probabilities, especially
in combination with a low value of ϕ. The two lower values of λ are chosen to make
the response probabilities less sensitive to changes in strategy.

Table 3.5 extends Table 3.2 and shows which strategy combinations can be sta-
ble, now including the different parameter values λ and ϕ. Hence, we could find in
Table 3.5 for what parameter combination and for what game, which strategy com-
bination is stable for reinforcement and belief learning, with ε = 0.01. For instance,
R12B2 implies that for reinforcement learning both top-left and bottom-right are
stable, whereas for belief learning only bottom-right is stable.
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Table 3.5. Results regarding stability of strategy combinations (with ε = 0.01) for
the Prisoner’s Dilemma game (PD), Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game (NE),

and game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium (ME), different payoffs (positive,
mixed, negative), and different values of (ϕ,λ).

ϕ 0.95 0.50 0.95 0.50 0.95 0.50
λ 0.0157 0.157 0.115 1.15 0.345 3.45

λ
1−ϕ 0.314 0.314 2.300 2.300 6.900 6.900
PD+ . . R12B2 R12B2 R1234B2 R1234B2
PD + /− . . B2 B2 R1B2 R1B2
PD− . . B2 B2 B2 B2

NE+ . . R1234B1 R1234B1 R1234B1 R1234B1
NE + /− . . R1B1 R1B1 R134B1 R134B1
NE− . . B1 B1 B1 B1

ME+ . . R14 R14 R1234 R1234
ME + /− . . . . . .
ME− . . . . . .

1 = top-left; 2 = bottom-right; 3 = top-right; 4 = bottom-left. R = reinforcement
learning and B = belief learning. +, +/-, and - correspond to positive, mixed, and

negative payoffs, respectively.

3.4 Theoretical implications on other characteristics than
stability

Theoretical analysis based on equation (3.5) suggests that the speed of entering a
streak (repeated play of same strategy combination) is dependent on (i) the payoff
(difference) (the larger, the faster), (ii) the ratio λ

1−ϕ (the higher the ratio, the faster),
In addition, another result is that (iii) λ (the higher, the faster) has a stronger effect
on speed than ϕ. More specifically, we expected higher speed for reinforcement
learning with positive payoffs than for belief learning, but lower speed for other
cases of reinforcement learning, for the same values of ∆, λ, and ϕ. Since the payoff
differences are the same in all games, the speed of learning under belief learning
should be independent of the value of ∆.

Similar analyses suggest that how often the four strategy combinations are
played and how often a player changes strategy are affected by the same three
variables. We expected the proportion of play of unstable combinations to decrease
in the number of rounds played. We also expected that strategy combinations that
are not stable are played less frequently if stronger stability conditions are satisfied
(with smaller values of ε), that is, with a large payoff (difference) and large ratio

λ
1−ϕ , and for large values of λ. Similarly, less changes of strategy were expected in
these cases. Note that results for belief learning are expected to be independent of
δ. Moreover, since for belief learning only the pure strategy Nash equilibrium is
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stable, we expected a particular high probability of play of this equilibrium and not
much changes of strategy if the equilibrium is stable.

3.5 Simulating learning models: operationalisation of
variables

Our theoretical analyses and their implications led us to simulate learning models
in three different games (one mixed strategy equilibrium and two with a pure Nash
equilibrium), two types of learning (reinforcement and belief learning), with three
different types of payoffs (positive, mixed, and negative), with six different values
for ϕ and λ. This gives us, thus far, 3× 2× 3× 6 = 108 different scenarios.

Because an important issue in our study is whether players actually choose the
same strategy combination repeatedly after playing a reasonable amount of rounds
(as opposed to whether a strategy combination can be played repeatedly with a high
probability in theory but in practice will occur only after many rounds), we also
varied the number of rounds a game is played. In a review study of experimental
repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma games Sally (1995) found that the average number of
rounds per game in an experimental setup equals 30. The largest number of rounds
used in a repeated game was 150. We therefore chose to create simulation runs of
10, 30, and 150 rounds per game. We did not use the runs of 150 rounds to com-
pute statistics for the games consisting of 10 and 30 rounds, but ran independent
simulations for each. This leads to 108× 3 = 324 scenarios. In our simulations we
used the EWA model with parameter values as described above. To minimize sam-
pling error in the results we used 10, 000 simulations per scenario (which amounts
to 3, 240, 000 repeated games in total). From these simulation runs, we examined
under which conditions (if at all) we could determine with which learning model
the data were generated.

In the data, we considered stability of behavior by looking at where in the re-
peated games we found “streaks”. A streak was defined as 8 consecutive rounds
of ending up in the same strategy combination. We chose to look at 8 consecutive
rounds because the probability of randomly choosing one and the same strategy
combination in 8 consecutive rounds is very small (( 1

4 )8−1 = 0.00006). That is, if we
found such a streak then this is likely the result of satisfying the stability condition
rather than just a coincidence. If a strategy combination is stable with ε = 0.01,
the probability that a specific sequence of eight rounds is a streak is higher than
0.85. Obviously, it would have been possible to examine streaks of other sizes, or
examine streaks of different size at the same time.

We examined how often streaks of a strategy combination occur in one play of
the game, and how soon in the repeated game the streaks occur. We chose to present
the frequency of streaks of a combination instead of the probability that this streak
is observed in the game, since more interesting information is provided by the
frequency. A frequency larger than one implies that players have stopped playing
the stable strategy combination at least once, indicating that he combination is not
that stable (that is: ε is probably not very small). The speed of entering a streak was
operationalized as the round in which the first streak (of any strategy combination)
starts. We also kept track of how often the four different strategy combinations
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are played in the game by a population of players, and how often a player changes
strategy during the game.

3.6 Simulation results: restricting the parameter space

We started by discussing the results that hold across all games. We then discussed
the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game, and the
mixed strategy equilibrium in separate sections.

The first thing to note is that, as expected, the results for the two conditions with
λ

1−ϕ = 0.314 do not give us much information regarding streaks; hardly any streaks
were found (frequency was less than 1%). Differences between reinforcement and
belief learning with respect to how often combinations are played and how often
players change strategy in these conditions were also very small (in the order of
magnitude of 1%), and in any case not of much use in an experimental setting.
Therefore, we omitted the results for λ = 0.0157 and ϕ = 0.95 and those for λ =
0.157 and ϕ = 0.50 in the results sections below.

The second result that holds across all our games is that for any given number
of rounds there were no significant differences between the simulations with belief
learning with positive, mixed, or negative payoffs. Again, this is consistent with the
theoretical prediction. Therefore, for belief learning we restricted ourselves to the
results for positive payoffs for each game with a given number of rounds.
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3.7 Results for the Prisoner’s Dilemma game

Number of streaks

Table 3.6 presents the results regarding the average number of streaks of each strat-
egy combination per simulation of the PD game for all conditions. The numbers
that are expected to be larger than zero for some value(s) of λ

1−ϕ are presented in

italics.1

Table 3.6. Average number of streaks of each strategy combination per simulation
of the PD as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150
TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.73 0.05 0.04 0.12 1.37 0.07 0.07

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 0.25 0.39 0.09 0.10 0.24 0.71 0.09 0.10 0.24 0.94 0.10 0.10
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 0.19 0.27 0.05 0.05 0.20 0.64 0.08 0.09 0.20 0.64 0.11 0.11
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 0.24 0.27 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.32 0.24 0.24

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.19 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.115
1−0.95 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.115
1−0.95 B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.57 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 B 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.23 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 B 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 B 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

TL = top-left; BR = bottom-right; TR = top-right; BL = bottom-left; R =
reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. R = reinforcement learning; B = belief

learning. +, +/-, - refer to positive, mixed, negative payoffs, respectively.

In general, the simulation results capture the theoretical predictions. The num-
bers in italics in Table 3.1 are all larger than 0 and the other numbers are in general
close(r) to 0. We first consider the predictions for reinforcement with positive pay-
offs. In this case we observed streaks in the first ten rounds of the game (as can

1Sometimes we used ’mutual cooperation’ and ’mutual defection’ for top-left and bottom-right, re-
spectively, in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game.
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be seen in the third column of the table). Increasing the number of rounds obvi-
ously resulted in an increase in the number of observed streaks (for those cases
where streaks were expected). An interesting observation is that in particular the
number of streaks for the Nash equilibrium (bottom-right) increased in the number
of rounds, but this did not happen for the Pareto optimal (top-left strategy combi-
nation) and other combinations. This implies that if a streak of these other three
strategy combinations was found, then it most likely started in the first ten rounds
of the game. Related to this observation is the effect of λ. For large values of λ (e.g.,
3.45), the initial strategy combination often led to a streak of that combination, as
can be seen in the last row of the R+ block. Because the probability of each initial
choice is about 0.25 here, the frequency of streaks is approximately equal to 0.25 for
each of the four combinations. Since higher values of λ tend to ’lock in’ behavior in
stable combinations after a choice for that combination, the effect of λ is to spread
out streaks more evenly over stable combinations. Finally, a considerable and unex-
pected number of streaks (around 0.10) was found for the top-right and bottom-left
strategies for λ equal to 0.115 and 1.15. These streaks occur after an initial choice
for that strategy resulting in a high probability of repeating this choice, although
not as high as to satisfy the stability condition.

For reinforcement with mixed payoffs streaks of mutual cooperation (top-left
strategy combination) were observed as expected, but not many of them (0.22 or
less) were found for λ = 0.345. Streaks were also observed for top-left when λ was
1.15 (0.07, 0.40, 2.31 for 10, 30, 150 rounds, respectively), and for the bottom-right
for the two lowest values of λ (around 0.2 for 150 rounds). Again, these streaks
occurred since a repeated choice of that strategy results in a high probability of
repeating this choice again, although this probability is not high enough to satisfy
the stability criterion.

Finally, the results for reinforcement with negative payoffs and belief learning
are easily summarized. As expected, no streaks were observed for reinforcement
learning, and only streaks were observed for the Nash equilibrium in case of belief
learning. Consequently, streaks of other strategy combinations than the pure Nash
equilibria provide strong evidence against belief learning.
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Time until streaks occur

Table 3.7 presents the average number of the starting round of the first streak in
the PD for all conditions, except for reinforcement learning with negative payoffs
where no streaks were observed.

Table 3.7. Average number of the starting round of the first streak in the PD game
as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 1.80 11.51 14.26

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 1.27 1.96 2.02
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 1.64 3.96 4.06
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 1.01 1.03 1.03

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 2.25 16.37 76.11

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 1.65 10.51 40.90
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 1.87 10.59 65.72
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 1.52 3.71 3.76

0.115
1−0.95 B 2.47 13.92 15.84

1.15
1−0.50 B 1.94 2.88 2.87
0.345

1−0.95 B 2.42 4.64 4.64
3.45

1−0.50 B 1.75 1.74 1.75

R = reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in
the game.

Consider the first row of Table 3.7. The increase from 1.80 to 11.51 combines
two pieces of information. First, the proportion of simulations in which a streak
is found, and second, the round at which the streak starts. Obviously, the smaller
the proportion of simulations with a streak in the first ten rounds, the larger the
difference between values in consecutive columns. Since the previous subsection
focuses on the occurrence of streaks, and given that we were interested in when
streaks start, we focused on comparisons within columns and not on comparisons
within rows. Our expectations are generally confirmed. The onset of a streak was
faster the higher the payoff (differences), the higher the ratio λ

1−ϕ , and the higher λ.
The only exception was the faster onset for reinforcement than for belief learning,
in case of mixed payoffs (for all λ’s and 10 rounds).
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Played strategy combinations

Table 3.8 presents the percentages of how often a strategy combination was played
in the PD game. The strategy combinations that are stable according to the theoret-
ical predictions in Table 3.5 are again in italics.

Table 3.8. Percentages of how often a strategy combination was played in the PD
game as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150
TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 18 40 21 21 14 59 13 13 12 81 4 3

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 25 46 14 14 25 61 7 7 25 72 2 2
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 21 49 15 15 20 59 10 10 21 63 8 8
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 25 27 24 24 24 27 24 24 25 29 23 22

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 17 36 23 23 12 47 21 21 8 54 19 19

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 35 37 14 14 38 36 13 13 39 35 13 13
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 16 48 19 18 13 56 16 16 14 57 14 14
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 74 17 4 4 91 6 2 2 97 2 0 0

0.115
1−0.95 R- 20 32 24 24 19 34 24 24 18 35 24 24

1.15
1−0.50 R- 34 36 15 15 36 37 14 14 36 37 13 13
0.345

1−0.95 R- 20 35 22 22 20 36 22 22 19 36 22 22
3.45

1−0.50 R- 42 42 8 8 43 43 7 7 44 44 6 6

0.115
1−0.95 B 10 50 20 20 4 76 10 10 1 93 3 3

1.15
1−0.50 B 3 89 4 4 1 95 2 2 0 97 1 1
0.345

1−0.95 B 4 78 9 9 1 92 3 3 0 98 1 1
3.45

1−0.50 B 2 92 3 3 1 97 1 1 0 99 0 0

TL = top-left; BR = bottom-right; TR = top-right; BL = bottom-left; R =
reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in the

game.

We expected to find that play of strategy combinations that are not stable de-
creases in payoff (differences), decreases in the ratio λ

1−ϕ , and decreases in λ, and
moreover that the proportion of play of these strategies decreases in the number
of rounds. For reinforcement learning with positive payoffs these expectations are
confirmed: play of top-right and bottom-left decreased in λ and rounds whenever
these combinations are not stable for λ = 0.115 and 1.15. Note that the proportion
of play of the Nash equilibrium increased over rounds (except for λ = 3.45, which
’locks in’ behavior), whereas play of the top-left did not increase. Apparently, play-
ers do not tend to change to repeatedly playing mutual cooperation after a given
amount of time.
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For reinforcement learning with mixed payoffs and λ = 3.45 our expectations
are also confirmed; play of top-left increased in the number of rounds. Unexpect-
edly, play of the top-left when λ = 0.45 was infrequent (less than 16%) and did not
increase in the number of rounds. Apparently, the pull towards the top-left was not
strong enough in that condition. Note that the reinforcement of top-left was only 1,
whereas unilateral cooperation yields a reinforcement of -3. That is, an occasional
deviation from top-left by one player will offset the positive reinforcement of at
most three subsequent plays of top-left depending on the value of ϕ.

For reinforcement learning with negative payoffs, mutual defection was played
most often, accompanied by mutual cooperation for λ = 1.15 and λ = 3.45. In
case of belief learning Nash-equilibrium was played most of the time, and our
expectations are confirmed that its play increased in ratio λ

1−ϕ , λ, and number of
rounds. The most important result to discern reinforcement and belief learning is
that the relative frequency of bottom-right over top-left was much larger for belief
learning than for reinforcement learning, and the lowest relative frequency of the
top-left was for belief learning.
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Changing strategy

Table 3.9 presents the average number of strategy changes per player of the PD
game per simulation.

Table 3.9. Average number of strategy changes per player of the PD game per
simulation as a function of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 2.67 4.46 5.55

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 0.21 0.31 0.52
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 0.87 1.03 1.09
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 0.01 0.01 0.04

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 4.22 12.29 58.43

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 3.41 10.46 52.31
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 3.55 10.08 47.11
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 1.37 1.52 2.23

0.115
1−0.95 R- 5.02 15.77 80.46

1.15
1−0.50 R- 7.51 23.99 123.04
0.345

1−0.95 R- 5.53 17.45 89.13
3.45

1−0.50 R- 8.40 27.14 139.73

0.115
1−0.95 B 3.57 5.98 8.86

1.15
1−0.50 B 0.80 1.19 3.55
0.345

1−0.95 B 1.60 1.64 1.64
3.45

1−0.50 B 0.49 0.50 0.50

R = reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in
the game.

We expected less changes if more strategies are stable, and in case of reinforce-
ment learning also for larger values of λ and larger positive payoffs. All these
expectations are confirmed by the data. For reinforcement learning with positive
payoffs very few changes were observed. For instance, in 150 rounds at most 5.55
changes of strategy were observed. Increasing λ

1−ϕ and λ decreased the average
number of changes. Reinforcement learning with mixed payoffs resulted in a much
higher average number of strategy changes, even though the top-left is stable. Since
no combination can be stable under reinforcement learning and negative payoffs,
more changes were observed than half of the number of rounds in reinforcement
learning with negative payoffs. The latter is a distinguishing feature of reinforce-
ment learning with negative payoffs. Finally, few changes were observed for belief
learning.
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Implications for distinguishing learning models in the repeated PD

It is not straightforward to derive implications for distinguishing learning models
that hold in general, as opposed to only for the conditions that we studied. For
example, we found that the onset of a streak under belief learning is faster than
under reinforcement learning with mixed payoffs given the same values of the pa-
rameters. Does this result suggest that early onsets of streaks in mixed payoff PD
implies belief learning rather than reinforcement learning? Unfortunately, no. Both
learning models can predict the same onset of a streak using different values of the
parameters. Hence we focus here on results that we argue hold in general, that is:
independent of the payoffs in the game and the values of the parameters.

We found four such results. First, if streaks are found of other strategy combina-
tions than the Nash equilibrium, this is direct evidence for reinforcement learning.
Under belief learning only streaks of Nash equilibrium play occur. If streaks occur
early, this difference between the two types of learning can already be found in a
setup with only 10 rounds of play. Notice that under reinforcement learning streaks
of combinations that are not Nash equilibria, such as mutual cooperation, are typ-
ically found early in the game (before 30 rounds have passed), whereas streaks of
the Nash equilibrium can also start later in the game.

Although we found no general results on the onset of streaks, we did find re-
sults for the played strategy combinations and the number of strategy changes.
Our second general result is that under belief learning mutual defection is always
an attractor, and mutual cooperation is played less than any other strategy com-
bination. Hence if mutual cooperation is played more than unilateral cooperation,
this is strong evidence in favor of reinforcement learning. Interestingly, also un-
der reinforcement learning the play of mutual defection increased in the number
of rounds, which reveals that an increase of mutual defection play in itself is not
a discerning feature. Third, the number of strategy changes under reinforcement
learning in games with negative payoffs is at least 0.5, that is, higher than predicted
by random choice, whereas under belief learning strategies are changing much less
frequently. Finally, our fourth result is that under belief learning the behavior is
independent of the absolute values of the payoffs (only payoff differences matter),
whereas under reinforcement learning behavior is different for positive, mixed, and
negative payoffs.
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3.8 Results for the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium
game

Number of streaks

The results regarding the number of streaks per simulation can be found in Ta-
ble 3.10.

Table 3.10. Average number of streaks of each strategy combination per simulation
of the NE as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150
TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 0.11 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.45 0.07 0.24 0.25 0.46 0.10 0.26 0.25

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 0.25 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.28 0.29
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 0.28 0.10 0.22 0.23 0.31 0.14 0.26 0.27 0.31 0.14 0.27 0.26
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 0.25 0.24 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.25

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.64 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 0.57 0.00 0.05 0.04 1.00 0.00 0.06 0.05 1.26 0.00 0.06 0.06
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.96 0.00 0.04 0.04
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 0.51 0.00 0.23 0.23 0.53 0.00 0.24 0.23 0.61 0.00 0.25 0.24

0.115
1−0.95 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.115
1−0.95 B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.57 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 B 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 B 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 B 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TL = top-left; BR = bottom-right; TR = top-right; BL = bottom-left; R =
reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in the

game)

In general the simulation results reflect our theoretical predictions: the numbers
in italics are larger than 0 in simulations with more than 10 rounds, and the other
numbers are in general close to 0. As expected, for reinforcement with positive
payoffs, streaks were observed for all strategies, with most streaks observed for
Nash equilibrium play for the two lowest values of λ. A substantial number of
streaks were found in the first ten rounds (as can be seen from the third column).
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Note that increasing the number of rounds from 30 to 150 hardly increased the
number of observed streaks.

For reinforcement learning with mixed payoffs we observed the most streaks for
Nash equilibrium play in all conditions, but streaks for other stable strategy com-
binations were observed as well in case of more than 10 rounds of play. Table 3.10
reveals that if streaks were observed for other than stable strategy combinations,
they typically occurred in the first thirty rounds. Noteworthy is that more streaks
of top-right and bottom-left were observed if they are not stable in case of λ = 1.15,
than if they are stable but λ = 0.345. The streaks of unstable strategy combinations
occurred after an initial choice for that strategy resulting in a high probability of
repeating this choice because of a high value of λ, although not as high as to satisfy
the stability condition.

The results for reinforcement with negative payoffs and belief learning are again
easily summarized. As expected, no or hardly any streaks were observed for rein-
forcement learning with negative payoffs, and only streaks were observed for the
Nash equilibrium in case of belief learning. Note that for λ

1−ϕ = 6.3 less streaks
were observed since players often end up in a streak and do not change strategy
anymore.
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Time until streaks

Table 3.11 Average number of the starting round of the first streak in the NE game
as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 1.79 7.69 8.01

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 1.02 1.04 1.04
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 1.39 1.92 1.90
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 2.07 14.86 17.97

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 1.74 3.29 3.36
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 2.02 5.84 5.89
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 1.29 1.34 1.34

0.115
1−0.95 R- . 14.57 76.70

1.15
1−0.50 R- . . .
0.345

1−0.95 R- 3.00 12.07 71.12
3.45

1−0.50 R- . . .

0.115
1−0.95 B 2.38 13.95 15.74

1.15
1−0.50 B 1.95 2.86 2.85
0.345

1−0.95 B 2.43 4.60 4.67
3.45

1−0.50 B 1.75 1.75 1.75

R = reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in
the game.

Table 3.11 shows the results on the number of rounds until a streak is observed.
Again, we focus on comparisons within columns and not on comparisons within
rows. No values are presented for those conditions in which the average number
of streaks in Table 3.10 was smaller than 0.01, since few data are available for these
conditions. Our expectations are generally confirmed. The onset of a streak was
faster for higher payoff differences, for higher ratios λ

1−ϕ , and for higher λ. An
interesting observation is that in case of 10 rounds of play, the onset of streaks
under reinforcement learning was faster than under belief learning, but slower for
30 and 150 rounds. The explanation for this is that the early streaks were mostly of
the strategy combination top-left, which occurred indeed faster for reinforcement
learning than for belief learning (but not for the top-right and bottom-left). Note
that the average number of starting round is slightly smaller for 150 rounds than for
30 rounds for λ = .345 under reinforcement learning with positive payoffs. This is
peculiar, but this small difference falls well within the margins of simulation error.
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Played strategy combinations

Table 3.12. Percentage of how often a strategy combination was played in the NE
game as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150
TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 35 17 24 24 42 10 24 24 46 6 25 24

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 26 24 26 25 24 23 27 26 25 20 27 28
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 30 16 27 27 31 15 26 27 32 14 27 27
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 25 25 26 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 40 15 23 23 68 6 13 13 93 1 3 3

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 69 6 13 13 87 2 6 5 97 0 1 1
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 63 8 14 14 84 3 7 6 93 1 3 3
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 49 3 24 24 52 1 24 23 57 0 22 21

0.115
1−0.95 R- 33 18 24 24 37 15 24 24 40 14 23 23

1.15
1−0.50 R- 27 13 30 30 26 12 31 31 26 11 31 31
0.345

1−0.95 R- 39 15 23 23 43 12 23 23 44 11 22 22
3.45

1−0.50 R- 23 10 33 33 10 4 43 43 3 1 48 48

0.115
1−0.95 B 50 10 20 20 75 4 10 10 93 1 3 3

1.15
1−0.50 B 89 3 4 4 95 1 2 2 97 0 1 1
0.345

1−0.95 B 78 4 9 9 92 1 3 3 98 0 1 1
3.45

1−0.50 B 92 2 3 2 97 1 1 1 99 0 0 0

TL = top-left; BR = bottom-right; TR = top-right; BL = bottom-left; R =
reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in the

game.

The expectation that strategy combinations occur less frequently if they are not
stable is confirmed by all data of all Pareto optimal Nash games in all conditions.
Although all stable combinations were played under reinforcement learning with
positive payoffs, frequency of play of bottom-right decreased in the number of
rounds. For reinforcement learning with mixed payoffs, we also observed a de-
crease in play of the stable combinations top-right and bottom-left. These results
agree with the result that if other streaks than Nash equilibrium play occur, they
occur early in the game. For reinforcement learning with negative games the top-
right and the bottom-left were played most often for higher values of λ(> 0.345),
since the players switched between these two strategy combinations, not being able
to find a mutually attractive combination. Finally, the data suggest that the rela-
tive frequency of the top-left over other strategy combinations is larger for belief
learning than for reinforcement learning.
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Changing strategy

Table 3.13. Average number of strategy changes per player of the NE game per
simulation as a function of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 2.09 2.63 2.66

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 0.01 0.02 0.04
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 0.38 0.38 0.38
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 3.78 6.92 7.48

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 0.85 1.04 1.33
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 1.94 2.13 2.15
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 0.27 0.30 0.39

0.115
1−0.95 R- 4.83 14.92 74.82

1.15
1−0.50 R- 7.16 23.11 118.85
0.345

1−0.95 R- 5.03 15.35 77.79
3.45

1−0.50 R- 7.78 27.34 146.64

0.115
1−0.95 B 3.58 5.98 8.85

1.15
1−0.50 B 0.79 1.19 3.52
0.345

1−0.95 B 1.60 1.63 1.65
3.45

1−0.50 B 0.48 0.50 0.49

R = reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in
the game.

Table 3.13 shows the results on strategy changes. Our expectations are confirmed
that there are less changes if more strategies are stable, for larger values of λ, and
for larger positive payoffs in case of reinforcement learning. The number of changes
under reinforcement learning with negative payoffs was again more than half the
number of possible changes that can occur. Finally, the results on belief learning
and reinforcement learning with positive and mixed payoffs reveal that, if changes
occurred, they occurred most often early in the game.

Implications for distinguishing learning models in a repeated NE

Again we only focus on results that hold in general and not only for the conditions
that we studied. Differences in behavior between both types of learning can already
be observed in games of 30, or even 10 rounds of play. The four general results
we found for PD games also hold or the NE game. First, if streaks are found of
other strategy combinations than the Nash equilibrium, this is direct evidence for
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reinforcement learning, since under belief learning only streaks of Nash equilibrium
play occur. Streaks other than Nash equilibrium play are typically found early in
the game. Even when other strategy combinations show streaks, most streaks are
still with the Nash equilibrium.

Second, under belief learning the Nash equilibrium is always an attractor, and
playing it increases during the course of the game, whereas play of other combina-
tions decreases. If the frequency of play of other combinations does not decrease in
the NE game with negative or positive payoffs, this is an indication of reinforcement
learning. Notice, however, that equally frequent play of all strategies can also be
expected from belief learners with a very low λ

1−ϕ . But in such cases one can use
streaks or strategy changes to discern the two types of learning.

Third, the proportion of strategy changes under reinforcement learning in games
with negative payoffs is at least 0.5 (so higher than predicted by random choice),
whereas under belief learning the strategy combinations are changing much less
frequently. Finally, belief learning behavior is independent of the absolute values of
the payoffs (only payoff differences matter), unlike reinforcement learning behavior.
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3.9 Results for the game with only a mixed strategy
equilibrium

Number of streaks

Table 3.14 presents the results on the number of streaks.

Table 3.14. Average number of streaks of each strategy combination per simulation
of the ME as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150
TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.33 0.08 0.11 0.27 1.02 0.50 0.33 1.12

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 0.23 0.15 0.10 0.28 0.32 0.26 0.14 0.57 0.89 0.55 0.43 1.05
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 0.16 0.08 0.07 0.17 0.29 0.22 0.17 0.35 0.28 0.26 0.19 0.37
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.30

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.115
1−0.95 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 R- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.115
1−0.95 B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.15
1−0.50 B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.45

1−0.50 B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TL = top-left; BR = bottom-right; TR = top-right; BL = bottom-left; R =
reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in the

game.

As expected, only streaks were found for reinforcement learning with positive pay-
offs.2 Interestingly, these streaks were not mainly found at the start of the game,
but also after round 30. A considerable and unexpected number of streaks was
found for the top-right and bottom-right strategies when λ

1−ϕ = 2.3. These streaks
occurred after an initial choice for that strategy resulting in a high probability of
repeating this choice, although not as high as to satisfy the stability condition.

2The occurence of some streaks for belief learning in the case of λ = 0.345 for 30 and 150 rounds were
due to chance.
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Time until streaks

Table 3.15. Average number of the starting round of the first streak in the ME
game as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 2.02 13.40 18.70

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 1.31 2.51 2.46
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 1.84 4.45 4.40
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 1.02 1.03 1.03

R+ = reinforcement learning with positive payoffs; B = belief learning.

Table 3.15 summarizes the results on the onset of streaks for reinforcement learn-
ing with positive payoffs only, since streaks were observed only very infrequently
in the other conditions. When we focus again on comparisons within columns, we
observed as expected a faster onset of a streak the higher ratio λ

1−ϕ , and λ. Note
that the average number of starting round was slightly smaller for 150 rounds than
for 30 rounds for two conditions. This is peculiar, but these small difference are
negligible.
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Played strategy combinations

Table 3.16. Percentages of how often a strategy combination was played in the ME
game as a function of the number of rounds, values of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150
TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL TL BR TR BL

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 28 22 22 28 34 17 19 29 39 12 9 40

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 25 24 16 34 28 17 10 45 38 8 6 49
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 28 22 20 31 29 21 17 34 28 20 14 37
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 25 25 24 26 26 25 24 26 25 24 23 28

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 28 22 23 27 34 18 23 26 35 16 26 22

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 32 19 23 26 33 18 24 25 33 18 24 25
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 34 17 22 27 36 15 28 21 36 16 29 20
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 34 20 21 25 35 19 22 24 35 19 22 24

0.115
1−0.95 R- 27 23 23 26 28 22 23 27 29 21 23 27

1.15
1−0.50 R- 27 21 26 26 27 20 26 26 27 20 26 26
0.345

1−0.95 R- 29 22 23 27 29 21 23 27 29 21 23 27
3.45

1−0.50 R- 26 18 29 27 24 16 30 30 24 15 31 31

0.115
1−0.95 B 32 19 22 27 37 15 26 22 36 16 28 20

1.15
1−0.50 B 33 19 24 24 34 19 24 23 34 19 25 23
0.345

1−0.95 B 38 15 23 23 36 16 28 20 35 16 30 19
3.45

1−0.50 B 37 20 21 22 37 20 22 21 38 20 22 20

TL = top-left; BR = bottom-right; TR = top-right; BL = bottom-left; R =
reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in the

game.

As expected, we observed more frequent play of the stable strategy combination
and less play of other combinations for reinforcement learning with positive pay-
offs. We had no expectations on played strategy combinations for belief learning
and reinforcement learning with mixed and negative payoffs, and did not find any
systematic pattern therein.
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Changing strategy

Table 3.17. Average number of strategy changes per player of the ME game per
simulation as a function of λ

1−ϕ , and scenario.

λ
1−ϕ Scenario Rounds

10 30 150

0.115
1−0.95 R+ 3.13 6.20 10.16

1.15
1−0.50 R+ 0.26 0.48 1.51
0.345

1−0.95 R+ 1.06 1.22 1.27
3.45

1−0.50 R+ 0.01 0.01 0.04

0.115
1−0.95 R+/- 4.39 13.39 65.52

1.15
1−0.50 R+/- 3.62 11.43 58.21
0.345

1−0.95 R+/- 3.70 9.79 46.37
3.45

1−0.50 R+/- 3.56 11.14 56.71

0.115
1−0.95 R- 4.96 15.71 80.45

1.15
1−0.50 R- 7.19 22.94 117.27
0.345

1−0.95 R- 5.40 17.03 87.06
3.45

1−0.50 R- 7.86 24.95 127.36

0.115
1−0.95 B 4.14 11.56 56.58

1.15
1−0.50 B 3.54 11.12 56.57
0.345

1−0.95 B 2.93 7.47 32.68
3.45

1−0.50 B 3.71 11.65 59.30

R = reinforcement learning; B = belief learning. +, +/-, - refer to the outcomes in
the game.

The results concerning strategy changes are summarized in Table 3.17. As ex-
pected, the number of strategy changes decreased with λ

1−ϕ and λ if at least one
strategy combination is stable as in reinforcement learning with positive payoffs.
Second, also as expected, the number of changes was larger for reinforcement learn-
ing with negative payoffs (at least half of the possible number of changes) than for
belief learning (less than half of the possible number of changes).

Implications for distinguishing learning models in a repeated ME

Three general results are obtained to discern reinforcement from belief learning.
First, if streaks are observed in ME games with positive payoffs, this is direct evi-
dence that both players use reinforcement learning. Notice that neither of the two
types of learning can explain the occurrence of streaks in ME games with a negative
payoff for at least one player in all cells of the game. Second, the number of times
players change strategy is a helpful way to distinguish the two types of learning;
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if payoffs are positive, less changes are expected for reinforcement learning, and
if payoffs are negative, more changes are expected for reinforcement learning than
for belief learning. Finally, behavior is independent of the absolute values of the
payoffs for belief learning (only payoff differences matter), unlike for reinforcement
learning behavior.

Notice that the absence of a pure Nash equilibrium makes discerning the two
learning models using played strategy combinations more difficult. Only (much)
less frequent play of one of the strategy combinations hints at reinforcement learn-
ing.

3.10 General discussion and conclusion

The present paper addresses when and to what extent reinforcement and belief
learning can be discerned. Previous research suggests that this is difficult or even
impossible, in particular in 2× 2 games. In the previous chapter we showed, how-
ever, that in theory the two types of learning can be distinguished quite easily in
many 2× 2 games, using the concept of stability. If a strategy combination is stable,
a streak of this strategy combination is likely, otherwise it is not. This paper put
the stability concept into practice to examine whether differences between the two
types of learning can be observed in the onset and number of streaks for different
games of different length. Additionally, we investigated whether the two types of
learning can be discerned empirically by examining how often players change be-
tween their alternatives and how often different strategy combinations occur. For
this purpose we simulated reinforcement and belief learning in three important and
well-known 2× 2 games; the Prisoner’s Dilemma game with one Pareto dominated
pure Nash equilibrium, a game with one Pareto optimal pure Nash equilibrium,
and a game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium.

Our predictions on the onset and number of streaks derived from the notion of
stability were generally corroborated. That is, streaks were found when expected.
Sometimes streaks were observed for strategy combinations that were not stable
for the parameters under investigation. However, these strategy combinations were
stable for other values of parameters ϕ and λ, indicating that these streaks were
likely but not likely enough to satisfy the stability condition. Hence stability is a
useful concept to discern reinforcement from belief learning: if streaks of a strategy
combination are observed that cannot be stable under belief learning (reinforcement
learning), then it is very unlikely that both players’ behavior is based on this type
of learning. The onset of a streak turned out not to be useful to discern the two
types of learning; faster onset of a streak of a stable strategy combination can be
predicted by increasing λ

1−ϕ , or more particular by increasing λ.
This brings us to some general conclusions on which characteristics of behavior

to use to discern reinforcement from belief learning. Note that the two types of
learning can only be distinguished for large enough values of λ

1−ϕ . For very low

values of this ratio, such as λ
1−ϕ = 0.314 as in some of our simulations or even

lower, behavior generated by both types of learning resembles random behavior,
and both types cannot be distinguished. Our results show, however, that for not too
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low values of this ratio, reinforcement and belief learning can be discerned in all
games, depending on the values of the payoffs. Four general results were found.

First, if streaks are found of other strategy combinations than the Nash equilib-
rium then this is direct evidence for reinforcement learning relative to belief learn-
ing. In this way we could for instance differentiate reinforcement and belief learning
with the Prisoner’s Dilemma game (for positive, mixed, and negative payoffs), the
Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game (always for positive and negative payoffs,
often with mixed payoffs), and the game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium
(with positive, but not with mixed or negative payoffs). Second, under belief learn-
ing play of the Nash equilibrium increases during the course of the game, whereas
play of the other strategy combinations decreases. If the frequency of play of a com-
bination that is not an equilibrium does not decrease, then this is evidence against
belief learning. Third, the proportion of strategy changes of a player is at least .5
under reinforcement learning if all payoffs in the game are negative, whereas this
proportion is small under belief learning if there is a pure Nash equilibrium. Fi-
nally, the fourth and arguably the most powerful tool to discern the two types of
learning is that behavior is not affected by a shift ∆ of the payoffs under belief learn-
ing, but changes dramatically under reinforcement learning. All these differences
between the two types of learning can in principle already be observed after ten
rounds, although, obviously, games consisting of more rounds provide higher sta-
tistical power to distinguish the two types. Hence, reinforcement and belief learning
can be distinguished empirically in the 2× 2 games studied using streaks, played
strategy combinations, and strategy changes, even after ten rounds, provided that
behavior does not resemble random behavior.

To conclude, the two types of learning can not only be discerned in theory (based
on the concept of stability after a sufficient number of rounds), but also in empirical
practice using data of repeated games with only a small number of rounds. Even
after 10 rounds of play we could differentiate the models in different games, a result
that did not follow from our theoretical analysis. In addition, the number of times
a player changes strategy and the number of strategy combinations played gives us
a tool (even after 10 rounds) to differentiate the two learning models.

Although we studied reinforcement and belief learning in 2× 2 games, some of
our results generalize in a straightforward way to m by n and N person games. For
instance, using results from the previous chapter, it is easy to see that the finding
that streaks of strategy combinations other than the Nash equilibrium are direct
evidence for reinforcement learning, can be generalized to any finite game. In ad-
dition, in the previous chapter the result that behavior is not affected by a shift of
∆ of the payoffs under belief learning, but is affected under reinforcement learning.
Part of the result that the probability of play of the Nash equilibrium in any game
with one pure equilibrium should increase can be proved using the fact that the
attraction of the equilibrium grows faster than that of any other strategy combina-
tion. Finally, the result about the more than 50% strategy changes in case of only
negative payoffs can be generalized as well.

Our four general results provide guidelines for experimental researchers to es-
tablish how people learn. More specifically, the general results aid in optimally de-
signing the game and the experiment to discern reinforcement and belief learning.
First, we did show that one does not need a large number of rounds to distinguish
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the different learning models. Furthermore, we recommended designing games
with strictly positive payoffs to all players in all strategy combinations (which is
convenient from a practical point of view as well). As a result, all combinations
can be stable under reinforcement learning. Including games with negative payoffs
for some strategy combinations can also distinguish the two types of behavior (i.e.,
under reinforcement learning the probability of a strategy change is high for the
player(s) experiencing a loss). However, games in which players can lose money
are less attractive for both researchers and participants of experiments. We do rec-
ommend not to use zero-payoffs as outcomes of the games. Using zero-payoffs
has two disadvantages. First, the strategy leading to this payoff does not change
its attraction, and second, the difference in attraction between this strategy and all
other strategies is the same for reinforcement and belief learning. Hence using zero
payoffs substantially reduces the power to distinguish the two types of learning.
Finally, it is useful to let players play the same game, preferably within-subjects,
but with changing values of ∆. This gives information about the change in strategy
within-person and highlights the differences between a player using a reinforcement
or a belief learning model. It must be noted that this would differentiate between
pure reinforcement learners and pure belief learners. No intermediate states are
considered in this study.

As our results show, belief and reinforcement learning can be distinguished.
How can this be, given that previous research has suggested that this is not or
hardly possible? Closer inspection of the games previous researchers have used
reveals the answer. Other authors have for instance studied games in which dis-
cerning the two types is difficult, such as 2× 2 games with only a mixed strategy
equilibrium, or games with many zero payoffs (Salmon, 2001). Note that our fourth
result on the effect of a shift ∆ of the payoffs on behavior has previously received
some attention in the literature (cf. Feltovich, 2000) but only for reinforcement
learning.

We focused on discerning the two archetypical forms of learning, belief learning
and reinforcement learning, using four characteristics of behavior. However, it is
perfectly reasonable to expect that learning is a mixture of both types of learning.
In terms of the model we used, this implies considering learning with 0 < δ <
1. An interesting venue for future research is the issue under what conditions
(characteristics of the game including payoffs, and parameter values) these more
subtle differences in learning behavior can be discerned.



4Re-estimating parameters of
learning models

We consider under which conditions we can re-estimate three parameters of Camerer
& Ho’s (1999) EWA learning model from simulated data, generated for different
games and scenarios. Previous research has suggested that it is difficult or even
impossible to decide which kind of learning model the empirical data are most
consistent with (e.g. Salmon, 2001). We examine this issue by simulating data from
learning models in three common but very different types of 2× 2 games and in-
vestigate whether we can accurately re-estimate the parameters that were used to
generate the data. The results show low rates of convergence of the estimation algo-
rithm, and even if the algorithm converges then biased estimates of the parameters
are obtained most of the time. Hence, we must conclude that re-estimating the
exact parameters in a quantitative manner is difficult in most experimental setups.
However, qualitatively we can find patterns that pinpoint in the direction of either
belief or reinforcement learning.

4.1 Introduction

Trying to figure out how players behave in interdependent situations has been a
topic of research for many years. In the literature, many examples can be found
where players behave systematically different from what game theory prescribes or
predicts (Camerer, 2003). A probable and well-known source of this difference can
be that game theory emphasizes agents being (mainly) “forward looking”: agents
can and do think many steps ahead and forecast the expected consequences of their
behavior for themselves and for the behavior of others. Experiments have shown
that agents typically cannot think more than a few steps ahead (Bosch-Domenech et
al., 2002). At best, one could then argue that although agents do not live up to the
assumptions of game theory, they might still behave in accordance with the main
gist of the game theoretical predictions (“a baseball does not need to know anything
about differential equations”). However, experimental results suggest otherwise. It
seems that agents are often “backward looking” instead of “forward looking”: they
learn from past behavior and adapt accordingly. The difference between the game
theoretical model and the empirical results has lead to the development of learning
models to understand the behavior of agents in interdependence situations, and
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a growing literature is concerned with trying to identify which among different
learning rules appear to be the most in accordance with human behavior (Chapter
6 of Camerer, 2003 presents an overview of this literature).

To realize the magnitude of the problem, it is important to realize that there are
many different learning models that can be fitted to experimental data. Even given
the large variety, a consensus is starting to develop about the fact that simple learn-
ing rules can approximate learning better than equilibrium (Camerer, 2003). If we
want to make further progress in research on how players learn in interdependent
situations, studies are crucial in which the performance of different learning models
are compared and in which the accuracy of the estimation of these learning models
is examined.

Previous research on estimating the proper learning model from experimental
data has proven to be an arduous endeavor. Several papers are committed to de-
termining how well various learning models can be estimated and re-estimated1 on
different kinds of data sets. One well-known paper is the work by Salmon (2001).
His paper examines how accurately four learning models (two learning models
from Mookerjee and Sopher (Mookerjee & Sopher, 1994 & Mookerjee & Sopher,
1997), one from Cheung and Friedman (Cheung & Friedman, 1997), and Camerer
& Ho’s Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA) approach (Camerer & Ho, 1999))
can be identified from the data after having been generated by these four models.
Salmon’s results revealed severe difficulties in identifying which model was used
to generate the data. These difficulties were most prominent in 2× 2 games.

But not only Salmon experienced problems in identifying which learning model
was used to generate the data. For instance, Feltovich (2000) performed an ex-
periment involving multistage asymmetric-information games. The results of the
experiment were compared with the predictions from both reinforcement as well
as belief learning models. These two models performed better than the Nash equi-
librium in most cases, but he also concluded that the relative performance of the
two learning models depended on conditions of the experiment and varied widely
according to which criterion of success is used. He stated: “It may well be that
there is no single model that is able to describe behavior well in all situations; much
more experimental work is necessary before such a question can be answered.”
(Feltovich, 2000, p. 638). Wilcox (2006) studied the effect of adding a parameter
reflecting heterogeneity to reinforcement and belief learning models. On the basis
of his results he stated: “There are probably limits to what experimental design
and method alone can achieve when models contain lagged dependent variables
and subjects are heterogeneous.” (Wilcox, 2006, p. 1288). Two other examples are
Cabrales & Garcia-Fontes (2000) and Blume et al. (2002). Cabrales & Garcia-Fontes
(2000) studied the EWA model of Camerer & Ho (1999) and concluded that only for
a very large number of trials (typically 1000 or more), results on the estimation of
one of EWAs parameters (δ) were encouraging. Blume et. al came to the same con-
clusion: accurate or unbiased estimation was poor in data with only a few subjects
or number of periods, but improves a lot with an increased sample of subjects and
number of periods. The main conclusion in these and other papers is that many dif-
ferent learning models may perform about equally well especially for games with

1We refer to re-estimation when the ’data’ are simulated using a particular learning model, and the
learning model is (re-)estimated using these simulated data.
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a shorter number of rounds. Therefore, given experimental data, it may be difficult
to identify how players learn while playing the game(s).

As a result of this conclusion, some authors suggested that learning models
overfit the data, and therefore suggested to use simpler learning models (Camerer,
2003, Ho et al, 2002, Erev & Roth, 1998, Haruvy & Erev, 2002). As a response to this
suggestion, Ho, Camerer, & Chong (2002) developed the functional EWA (fEWA)
model, which is a one parameter model constructed from the EWA model that has
two variables, in total consisting of 5 parameters. They showed that the fEWA
model generally forecasts better than standard belief and reinforcement models,
which have more parameters than fEWA. However, the question is whether reduc-
ing the number of parameters is not too much a simplification of real behavior in
interdepence situations. The parameters of the EWA model represent actual prop-
erties of learners. Reducing or combining them to only one parameter therefore
leads to a loss in information about how players actually learn. Hence one would
not like to reduce the complexity of the model if it has this negative consequence of
reducing everything to a rather mystical single parameter.

We therefore consider the Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA) model from
Camerer & Ho (1999), and examine whether estimation of (all) its parameters leads
to accurate estimates. Some other studies on the estimation of the EWA model have
been conducted. Camerer, Ho, & Chong (2002) present an overview of some of the
findings. The identification of parameters is quite good in games with many strate-
gies (more than 4) and in various games with a Pareto-optimal strategy (Camerer
et al, 2002, p. 138). Despite Salmon’s (2001) finding that models are in general
poorly recoverable, Salmon found that data generated by δ = 0 (EWA-based rein-
forcement learning) or δ = 1 (EWA-based belief learning) is estimated well in the
sense that the correct restriction is rejected infrequently (20% of the cases) and the
wrong restriction is almost always rejected. As stated before, in their work Cabrales
& Garcia-Fontes (2000) and Blume et al. (2002) re-estimate the original values of the
parameters well, but only using data from play of a very large number of rounds
(1, 000 rounds). For an experimental economist this would be considered an unreal-
istic number of rounds. However, the previous chapters suggested that qualitative
differences between reinforcement and belief learning models can be found after a
mere 10 rounds of play. By re-estimation the parameters on the same data, we find
out how these two paradoxical findings (distinguish between belief and reinforce-
ment after 10 rounds of play versus one needs a large number of rounds) can be
reconciled.

In the previous chapters, we considered the Experience Weighted Attraction
(EWA) model from Camerer & Ho (1999) and used theoretical results regarding
stable strategy combinations (the strategy combinations that may be played repeat-
edly) to design games that, at least in theory, can be used to differentiate between
different learning models. We derived analytically in Chapter 2 that there are games
where two learning models (EWA-based reinforcement learning and belief learning)
can be differentiated, even in 2× 2 games. In addition, in Chapter 3 we showed
that data generated by EWA-based reinforcement learners and by EWA-based be-
lief learners can be discerned by looking at the presence of streaks of play of the
same strategy combination. We also showed in Chapter 3 how several other char-
acteristics (how often players change strategy during the game, and how often the
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different kinds of outcomes occur during the cause of the game, behavior in games
with shifted payoffs) can likewise be used to further differentiate the two types of
learning. The results of the previous two chapters therefore suggest that accurate
estimation of EWA parameters may actually be feasible.

However, there are many types of learning, from which we only considered
“pure” belief and “pure” reinforcement learning, and nothing in between. We
therefore consider a broader class of learning models in this chapter. The EWA
model has a parameter (δ) that specifies different types of learning, with a type of
reinforcement (δ = 0) and a type of belief learning (δ = 1) as special and extreme
cases. In this chapter, we analyze whether we can correctly re-estimate the value
of delta not only from data generated by these types of belief and reinforcement
learning, but by learners with δ = 0.5 as well.

Since the EWA model has other parameters than delta corresponding with other
properties of players, we also examine if we can accurately (re-)estimate two other
parameters: the recall parameter (ϕ) that specifies the extent to which the history
of the game is taken into account by the player, and the sensitivity parameter that
specifies how likely a player is to play a favored strategy (λ). The estimation of
other and less important EWA parameters is not investigated, for the following
reasons. We saw in Chapter 2 that the initial attractions become irrelevant for play
in many rounds because ϕ < 1, hence we omit this parameter from investigation.
In addition, we also omit ρ from further investigation. We justify fixing ρ = 0 on
several grounds. Empirical results suggest that ρ and ϕ are fundamentally related,
as indicated by the strong correlation (0.88) between their estimates (Camerer & Ho,
1999, p. 867) when fitting EWA to actual play in several games. Since in particular
ρ is difficult to recover when estimating the EWA model to data (Camerer & Ho,
1999, p.333), it makes most sense to omit ρ from the model. Finally, whereas the
scaling parameter λ and recall parameter ϕ are commonly used in learning models,
many models do not consider the depreciation rate ρ at all (Camerer & Ho, 1999).

To examine whether we can accurately estimate the three EWA parameters, we
consider three common but very different types of games, with different parameter
combinations for each game. The first game has one pure Nash equilibrium and
one (other) strategy combination which is Pareto optimal (the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game), the second has one pure Nash equilibrium that is also Pareto optimal, and
the last type is a mixed equilibrium-only game. For each of these three games we
use three different values for the payoffs to create games with only positive, only
negative, or mixed payoffs. Play is simulated in relatively short games (10 rounds),
long games (150 rounds), and games with 30 rounds. In Section 4.3 we discuss the
estimation results, game by game.

As the analyses will show, estimation is difficult. This is mostly the case when
we consider those scenarios where many streaks are present. A conclusion that is
easiest to grasp through the following intuition: in games without streaks, much
information goes back and forth because behavior changes in most rounds, and
this helps the re-estimation enormously. As long as streaks of the same choices
are being played over and over again, extra rounds do not help much in deriving
information about the parameters. However, only one extra change in strategy can
give much information. Increasing the number of rounds does result in somewhat
better re-estimations in most cases. In general, it also holds that better predictions
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are available for increasing λ values.
We now first introduce the different games and scenarios with which we are

going to simulate data. Then we discuss our methods of re-estimation and describe
how these are used on the simulated data to retrieve the original set of parameters.
Furthermore, we first discuss general results holding over all games, before dis-
cussing the results and conclusions per game. We end with some recommendations
for future research on identifying how players learn in games.

4.2 Different games and scenarios

In previous chapters, we showed that we can –on both an analytical level as well
as based on simulation results– differentiate between the behavior of reinforcement
and belief learners. Both types of learning are extreme cases of the EWA model.
In this chapter, we change our approach. Before, we drew conclusions directly
from the behavior of players in consecutive rounds. In this chapter, we use these
results to estimate parameters. This changes the approach from a more qualitative
one (which qualitative differences do we see in the play over rounds) to a more
quantitative one: how well can we re-estimate the parameters that were used to
model the data.

4.2.1 Choosing EWA parameter values

The EWA model was developed and first applied by Camerer & Ho (1999) and
used in a large number of papers on interdependent learning (see Chapter 6 in
Camerer, 2003, for an overview). Players are indexed by i (= 1, 2) and the strategy
space Si consists of two discrete choices, Top and Bottom for player 1 and Left
and Right for player 2. Denote the actual strategy chosen by player i in round t
by si(t) and the strategy chosen by the other player by s−i(t). The scalar-valued
payoff function of player i is denoted by πi(si, s−i). Player i’s payoff in a round t
equals πi(si(t), s−i(t)). Finally, s(t) is the strategy combination played in round t.
Note that there is an issue that might cause confusion, especially for those familiar
with game theory. Here, the term “strategy” and “strategy combination” is used for
the choice(s) of a player in a given round, and not for the general set of rules that
describes a player’s behavior across all possible states of the game (as is common
in game theory).

The core of the EWA model consists of two variables that are updated after each
round. The first variable is Aj

i(t), which is player i’s attraction (sometimes called
“propensity”, e.g., in Erev & Roth, 1998) for strategy si(t) = j after round t has taken
place:

Aj
i(t) =

ϕN(t− 1)Aj
i(t− 1) + [δ + (1− δ)I(j, si(t))]πi(sj

i , s−i(t))
N(t)

(4.1)

where ϕ ∈ [0, 1] is a recall parameter (or “discount factor” or “decay rate”) that
depreciates the attraction value of the given strategy in the previous round. Fur-
thermore, δ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter that determines to what extent the player takes
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foregone payoffs into account. The I(x, y) is an indicator function equal to 1 when
x = y and 0 if not. Aj

i(0) is called i′s initial propensity to play j. In the present
study it is assumed that all players have the same initial propensities for all strate-
gies. The second core variable of the EWA model, N(t), determines the extent to
which previous outcomes play a role in the current choice of behavior. It is updated
through

N(t) = ρN(t− 1) + 1, t ≥ 1, (4.2)

where ρ is a depreciation rate or retrospective discount factor that measures the
fractional impact of previous experience, compared to a new round. To guarantee
that experience increases over time (N(t) > N(t− 1)) it is assumed that N(0) < 1

1−ρ .
Another restriction is that ρ ∈ [0, ϕ].

Another parameter in the EWA model, λ, determines how the strategies’ attrac-
tions are transformed into probabilities. The probability that player i plays strategy
j at time t + 1 in EWA learning is a logit transformation of the strategies’ attractions
at time t:

Pj
i (t + 1) =

expλAj
i(t)

expλAj
i(t) + expλAk

i (t)
=

1

1 + expλ(Ak
i (t)−Aj

i(t))
, (4.3)

where λ ≥ 0 is called the sensitivity parameter.
From here on, we consider ρ = 0 such that N(t) = 1 for all t. Hence, the most

recent experience gets equal weight relative to prior experience. We justify not using
ρ on two grounds. First, in Chapter 2 we have shown that the effect of ρ on results
concerning stability is precisely opposite to that of λ and ϕ. Camerer & Ho (1999)
confirms this notion (p. 870). Moreover, whereas the sensitivity parameter λ and
recall parameter ϕ are commonly used, many learning models do not consider the
depreciation rate ρ.

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we saw that if we choose our games and payoffs
wisely then differences between learning reinforcement and belief learning models
could be found in the simulation data. In this chapter we consider the same games
and payoffs. Our first game was the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma game:

Table 4.1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma game

L R
T 5 + ∆, 5 + ∆ 1 + ∆, 7 + ∆
B 7 + ∆, 1 + ∆ 3 + ∆, 3 + ∆

where ∆ = 0,−4,−8. Recall that all strategy combinations were stable under re-
inforcement learning with positive payoffs, the top-left strategy combination was
stable under reinforcement learning with mixed payoffs, and no strategy combina-
tions were stable under reinforcement learning with negative payoffs. For belief
learning, the bottom-right strategy combination was stable, regardless of ∆. The
second game we considered is the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game:
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Table 4.2 The Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game

L R
T 7 + ∆, 7 + ∆ 5 + ∆, 5 + ∆
B 5 + ∆, 5 + ∆ 3 + ∆, 3 + ∆

where ∆ = 0,−4,−8. Recall that all strategy combinations were stable under re-
inforcement learning with positive payoffs, the top-left, top-right, and bottom-left
strategy combinations were stable under reinforcement learning with mixed pay-
offs, and no strategy combinations were stable under reinforcement learning with
negative payoffs. For belief learning, the top-left strategy combination was stable,
regardless of ∆. Finally, we considered the game with only a mixed strategy equi-
librium:

Table 4.3 The game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium

L R
T 5 + ∆, 2 + ∆ 1 + ∆, 4 + ∆
B 2 + ∆, 5 + ∆ 4 + ∆, 1 + ∆

where ∆ = 0,−3,−6. Only under reinforcement learning with positive payoffs,
we had stability here. In that case there was (potential) stability for all strategy
combinations. Note that whether stability actually occurs, also depends on the
value of λ and ϕ.

Next, we consider the parameters of the EWA-model. For δ, we use δ = 0
(reinforcement learning with a fixed reference point), δ = .5, and δ = 1 (belief
learning). For the other parameters we use the same values as we used in previous
chapters. For λ and ϕ we use the following six combinations;

(ϕ, λ) ∈ {(0.5, 0.157), (0.5, 1.15), (0.5, 3.45), (0.95, 0.0157), (0.95, 0.115), (0.95, 0.345)}
(4.4)

For pairs (λ = 0.0157,ϕ = 0.95) and (λ = 0.157,ϕ = 0.50), we have no stable
strategy combinations, for pairs (λ = 0.115,ϕ = 0.95) and (λ = 1.15, ϕ = 0.50), we
sometimes have stable strategy combinations, and for pairs (λ = 0.345,ϕ = 0.95)
and (λ = 3.45, ϕ = 0.50) we always have stable strategy combinations (for the
details, see Chapter 3). Recall that stable strategy combinations only helped in
finding differences for δ = 0 and δ = 1 when they could occur for one, but not
for the other. This is, for instance, in the case with negative payoffs, where under
reinforcement learning a lot of strategy changes occurred, whereas under belief
learning stability may be present and less strategy changes occur in case there is a
pure Nash equilibrium.

Furthermore, recall the conclusions from the previous chapter with respect to
the three characteristics discussed. First, the strategy that leads to a Nash equilib-
rium is always an attractor under belief learning, while it is not under reinforce-
ment learning. Hence, the corresponding strategy combinations are played more
frequently if the number of rounds increases. Second, the proportion of strategy
changes of a player is large under reinforcement learning if all payoffs in the game
are negative (at least .5 if all payoffs have the same order of magnitude), whereas
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this proportion is small under belief learning if there is a pure Nash equilibrium.
The onset of streaks does not help us to differentiate between reinforcement and
belief learning. Finally, also recall that the sign of the payoffs does not influence
belief learners, but it does influence reinforcement learners. In the first case, only
the relative difference is of importance. This result is not used in this chapter, be-
cause we only re-estimate parameters using the behavior of one game and do not
combine multiple games.

With these results in the back of our minds, we can make predictions on how
accurate the parameter estimates will be in the conditions. In the previous chap-
ters, we showed that reinforcement and belief learning differ in when they generate
streaks. We expect that δ is estimated more accurately in games where reinforce-
ment and belief learning differ in the streaks they may produce. For instance, we
expect that in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game and the Pareto-optimal Nash equilib-
rium game, we should be able to accurately estimate δ for negative payoffs; here no
streaks are expected for reinforcement learning, but are expected for belief learn-
ing for the pure Nash equilibrium. Similarly, more accurate estimation is predicted
for PD games with mixed payoffs, since different streaks result from reinforcement
learning (mutual cooperation) than for belief learning (mutual defection). Results
on stability do not enable us to derive predictions on how accurate estimation of the
parameters are in games with no streaks (game with only a mixed strategy equilib-
rium) or games where the same streaks occur for belief and reinforcement learning
(Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game with positive payoffs).

Besides the presence of streaks, there are other characteristics that may help us to
make predictions on how accurate the parameter estimates will be. For instance, the
number of strategy changes during a game. If belief and reinforcement learning dif-
fer in the extent to which they lead to strategy changes, estimation probably is more
accurate. We know that in games with a pure equilibrium (such as the Prisoner’s
Dilemma game and the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game) and negative pay-
offs, the number of strategy changes for reinforcement learning was larger than for
belief learning. But also in the game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium with
negative payoffs, more strategy changes are expected under reinforcement learning.
Hence, we predict that in these games estimation of δ is more accurate. Results on
strategy changes do not allow us to derive predictions on how accurate estimation
of the parameters are in games where reinforcement learning and belief learning
don’t differ much in generating strategy changes. This is the case, for instance, in
the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game with positive payoffs.

4.2.2 Re-estimating based on maximum likelihood

The parameter values were estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation
method. The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method is a standard statistical
method used to make inferences about parameters of the underlying probability
distribution from a given data set.

Loosely speaking, the likelihood of a set of data is the probability of obtaining
that particular set of data, given the chosen probability distribution model. This
expression contains the unknown model parameters. The values of these parame-
ters that maximize the sample likelihood are known as the Maximum Likelihood
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Estimators (MLE’s).
The likelihood of the data given the parameters, is denoted by

L(ϑ) =
maxround

∏
round=1

maxplayer

∏
player=1

pplayer,kplayer,round
(round; ϑ). (4.5)

The procedure was therefore to first simulate data based on our chosen parameter
values, and then to try and see whether maximum likelihood estimation leads to
estimates for the parameter values that were close to the originally chosen values.

The ML-estimator is “best asymptotically normal”. This implies that when the
number of rounds tends to infinity, the distribution of the estimator is a normal
distribution with a mean equal to the parameter and a standard deviation equal
to the minimum variance bound (the Cramer-Rao limit). The practical importance
of this behavior in the limit is that it is often much easier to calculate than the
actual variance of a given estimator, and is independent of the choice of estimator
(Gourieroux & Monfort, 1995).

We estimated the three parameters for the row player: ϕ ∈ [0, 1], λ ∈ [0, ∞), and
δ ∈ [0, 1]. This took approximately 15 seconds per game. For our estimation we
used the STATA maximum likelihood module. Iteratively, the numerical method
attempts to find the (local) maximum within a given number of iterations. The
default number of iterations is 5. We started with 10 iterations. After some first
results, however, we increased the number of iterations to 50. The estimation algo-
rithm uses the results from the previous iteration to find a new location to search for
the maximum, given a certain tolerance. This tolerance equals 1e− 7 by default in
STATA: if the difference between the likelihoods in round t and t + 1 is smaller than
1e− 7, then the re-estimation is considered converged. In order to increase the num-
ber of converged cases, we changed this tolerance to 0.01. In addition, we started
out using no initial value for the likelihood to start with, but we also tried to “help”
the estimation algorithm finding a decent value by choosing a better starting value
of the parameters. This did not change the results for the convergence, however.
In case no maximum was found after 50 iterations, we recorded the convergence
of the maximum likelihood as failed. Convergence of the estimation procedure is
discussed in Gould et al. (2010).

The reason for the failing convergence in our study is hard to pinpoint. A reason
could be that the algorithm required more iterations. However, further increasing
the number of iterations to 100 did not lead to new cases of convergence. Moreover,
using starting values close to the true values did not lead to better results either.
Another reason is that play in the games under consideration does not contain
enough information to allow accurate estimation of the parameters. We will come
back to this issue in the final section.

Next to converged and non-converged estimates, there were also cases where
the algorithm was not able to re-estimate parameters at all and failed to find any
solution. In this case, we will omit this result (represented by a “.” in the tables)
from further analysis. Again, these results do not change by changing the tolerance
or choosing better starting values; they are the result of flat estimators, which makes
it impossible for the STATA module to produce any values (that is, any/no value
could fit).
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For each type of game, we simulated play for 162 different cases: for positive,
mixed, and negative payoffs, for δ = 0, 0.5, 1, for the 6 different λ, ϕ combinations,
and for 10, 30 and 150 rounds. We performed 1, 000 simulations per case. This led
to a total of 486, 000 simulations and thereto to the same number of re-estimations.

4.3 The estimation results

On average, the standard error for the parameters δ and ϕ in the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game were 0.018, in the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game 0.012 and 0.013, re-
spectively, and in the game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium 0.007 and 0.006.
For λ the standard error was high for all types of games (order of 1019). Since this
parameter had no upper bound such large values suggest a lack of convergence.2

We also considered the 90% percentiles of the standard error. In the Prisoner’s
Dilemma game, in 90% of all cases the standard errors of δ and ϕ were not larger
than 0.03 and 0.04. For the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game, the standard
error was not larger than 0.02 for both δ and ϕ. Finally, for the game with only a
mixed strategy equilibrium the standard errors of δ and ϕ were not larger than 0.01.
These standard errors imply that the estimators for these parameters were hardly
ever unbiased: the absolute difference of δ̂− δ (ϕ̂− ϕ) was most of the times larger
than 1.96 times the standard error.

In the tables we report the bias and whether the 98% frequency interval contains
the actual value of the parameter. The 98% frequency interval contains all estimated
values, except the 1% lowest and 1% highest estimated parameter values. Even
when the estimation is biased, we would hope that at least the true parameter value
is in the 98% frequency interval.

4.3.1 Convergence

We first consider the Prisoner’s Dilemma game and check how many simulations
have a converged maximum likelihood estimator (because not all of them do). In
addition, we also mention the percentage of simulations where the program could
not estimate a parameter. The results can be found in Table 4.4.

2We tried imposing different upper bounds for λ and have also tried starting values close to the true
value to find out if this could help in estimating λ more accurately, but this did not improve the results.
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Table 4.4 The percentage of simulations in which convergence was achieved
(between brackets how many times the program could not find a value of the

parameters ). All table entries concern the Prisoner’s Dilemma game with positive
and mixed payoffs under δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
Positive 0.0157

1−0.95 11(1) 11(0) 14(0) 13(1) 11(0) 15(0) 13(1) 8(0) 12(0)
0.157

1−0.50 8(15) 17(1) 45(0) 6(12) 17(0) 53(0) 8(8) 8(0) 18(0)
0.115

1−0.95 4(26) 4(26) 5(26) 5(25) 4(26) 6(22) 4(20) 5(19) 4(17)
1.15

1−0.50 4(55) 26(57) 9(56) 9(86) 6(88) 8(88) 0(99) 0(98) 1(97)
0.345

1−0.95 5(56) 17(54) 7(57) 9(65) 7(66) 9(66) 4(72) 3(73) 5(73)
3.45

1−0.50 0(51) 27(49) 2(51) 4(96) 4(95) 4(95) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100)
Mixed 0.0157

1−0.95 18(1) 25(0) 26(0) 17(0) 24(0) 32(0) 17(0) 27(0) 31(0)
0.157

1−0.50 16(2) 22(0) 22(0) 18(4) 27(0) 30(0) 15(6) 27(0) 27(0)
0.115

1−0.95 12(7) 16(3) 29(1) 7(12) 10(9) 14(10) 5(23) 7(20) 8(19)
1.15

1−0.50 1(66) 2(39) 16(1) 0(96) 0(96) 1(89) 0(99) 0(99) 2(97)
0.345

1−0.95 1(41) 0(44) 1(38) 0(58) 0(62) 0(59) 0(74) 0(74) 0(72)
3.45

1−0.50 0(98) 1(96) 8(86) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100)
Negative 0.0157

1−0.95 10(0) 9(0) 14(0) 9(1) 8(0) 17(0) 10(1) 10(0) 21(0)
0.157

1−0.50 11(0) 14(0) 32(0) 12(1) 20(0) 53(0) 9(8) 21(0) 39(0)
0.115

1−0.95 6(0) 8(0) 20(0) 9(2) 17(0) 21(0) 7(20) 10(18) 10(17)
1.15

1−0.50 14(0) 40(0) 46(0) 6(50) 31(12) 87(0) 0(99) 0(98) 1(98)
0.345

1−0.95 8(0) 12(0) 26(0) 7(34) 9(28) 5(31) 1(74) 1(75) 3(72)
3.45

1−0.50 4(0) 23(0) 46(0) 0(95) 0(94) 3(86) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100)

We first clarify the table. If we for instance look at the estimation results for rein-
forcement learning, 30 rounds, mixed payoffs, and λ = 0.115, then the table shows
that only 16% of all simulations had a converged maximum likelihood estimator.
In addition, in 3% of all simulations, estimation did not yield a parameter value at
all (flat likelihood). In the other 81% of all simulations, estimation did result in a
value, but the estimation had not yet converged (and given the number of retries
was not going to converge any time soon).

Obviously, the first thing to notice from the table is that simulations did not
converge often: on average only in 11% of the cases, whereas the total number
of times estimation did not result in estimated values was on average 36%. The
number of times that convergence was observed tends to increase with the number
of rounds, though this did not hold in all cases. In addition, the number of times
no parameters were re-estimated decreases over the number of rounds. Apparently,
the results support the idea that more rounds provide better results (in line with
the results from Cabrales & Garcia-Fontes (2000) and Blume et al. (2002) although
“less bad” might be a more appropriate term than “better.”

The best convergence results were found for negative payoffs (15%), then for
mixed payoffs (10%), and the worst in terms of convergence were the games with
positive payoffs (9%). These results are in line with our intuition because for neg-
ative payoffs reinforcement and belief learning lead to very different kinds of play.
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Convergence occurred most often for δ = 0 (14%), then for δ = 0.5 (12%), and least
often for δ = 1 (7%). Comparing the results corresponding to the two ratios λ

1−ϕ

with the same value (so λ = 0.0157 and 0.157, λ = 0.115 and 1.15, and λ = 0.345
and 3.45), convergence and estimation results were always better for the ratio with
the lowest value of λ and the highest value of ϕ. Hence, the results were better for
λ = 0.0157, 0.115, 0.345 compared to λ = 0.157, 1.15, 3.45, respectively. Same values
for λ

1−ϕ signify they satisfy the stability criterion to the same extent. The lower the
value of λ in this ratio, the longer it takes to satisfy the stability criterion during
the course of the game. Hence these results suggest that the higher the probability
to observe streaks soon, the worse the convergence properties and the estimation
results are. Indeed, convergence and estimation results are poorest for λ = 3.45 in
combination with δ = .05 and δ = 1; here convergence occurred in at most 4%, and
no value could be estimated in at least 86% (!) of the simulations. Convergence and
estimation results are best for λ = 0.0157 and λ = 0.157. Here, on average 99% of
the values could be estimated. However, still only in 19% of these cases convergence
occurred .

Table 4.5 The percentage of simulations in which convergence was achieved
(between brackets how many times the program could not find a value of the

parameters). All table entries concern the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game
with positive and mixed payoffs under δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
Positive 0.0157

1−0.95 11(1) 10(0) 15(0) 14(1) 13(0) 17(0) 11(0) 11(0) 12(0)
0.157

1−0.50 9(16) 23(1) 44(0) 8(7) 20(0) 59(0) 8(1) 10(0) 16(0)
0.115

1−0.95 3(24) 7(24) 2(24) 4(15) 3(14) 7(12) 4(5) 3(1) 14(1)
1.15

1−0.50 0(49) 25(50) 2(50) 1(61) 10(62) 10(60) 0(82) 1(64) 6(21)
0.345

1−0.95 0(48) 20(47) 0(51) 2(50) 9(50) 4(50) 1(42) 2(40) 4(40)
3.45

1−0.50 0(50) 25(48) 0(51) 0(54) 25(52) 4(54) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100)
Mixed 0.0157

1−0.95 13(0) 16(0) 18(0) 13(0) 17(0) 17(0) 13(1) 17(0) 15(0)
0.157

1−0.50 12(2) 20(0) 25(0) 13(2) 19(0) 29(0) 13(1) 15(0) 20(0)
0.115

1−0.95 9(6) 6(2) 10(3) 8(6) 5(2) 14(1) 7(4) 6(2) 20(1)
1.15

1−0.50 4(57) 6(58) 11(49) 5(78) 6(70) 19(46) 2(84) 4(65) 12(21)
0.345

1−0.95 4(32) 3(35) 3(31) 3(38) 3(37) 5(36) 4(40) 5(38) 4(40)
3.45

1−0.50 1(74) 1(73) 5(70) 3(97) 4(96) 3(96) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100)
Negative 0.0157

1−0.95 10(0) 8(0) 14(0) 10(0) 9(0) 16(0) 11(0) 11(0) 17(0)
0.157

1−0.50 12(0) 15(0) 30(0) 11(1) 18(0) 40(0) 12(2) 18(0) 31(0)
0.115

1−0.95 8(0) 10(0) 19(0) 11(1) 20(0) 31(0) 10(4) 17(1) 27(0)
1.15

1−0.50 13(0) 33(0) 44(0) 19(4) 60(0) 98(0) 3(80) 8(66) 49(19)
0.345

1−0.95 7(0) 14(0) 24(0) 13(4) 21(1) 35(0) 5(39) 8(37) 6(39)
3.45

1−0.50 17(0) 5(0) 12(0) 16(44) 19(15) 91(0) 0(100) 0(100) 0(100)

Table 4.5 presents the convergence results for the Pareto-optimal Nash equilib-
rium game. Again, simulations did not converge often: only in 13% of the cases
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(slightly better than the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, which only converged in 11%),
whereas the total number of times that no parameters could be estimated is 25%
(compared to 36% for the Prisoner’s Dilemma game). Again, the number of times
that convergence was observed mostly increased over the number of rounds, and
the number of times no parameters could be estimated decreased over the number
of rounds.

As expected, the best numbers for convergence were for negative payoffs (21%),
then for mixed and positive payoffs (9%). Convergence occurred most often for
δ = 0.5 (17%), then for δ = 0 (13%), and least often for δ = 1 (9%). For positive and
mixed payoffs, λ = 0.0157 and λ = 0.157 resulted in convergence most often (up to
59%), and the number of times no parameters could be estimated were, in general,
also lowest (mostly 0%, with some exceptions). The worst results were found for
the highest λ (no results for 66% of the cases).

Table 4.6 The percentage of simulations in which convergence was achieved
(between brackets how many times the program could not find a value of the

parameters). All table entries concern the game with only a mixed strategy
equilibrium with positive and mixed payoffs under δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and

150 rounds.
δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1

Payoffs λ
1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150

Positive 0.0157
1−0.95 14(0) 16(0) 19(0) 13(0) 17(0) 19(0) 13(0) 16(0) 16(0)
0.157

1−0.50 13(5) 30(0) 45(0) 17(2) 28(0) 65(0) 11(1) 20(0) 33(0)
0.115

1−0.95 10(11) 8(9) 18(9) 12(7) 11(4) 64(0) 9(4) 13(1) 26(0)
1.15

1−0.50 11(51) 10(50) 12(43) 12(30) 56(5) 99(0) 6(2) 32(0) 52(0)
0.345

1−0.95 11(39) 10(36) 11(41) 10(32) 12(27) 30(19) 7(21) 13(7) 24(3)
3.45

1−0.50 10(51) 10(49) 13(51) 5(41) 19(25) 78(1) 2(0) 3(0) 11(0)
Mixed 0.0157

1−0.95 30(0) 37(0) 49(0) 30(0) 37(0) 56(0) 29(0) 43(0) 64(0)
0.157

1−0.50 34(1) 48(0) 56(0) 41(1) 58(0) 66(0) 43(1) 66(0) 76(0)
0.115

1−0.95 30(1) 52(0) 91(0) 35(2) 56(0) 96(0) 32(3) 55(0) 94(0)
1.15

1−0.50 45(4) 94(0) 99(0) 38(3) 92(0) 100(0) 33(2) 87(0) 100(0)
0.345

1−0.95 31(8) 61(1) 90(0) 28(15) 59(4) 88(5) 28(18) 55(7) 74(12)
3.45

1−0.50 28(1) 62(0) 100(0) 27(1) 37(0) 87(0) 30(0) 25(0) 58(0)
Negative 0.0157

1−0.95 14(0) 14(0) 13(0) 13(0) 15(0) 18(0) 14(0) 14(0) 18(0)
0.157

1−0.50 15(0) 21(0) 35(0) 15(0) 26(0) 56(0) 14(1) 31(0) 42(0)
0.115

1−0.95 14(0) 11(0) 22(0) 13(0) 19(0) 35(0) 11(3) 10(0) 31(0)
1.15

1−0.50 13(0) 35(0) 51(0) 14(0) 70(0) 100(0) 3(3) 27(0) 50(0)
0.345

1−0.95 12(0) 12(0) 20(0) 12(1) 17(0) 42(0) 5(19) 6(8) 19(48)
3.45

1−0.50 13(0) 13(0) 40(0) 6(0) 21(0) 65(0) 0(0) 3(0) 16(0)

Table 4.6 presents the results for the game with only a mixed strategy equilib-
rium. Estimations converged more often than for the other games: in 32.4% of the
cases (compared to 11% and 13% for the Prisoner’s Dilemma game and Pareto-
optimal Nash equilibrium game, respectively), whereas the total number of times
no parameters could be estimated was 5.2% (compared to 36% and 25% for the Pris-
oner’s Dilemma game and Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game, respectively).
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Convergence increased, and number of times no parameters could be estimated in
general decreased in the number of rounds.

Convergence occurred more often for δ = 0.5 (40%) than for δ = 0 and δ = 1
(31% and 30%, respectively). Convergence was best for mixed payoffs (57%), and
worse for positive and negative payoffs (21% and 23%, respectively). The best re-
sults can be found for λ = 0.0157 where all parameter could be estimated (finally!).
Most converged cases can be found for λ = 1.15, where 50% of the estimations
converged.

4.3.2 The Prisoner’s Dilemma game

To get a better understanding where the best results may be expected, we take a
closer look at the stability results from the previous chapter. We expect that the
values for δ, λ, and ϕ can be estimated more accurately when the differences in
terms of stability are clearest: we expect to be able to distinguish reinforcement and
belief learning best for negative and mixed payoffs, expecting better estimations for
δ as a result. This can also be seen from Table 4.7. Moreover, since more strategy
changes are observed for reinforcement learning than for belief learning in games
with negative payoffs and a pure Nash equilibrium, we expect better estimation
results for games with negative and mixed payoffs.

Table 4.7 Stability results (with a probability of 99%) for the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game with different payoffs, and different values of (ϕ,λ). The Table shows for

what parameter combination and for what game, which strategy combination was
stable for δ = 0 (reinforcement learning with a fixed reference point), δ = 0.5, and

δ = 1 (belief learning).

positive mixed negative
λ

1−ϕ δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1 δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1 δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
0.0157
1−0.95 . . . . . . . . .
0.157

1−0.50 . . . . . . . . .
0.115

1−0.95 12 2 2 . . 2 . . 2
1.15

1−0.50 12 2 2 . . 2 . . 2
0.345

1−0.95 1234 12 2 1 2 2 . . 2
3.45

1−0.50 1234 12 2 1 2 2 . . 2

1 = top-left strategy combination; 2 = bottom-right strategy combination; 3 =
top-right strategy combination; 4 = bottom-left strategy combination.

The results for the Prisoner’s Dilemma game can be found in Table 4.8. When
the 98% frequency interval does not contain zero (the true parameter value), then
the corresponding entry in the table is in italics. Note that results are only presented
for those simulations in which we had an estimate at all, either after convergence
was reached or before convergence was reached. Simulations in which no value
could be estimated were excluded. We have to keep in mind that by ignoring those
simulations without an estimate, we step over the fact that the results are worse
than we portray them from now on. Changing the convergence criterium leads
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to different numbers than presented here, but these results are not improving the
estimation value.

Table 4.8 The average difference between the re-estimated δ and δ (δ̂− δ) for the
Prisoner’s Dilemma game with positive, mixed, and negative payoffs under

δ = 0, 0.5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not have
zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the table

denotes a “.”.
δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1

Payoffs λ
1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 0.63 0.77 0.81 0.17 0.33 0.40 −0.30 −0.10 −0.06
0.157

1−0.50 0.62 0.57 0.28 0.28 0.30 0.15 −0.12 −0.07 −0.07
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 0.71 0.62 0.61 0.35 0.29 0.29 −0.11 −0.13 −0.12
1.15

1−0.50 0.03 0.04 0.06 −0.09 −0.07 −0.07 −0.29 −0.22 −0.04
0.345

1−0.95 0.29 0.30 0.29 0.14 0.13 0.14 −0.20 −0.22 −0.20
3.45

1−0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05 . . .
0.0157
1−0.95 0.38 0.44 0.53 −0.14 0.00 0.08 −0.62 −0.47 −0.36
0.157

1−0.50 0.43 0.41 0.31 −0.00 0.03 0.01 −0.42 −0.37 −0.29
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.50 0.47 0.46 0.05 0.02 0.05 −0.45 −0.47 −0.46
1.15

1−0.50 0.08 0.06 0.05 −0.24 −0.21 −0.10 −0.50 −0.36 −0.28
0.345

1−0.95 0.39 0.40 0.40 −0.07 −0.07 −0.11 −0.55 −0.56 −0.55
3.45

1−0.50 0.02 0.05 0.00 . . . . . .
0.0157
1−0.95 0.15 0.09 0.11 −0.33 −0.37 −0.39 −0.82 −0.79 −0.69
0.157

1−0.50 0.06 0.04 0.04 −0.34 −0.36 −0.29 −0.73 −0.67 −0.42
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 0.11 0.03 0.02 −0.23 −0.06 0.01 −0.60 −0.43 −0.43
1.15

1−0.50 0.05 0.06 0.03 −0.19 −0.10 −0.03 −0.46 −0.46 −0.37
0.345

1−0.95 0.06 0.02 0.01 −0.10 0.02 −0.01 −0.43 −0.43 −0.44
3.45

1−0.50 0.04 0.08 0.04 −0.15 −0.10 −0.05 . −0.20 −0.13

As the table shows, increasing the number of rounds made the bias (that is,
the difference between the estimates and the true values) smaller. In general, we
observe that the estimates of δ were less biased if payoffs are positive or negative
(on average 0.24) than when they were mixed (on average 0.28). Though the exact
results differ per parameter combination we generally see that δ and δ̂ were much
more alike for δ = 0.5 (difference of 0.15 on average) than for δ = 0 (on average
0.24) and for δ = 1 (difference of 0.37 on average). Best results were for λ = 3.45
where the average absolute bias was 0.06, though this is also the case where often no
values were estimated at all. For λ = 0.0157 the bias was largest (average of 0.38).
For reinforcement learning, we observe that the estimates of δ were less biased if
payoffs are negative (average of 0.06) than when they were positive or mixed (0.37
and 0.30 on average). Recall that for reinforcement learning (δ = 0) and negative
payoffs, there were no stable streaks and many strategy changes. These results
suggest that the estimates are less biased when there were more strategy changes
(as opposed to streaks). However, for belief learning the estimates were less biased
in case of positive payoffs (on average 0.15) than when payoffs were negative (on
average 0.50).
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Table 4.9 The average difference between the re-estimated ϕ and ϕ (ϕ̂− ϕ) for the
Prisoner’s Dilemma game with positive and mixed payoffs under δ = 0, .5, 1 and
after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. Numbers in italics were not in the 98% frequency

interval. In case no estimations were done, the table denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 0.41 0.24 0.05 0.38 0.22 0.07 0.36 0.18 0.10
0.157

1−0.50 −0.09 −0.02 −0.03 −0.09 −0.04 −0.01 −0.08 −0.02 −0.03
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 0.10 −0.01 −0.02 0.12 0.01 −0.01 0.14 0.03 −0.01
1.15

1−0.50 −0.33 −0.25 −0.19 −0.26 −0.29 −0.31 −0.42 −0.24 0.15
0.345

1−0.95 0.01 −0.01 0.01 0.11 0.10 0.06 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04
3.45

1−0.50 −0.50 −0.49 −0.44 −0.45 −0.46 −0.46 . . .
0.0157
1−0.95 0.46 0.30 0.15 0.45 0.24 0.14 0.43 0.23 0.10
0.157

1−0.50 −0.02 −0.03 −0.06 −0.01 −0.03 −0.03 −0.06 0.01 −0.03
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.29 0.10 0.02 0.18 0.06 0.01 0.14 0.04 −0.00
1.15

1−0.50 −0.15 0.02 0.08 −0.45 −0.26 0.01 −0.40 −0.29 0.07
0.345

1−0.95 0.05 −0.03 −0.03 0.01 −0.05 −0.05 −0.03 −0.05 −0.05
3.45

1−0.50 −0.36 −0.10 0.01 . . . . . .
0.0157
1−0.95 0.36 0.20 0.12 0.33 0.15 0.02 0.34 0.11 0.11
0.157

1−0.50 −0.07 −0.05 −0.00 −0.16 −0.21 −0.22 −0.23 −0.20 −0.09
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 0.20 0.06 0.02 0.13 0.23 0.29 0.11 0.16 0.15
1.15

1−0.50 0.05 0.07 0.04 −0.22 −0.08 −0.03 −0.43 −0.32 −0.17
0.345

1−0.95 0.13 0.04 0.01 0.10 0.21 0.14 0.05 0.04 0.04
3.45

1−0.50 0.25 0.15 0.05 −0.41 −0.18 0.11 . 0.23 0.34

Table 4.9 shows the results concerning ϕ. Note that the differences between ϕ
and ϕ̂ are smaller than for δ and δ̂. Increasing the number of rounds made the
difference smaller as well. For mixed payoffs, the bias was lowest (on average 0.13).
The bias in case of negative payoffs was lower (on average 0.15) than for positive
payoffs (on average 0.17). Though once more the exact results differ per parameter
combination, we tend to see that ϕ and ϕ̂ were more alike for δ = 0 (difference
of 0.14 on average) than for δ = 1 (difference of 0.15 on average) and for δ = 0.5
(difference of 0.17 on average). The bias also changes much over the value of λ. The
least bias was found for λ = 0.115 where we find an average of 0.07. The most bias
was for λ = 3.45 where the average value was 0.29.
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Table 4.10 The average difference between the re-estimated λ and λ (λ̂− λ) for the
Prisoner’s Dilemma game with positive and mixed payoffs under δ = 0, .5, 1 and
after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not have zero in the 98%

frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the table denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.03 0.02 > 104 0.04 0.02 > 104 0.04 0.03
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 0.05 0.00 > 104 0.03 0.00 > 104 0.02 −0.01
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

1.15
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 144.56 > 104 > 104 580.81 −0.38 −0.20
0.345

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 -1.24 -1.26 −1.00 . . .
0.0157
1−0.95 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.14 0.08 0.04
0.157

1−0.50 0.05 0.00 −0.03 0.11 0.04 0.00 0.13 0.09 0.02
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.17 0.14 0.11 0.19 0.16 0.13
1.15

1−0.50 −0.38 0.00 0.30 −0.64 −0.44 0.01 -0.70 -0.64 −0.26
0.345

1−0.95 0.02 −0.04 −0.00 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.03
3.45

1−0.50 -2.70 -1.90 −0.89 . . . . . .
0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.06 0.02 > 104 0.08 0.02 > 104 0.11 0.07
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 0.06 0.01 > 104 0.06 −0.04 > 104 > 104 0.03
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 0.09 0.02 > 104 > 104 0.35 > 104 > 104 > 104

1.15
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 0.17 > 104 > 104 52.48 > 104 > 104 > 104

0.345
1−0.95 > 104 1483.73 0.02 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 760.35 > 104 > 104 > 104 . 4.63 5.02

Table 4.10 presents the bias of the estimates for λ. All biases were positive and
many were dramatic. Many cases were in the order of magnitude of 1019, suggesting
a “runaway parameter” that is indicative of poor (or no) real convergence. In the
table, instead of reporting the exact value of λ in such cases, we report “> 104”.
This basically shows that in these cases the estimates did not converge.

In general, increasing the number of rounds made the bias smaller. We tend
to find the least bias for mixed payoffs (no very large λ’s at all). For positive and
negative payoffs, we find the most bias. There are not many differences in bias
between the three types of learning (reinforcement, belief, and mixed learning):
apparently the bias differed more across the payoffs than across the values of δ.
The best estimates were found for λ = 0.0157 and λ = 0.157 and the results worsen
for increasing λ.

To summarize, estimation of parameters for the Prisoner’s Dilemma game was
generally poor; parameter estimates were biased in most conditions. In the game
with positive and mixed payoffs, estimation of δ for reinforcement learning has
proven to be more difficult than in case of negative payoffs, which was in line with
our expectations. Re-estimating ϕ proves to be difficult, though the results are least
biased for λ = .115, λ = 0.345, and λ = .157. The difference between λ and λ̂ was
smallest in case of mixed payoffs. As expected, increasing the number of rounds
decreased the bias of the estimates, but even then the biases were still considerable.
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4.3.3 The Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game

Using the results of the previous chapter, we expect that the bias of estimates of δ,
λ, and ϕ is less when the differences in terms of stability (table 4.11) and strategy
changes are clearest: we expect to be able to distinguish reinforcement and belief
learning best for negative and mixed payoffs, expecting better estimations for δ as
a result.

Table 4.11 Stability results (with a probability of 99%) for the Pareto-optimal Nash
equilibrium game with different payoffs, and different values of (ϕ,λ). The Table

shows for what parameter combination and for what game, which strategy
combination was stable for δ = 0 (reinforcement learning with a fixed reference

point), δ = 0.5, and δ = 1 (belief learning).

positive mixed negative
δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1 δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1 δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1

0.0157
1−0.95 . . . . . . . . .
0.157

1−0.50 . . . . . . . . .
0.115

1−0.95 1234 1 1 1 1 1 . . 1
1.15

1−0.50 1234 1 1 1 1 1 . . 1
0.345

1−0.95 1234 1234 1 134 1 1 . 1 1
3.45

1−0.50 1234 1234 1 134 1 1 . 1 1

1 = top-left strategy combination; 2 = bottom-right strategy combination; 3 =
top-right strategy combination; 4 = bottom-left strategy combination.
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Table 4.12 The average difference between the re-estimated δ and δ (δ̂− δ) for the
Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game with positive, mixed, and negative payoffs
under δ = 0, 0.5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not

have zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the
table denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 0.64 0.70 0.73 0.16 0.26 0.40 −0.32 −0.18 −0.05
0.157

1−0.50 0.52 0.48 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.12 −0.17 −0.07 −0.05
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 0.58 0.55 0.51 0.32 0.34 0.33 −0.08 −0.05 −0.04
1.15

1−0.50 0.01 0.01 0.06 −0.21 −0.09 0.08 −0.06 −0.03 −0.02
0.345

1−0.95 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.12 0.14 −0.07 −0.08 −0.08
3.45

1−0.50 0.00 0.00 0.03 −0.44 −0.37 −0.30 −0.00 . -0.27
0.0157
1−0.95 0.50 0.58 0.72 0.02 0.13 0.30 −0.44 −0.27 −0.13
0.157

1−0.50 0.55 0.56 0.46 0.14 0.16 0.18 −0.29 −0.21 −0.14
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.61 0.61 0.55 0.24 0.22 0.25 −0.20 −0.20 −0.15
1.15

1−0.50 0.24 0.25 0.34 0.14 0.19 0.32 −0.13 −0.07 −0.04
0.345

1−0.95 0.55 0.47 0.47 0.21 0.14 0.14 −0.22 −0.21 −0.19
3.45

1−0.50 0.04 0.06 0.14 −0.12 −0.09 −0.09 −0.00 −0.00 -0.64
0.0157
1−0.95 0.21 0.10 0.10 −0.31 −0.36 −0.36 −0.80 −0.83 −0.78
0.157

1−0.50 0.14 0.05 0.02 −0.25 −0.15 0.00 −0.62 −0.36 −0.35
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 0.12 0.06 0.06 −0.32 −0.38 −0.33 −0.72 −0.71 −0.63
1.15

1−0.50 0.09 0.03 0.01 −0.11 0.04 0.02 −0.45 −0.34 −0.33
0.345

1−0.95 0.08 0.06 0.03 −0.20 −0.13 −0.03 −0.45 −0.41 −0.23
3.45

1−0.50 0.02 0.05 0.08 −0.10 −0.08 −0.02 -0.22 -0.07 −0.24

The results for the Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game can be found in Ta-
ble 4.12. In general, we observe that the estimates of δ were less biased for positive
payoffs (an average difference of 0.21) than for negative payoffs (an average differ-
ence of 0.24) and mixed payoffs (an average difference of 0.27). Though the exact
results differed per parameter combination, on average, we generally see that bias
was lower for δ = 0.5 (difference of 0.20 on average) than for δ = 0 and δ = 1 (dif-
ference of 0.27 and 0.26 on average). The lowest average bias was for λ = 3.45 (0.13)
and the highest average bias was for λ = 0.0157 (0.38). Note that the differences in
payoffs depend heavily on the δ (or the other way around). The lowest bias can be
found in case of reinforcement learning with negative payoffs: the average bias was
only 0.07. This is in accordance with our expectations, since there reinforcement
learners keep changing strategy whereas belief learners increase their play of the
Nash equilibrium in the course of the game. Another small bias (0.10 on average)
can be found for positive payoffs with belief learning.
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Table 4.13 The average difference between the re-estimated ϕ and ϕ (ϕ̂− ϕ) for the
Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game with positive and mixed payoffs under
δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not have
zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the table

denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 0.38 0.27 0.07 0.37 0.27 0.10 0.36 0.25 0.14
0.157

1−0.50 −0.07 0.00 −0.02 −0.05 −0.06 −0.10 −0.07 −0.10 −0.13
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.17 0.03 −0.01 0.23 0.11 0.06
1.15

1−0.50 −0.49 −0.29 0.03 −0.21 0.11 0.29 −0.25 0.05 0.29
0.345

1−0.95 −0.02 0.13 0.32 0.06 0.11 0.14 0.07 0.01 −0.02
3.45

1−0.50 -0.50 -0.31 −0.03 −0.42 −0.06 0.35 -0.50 . -0.50
0.0157
1−0.95 0.46 0.37 0.17 0.43 0.33 0.16 0.41 0.30 0.15
0.157

1−0.50 −0.01 −0.05 −0.11 −0.03 −0.06 −0.16 −0.03 −0.05 −0.12
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.36 0.08 0.03 0.25 0.09 0.04 0.27 0.12 0.09
1.15

1−0.50 −0.17 −0.07 −0.01 −0.32 −0.22 0.17 −0.22 −0.00 0.31
0.345

1−0.95 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.07 −0.00 −0.01
3.45

1−0.50 −0.47 −0.44 −0.20 −0.47 -0.50 −0.36 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50
0.0157
1−0.95 0.33 0.22 0.12 0.32 0.18 0.06 0.32 0.17 0.05
0.157

1−0.50 −0.10 −0.11 −0.05 −0.19 −0.23 −0.24 −0.17 −0.23 −0.26
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 0.19 0.07 0.02 0.15 0.15 0.26 0.18 0.29 0.26
1.15

1−0.50 0.00 0.03 0.01 −0.20 −0.14 −0.04 −0.12 0.00 0.19
0.345

1−0.95 0.13 0.04 0.01 0.18 0.32 0.27 0.15 0.21 0.16
3.45

1−0.50 −0.05 0.01 0.03 −0.12 −0.12 −0.02 0.27 0.38 -0.50

Table 4.13 shows the results concerning ϕ. First note that increasing the number of
rounds decreased bias. Note also that bias for ϕ was less than for δ. For negative
payoffs, the bias was lowest on average (0.16). The bias in case of positive payoffs
was lower (on average 0.17) than for mixed payoffs (on average 0.19). Moreover,
bias was lower for δ = 0 (difference of 0.14 on average) than for δ = 0.5 (difference
of 0.18 on average) and for δ = 1 (difference of 0.20 on average). The lowest average
bias was for λ = 0.345 (0.10) and the highest was for λ = 3.45 (0.31). The bias was
smallest in case of δ = 0 and negative payoffs (average difference of 0.08), which we
expected and is in line with the findings on the bias for δ and is therefore.
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Table 4.14 The average difference between the re-estimated λ and λ (λ̂− λ) for the
Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium game with positive and mixed payoffs under
δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not have
zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the table

denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.07 0.03 > 104 0.07 0.04 > 104 0.06 0.04
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 0.02 > 104 0.05 −0.02 > 104 −0.01 −0.04
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 0.81 0.13
1.15

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 78.05 > 104 > 104 0.66
0.345

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 -3.07 . 1.87
0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.07 0.03 > 104 0.08 0.04 > 104 0.08 0.05
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 0.01 −0.03 1.10 0.01 −0.04 > 104 0.03 −0.03
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 80.08 > 104 > 104 > 104

1.15
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 0.59 > 104 0.69
0.345

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 1.99 1.78 1.82 -3.01 -3.01 1.87
0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.09 0.02 > 104 0.10 0.03 > 104 0.13 0.05
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 0.08 0.00 > 104 0.08 −0.05 > 104 0.11 −0.04
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 0.10 0.02 > 104 0.34 0.28 > 104 > 104 1153.78
1.15

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 1.24 > 104 4732.09 0.05 > 104 > 104 > 104

0.345
1−0.95 > 104 0.17 0.02 > 104 > 104 1.03 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 910.32 -15.73 4.93 588.44

Table 4.14 shows the results for the estimated λ in the Pareto-optimal Nash equilib-
rium game. In general, bias decreased in the number of rounds. We tend to find
the least bias for negative payoffs (least occurrence of very large λ). For positive
and negative payoffs, we find the most bias. There were not many differences in
bias between reinforcement, mixed learning or belief learning: apparently the bias
differed more across the payoffs than across the value of δ. It appears that the least
bias was found for the lower λ’s, and that bias increased in λ.

To summarize, estimation of parameters for the Pareto-optimal Nash equilib-
rium game was generally poor, but better on average than for the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game; parameter estimates were biased in most conditions. In accordance to our
expectations, for the game with positive and mixed payoffs, estimation of δ for rein-
forcement learning was more difficult than in case of negative payoffs. Estimating ϕ
proved to be difficult as well and varied much over the different parameter combi-
nations, but was also best under reinforcement learning with negative payoffs. The
bias for λ was also lowest in case of negative payoffs. Estimating λ, reinforcement
learning with negative payoffs performs relatively well, compared to other values
of δ under the same conditions. As expected, increasing the number of rounds
decreased the bias of the estimates, but even then the biases were still considerable.
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4.3.4 The game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium

Table 4.15 Stability results (with a probability of 99%) for the game with only a
mixed strategy equilibrium with different payoffs, and different values of (ϕ,λ).

The Table shows for what parameter combination and for what game, which
strategy combination was stable for δ = 0 (reinforcement learning with a fixed

reference point), δ = 0.5, and δ = 1 (belief learning).

positive mixed negative
δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1 δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1 δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1

0.0157
1−0.95 . . . . . . . . .
0.157

1−0.50 . . . . . . . . .
0.115

1−0.95 14 . . . . . . . .
1.15

1−0.50 14 . . . . . . . .
0.345

1−0.95 1234 . . . . . . . .
3.45

1−0.50 1234 . . . . . . . .

1 = top-left strategy combination; 2 = bottom-right strategy combination; 3 =
top-right strategy combination; 4 = bottom-left strategy combination.

Table 4.16 The average difference between the re-estimated δ and δ (δ̂− δ) for the
game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium with positive, mixed, and negative

payoffs under δ = 0, 0.5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics
did not have zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done,

the table denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 0.59 0.64 0.69 0.12 0.19 0.32 −0.38 −0.26 −0.09
0.157

1−0.50 0.56 0.50 0.28 0.16 0.20 0.14 −0.24 −0.14 −0.09
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 0.60 0.50 0.43 0.19 0.21 0.19 −0.20 −0.12 −0.08
1.15

1−0.50 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.22 0.11 0.02 −0.12 −0.21 −0.09
0.345

1−0.95 0.38 0.35 0.37 0.14 0.13 0.12 −0.17 −0.13 −0.09
3.45

1−0.50 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.24 0.17 0.04 −0.08 −0.07 −0.16
0.0157
1−0.95 0.34 0.38 0.50 −0.16 −0.10 −0.08 −0.66 −0.58 −0.69
0.157

1−0.50 0.35 0.39 0.57 −0.13 −0.08 0.01 −0.64 −0.63 −0.52
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.38 0.36 0.64 −0.09 −0.08 0.39 −0.58 −0.50 −0.39
1.15

1−0.50 0.40 0.43 0.34 −0.04 0.13 0.12 −0.47 −0.27 −0.15
0.345

1−0.95 0.40 0.63 0.40 −0.05 0.22 0.14 −0.54 −0.30 −0.20
3.45

1−0.50 0.53 0.76 0.93 0.06 0.24 0.40 −0.47 −0.27 −0.14
0.0157
1−0.95 0.31 0.20 0.08 −0.18 −0.28 −0.37 −0.71 −0.72 −0.72
0.157

1−0.50 0.22 0.12 0.08 −0.20 −0.26 −0.21 −0.58 −0.57 −0.45
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 0.21 0.08 0.03 −0.16 −0.17 −0.12 −0.49 −0.30 −0.23
1.15

1−0.50 0.23 0.11 0.03 0.06 −0.03 −0.01 −0.11 −0.17 −0.06
0.345

1−0.95 0.15 0.04 0.01 −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.24 −0.14 −0.14
3.45

1−0.50 0.24 0.26 0.07 0.30 0.13 −0.03 −0.05 −0.02 −0.04
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Table 4.15 presents the results concerning stability of the mixed strategy equilib-
rium. Using results on stability we expect to be able to estimate δ most accurately
in case of positive payoffs. Using results on strategy changes, we expect less bias
in case of negative payoffs since then more strategy changes are expected under
reinforcement learning than under belief learning. The results on δ for the game
with only a mixed strategy equilibrium can be found in Table 4.16. In general, we
observe that the estimates of δ were less biased if payoffs are negative (on average
0.20) or positive (on average 0.23) than when they were mixed (0.36). Though the
exact results differ per parameter combination, we generally see that bias was low-
est for δ = 0.5 (on average 0.15) than for δ = 0 and δ = 1 (on average 0.34 and
0.30, respectively). For λ = 0.345 we have, on average, the least bias (0.17) and for
λ = 0.0157 the most (0.38). The best results were for δ = 0 and negative payoffs,
where bias was 0.14, and for δ = 1 and positive payoffs (0.15).

Table 4.17 The average difference between the re-estimated ϕ and ϕ (ϕ̂− ϕ) for the
game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium with positive and mixed payoffs

under δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not
have zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the

table denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 0.34 0.22 0.08 0.35 0.23 0.06 0.35 0.25 0.07
0.157

1−0.50 −0.07 −0.10 −0.09 −0.05 −0.07 −0.08 −0.04 −0.06 −0.05
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 0.19 0.03 −0.01 0.23 0.03 −0.01 0.23 0.05 0.01
1.15

1−0.50 −0.16 −0.01 −0.11 −0.11 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.19 0.07
0.345

1−0.95 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.06 −0.02 0.21 0.06 0.01
3.45

1−0.50 −0.39 −0.41 −0.31 −0.13 −0.11 0.06 0.10 0.11 0.16
0.0157
1−0.95 0.40 0.32 0.12 0.40 0.29 0.07 0.39 0.28 0.05
0.157

1−0.50 −0.06 −0.09 −0.16 −0.04 −0.07 −0.09 −0.04 −0.05 −0.04
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 0.30 0.08 0.00 0.25 0.04 0.00 0.21 0.01 0.00
1.15

1−0.50 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 −0.00 0.00
0.345

1−0.95 0.16 0.01 −0.00 0.14 −0.00 −0.00 0.13 −0.01 −0.01
3.45

1−0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.00 0.00 0.01 −0.01 −0.00
0.0157
1−0.95 0.26 0.18 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.03 0.25 0.15 −0.00
0.157

1−0.50 −0.14 −0.16 −0.07 −0.18 −0.20 −0.16 −0.19 −0.22 −0.21
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 0.18 0.07 0.02 0.16 0.01 −0.02 0.15 −0.02 −0.03
1.15

1−0.50 0.13 0.09 0.03 0.10 −0.04 −0.01 −0.06 −0.11 −0.04
0.345

1−0.95 0.16 0.04 0.00 0.11 −0.00 −0.02 0.10 −0.03 −0.02
3.45

1−0.50 0.22 0.20 0.06 0.37 0.26 0.08 −0.04 −0.01 −0.03

Table 4.17 shows the results concerning ϕ. Bias decreased in the number of rounds.
Bias was lower for ϕ than for δ. As opposed to the bias for δ that was highest for
mixed payoffs, the bias for ϕ was lowest on average for mixed payoffs (0.08). The
bias in case of negative payoffs was lower on average (0.11) than for positive payoffs
(0.13). Though once more the exact results differed per parameter combination, we
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tend to see bias was lower for for δ = 1 and δ = 0.5 (0.09 and 0.10, respectively)
than for δ = 0 (0.13). The lowest bias was 0.05 for λ = 1.15 and the highest was 0.21
for λ = 0.0157.

Table 4.18 The average difference between the re-estimated λ and λ (λ̂− λ) for the
game with only a mixed strategy equilibrium with positive and mixed payoffs

under δ = 0, .5, 1 and after 10, 30, and 150 rounds. The numbers in italics did not
have zero in the 98% frequency interval. In case no estimations were done, the

table denotes a “.”.

δ = 0 δ = .5 δ = 1
Payoffs λ

1−ϕ 10 30 150 10 30 150 10 30 150
0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.06 0.01 > 104 0.05 0.01 > 104 0.05 0.01
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 7.04 −0.02 > 104 0.03 −0.02 > 104 0.02 −0.01
Positive 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 17.99 > 104 > 104 0.02
1.15

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 1866.10 > 104 > 104 36.89
0.345

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.07 0.01 > 104 0.07 0.02 > 104 0.08 0.02
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 −0.01 −0.08 > 104 0.05 −0.01 > 104 0.12 0.06
Mixed 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 0.03 −0.04 > 104 0.08 −0.01 > 104 719.08 0.05
1.15

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 −0.26 > 104 > 104 −0.04 > 104 > 104 0.17
0.345

1−0.95 > 104 > 104 −0.06 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

3.45
1−0.50 > 104 > 104 −1.22 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

0.0157
1−0.95 > 104 0.09 0.02 > 104 0.10 0.02 > 104 0.11 0.02
0.157

1−0.50 > 104 0.09 0.00 > 104 0.08 −0.02 > 104 0.09 −0.02
Negative 0.115

1−0.95 > 104 0.09 0.02 > 104 0.12 0.03 > 104 18.20 0.04
1.15

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 0.09 > 104 > 104 0.15 > 104 > 104 0.10
0.345

1−0.95 > 104 0.12 0.02 > 104 1.39 0.04 > 104 > 104 2264.21
3.45

1−0.50 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104 > 104

Finally, Table 4.18 presents the results for the estimated λ in the game with only a
mixed strategy equilibrium. Again, bias decreased in the number of rounds. The
least bias is observed for negative payoffs, whereas bias was larger for positive than
for mixed payoffs. There are not many differences in bias between reinforcement,
mixed learning or belief learning, but estimation under belief learning appears to
be performing slightly worse than under the other two values of δ. In general it
holds that the lower the value of λ, the lower the bias.

To summarize, estimation of parameters for the game with only a mixed strat-
egy equilibrium was generally best for all games. However, parameter estimates
were still biased in most conditions. The best results were found for reinforcement
learning with negative payoffs or for belief learning with positive payoffs. Estimat-
ing ϕ proved to be difficult as well and varied much over the different parameter
combinations. Re-estimating ϕ proves to be difficult and varies much over the dif-
ferent parameter combinations. The difference between λ and λ̂ was smallest in
case of negative payoffs, then for mixed payoffs, and biggest for positive payoffs.
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As expected, increasing the number of rounds decreased the bias of the estimates,
but even then the biases were still considerable.

4.4 Conclusions and discussion

In the previous chapters we used stable strategy combinations to conclude that
we can differentiate between EWA-based reinforcement and belief learning in 2× 2
games. Simulation data generated by EWA-based reinforcement learners and EWA-
based belief learners can be discerned by looking at the presence of streaks of the
same strategy combination. In addition, other characteristics (how often players
change strategy during the game, and how often the different kinds of outcomes
occur during the cause of the game) can be used to further differentiate these two
types of learning. In addition, we found that EWA-based reinforcement learning
and belief learning can be differentiated in an analytical way using stability, even in
2× 2 games.

Using results on stability and strategy changes we formulated predictions on
the conditions in which estimation will be more accurate. Our predictions were
that estimation is relatively accurate for mixed payoffs in the PD and in general
for negative payoffs, and inaccurate for positive payoffs in the NE game. Although
convergence is as expected better for negative payoffs in all games, the predominant
conclusion is that estimation is poor in all conditions. Most of the time estimation
did not converge, and when estimation converged the estimates were biased most
of the time, even in games with 150 rounds. It appears that one of the main prob-
lems is that the sensitivity parameter λ could not be estimated, with its estimated
value increasing in each iteration leading to ridiculously high values. This occurred
often, in all conditions except the PD with mixed payoffs. Apparently the likeli-
hood is almost flat with different parameter combinations leading to approximately
the same fit, which makes estimation very difficult and leads to biased parameter
estimates.

One important observation is that the concept of stability and the presence of
streaks in general does not help the estimation; results on convergence were not
so poor for small values of lambda and for ME, conditions in which no streaks
are observed. The fact that both players continually end up in the same strategy
combination causes the maximum likelihood estimation to be based on not enough
(new) information to perform sensible re-estimations. However, we must note that
even if no streaks occur, convergence and estimation results were poor.

The results of the present chapter immediately trigger the question why estima-
tion was in general so poor, whereas previous chapters showed that reinforcement
and belief learning can be discerned easily in the same games. Playing around with
starting values and convergence criteria did not alleviate the problem, revealing that
the estimation problems is indeed intrinsic to the games under study. For instance,
one approach we tried was to simplify the estimation problem by assigning the real
values of λ and ϕ, and just estimating the single remaining parameter δ using the
data of the same games. Even then the bias in the estimates of δ was large, again
suggesting that estimation is difficult for these games, even when estimating one
parameter.
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To further illustrate the estimation problem, consider the following example,
which can explain the paradox of on the one hand being perfectly able to easily
distinguish reinforcement learning from belief learning, and on the other hand not
being able to estimate the learning parameters accurately. Consider the Prisoner’s
Dilemma game (see Table 4.1), with ∆ equal to −4. Results on stability clearly
distinguish belief and reinforcement learning here. Only mutual cooperation can
be stable under reinforcement learning since it is the only strategy combination
giving a positive payoff (equal to 1) to both players. And only mutual defection
can be stable under belief learning, since it is the only pure Nash equilibrium.
Now consider the EWA model with an unknown value of δ between zero and one.
Mutual cooperation can be a stable strategy for δ < 1/3 and mutual defection can
be a stable strategy for δ > 1/3. For δ < 1/3, the attraction of cooperation increases
more (1) than the attraction of defection (δ ∗ 3 < 1), after mutual cooperation. And,
for δ > 1/3, the attraction of defection increases (−1 + 3 ∗ δ > 0) whereas the
attraction of cooperation decreases (−3 + δ < 0). Consequently, if streaks of mutual
defection are observed in this game, these can arise not only from belief learning,
but also from a wide range of learning models with δ > 1/3. A similar argument
can be constructed for observing a large number of strategy changes; a range of
parameter values can predict this phenomenon. Hence, when estimating the best
fitting EWA parameters for a game, one therefore may not easily find a unique and
best fitting value, but instead a range of values that fit more or less equally well.
As the example illustrates, this can happen even when the two extreme forms of
learning (belief and reinforcement learning) predict completely opposite behavior
in that same game.

What further complicates the problem is a very practical question: in these last
three chapters, we use the different learning models precisely to emphasize differ-
ences, while in literature it is shown that subjects are more heterogeneous and do
not follow one type of model precisely (e.g. Cox et al. (2001) and Wilcox (2006).
A first answer to this is that in most situations where players follow one model,
it already proves to be difficult to estimate the parameters. If we allow also that
players can mix learning models, it becomes even harder.

Note also that the main goal of our research is not to say: people who are
behaving like reinforcement learners always play the following game in such a way,
resulting in these strategy combinations played. What we try to do is develop
tools for, e.g., experimental economists that allow them to differentiate EWA-based
reinforcement from belief learning given experimental data. A type of tool for
instance is choosing a PD game with positive payoffs. Then, when an experimental
economist find that mutual cooperation is played repeatedly, or as we call it: when
streaks occur, then we conclude that the type of learner is a reinforcement learner
(or at any rate, not a belief learner). Does this mean that this player is a 100%
reinforcement learner and could not be a 10% fictitious player or any other type of
learner? Unfortunately not, but it does show that the player prefers the obtained
payoff in that strategy combination (like a reinforcement learner would do), without
being tempted to switch to the strategy “defect” which has a higher payoff (as a
belief learner would do). As a first step to address this concern, we choose in this
chapter to also add the possibility of δ = 0.5, allowing so-called mixed learners and
see whether we can distinguish their behavior from strict reinforcement and strict
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belief learners.
It is very hard to take into account all linear combinations of the two types of

learning (using for instance the EWA-parameter δ). This also complicates the study
because you enter a grey area where both types of behavior are possible. This leads
to the situation where you can explain any behavior by different combinations of
different learning models. This study is about emphasizing differences between
general types of learning models, not discussing all possible combinations.

In conclusion, estimation of parameters in the 2x2 games we studied is poor,
even after 150 rounds of play. However, the data provide enough (mostly qualita-
tive) information on stability and strategy changes to distinguish the EWA-based re-
inforcement learning and belief learning in many games, even after only 10 rounds
of play. We therefore conclude that if one would want to find out whether play
in a set of experimental data originates from either (pure) belief or reinforcement
learners, one should use the characteristics used in the previous chapter. Finding
exact parameter values will always be difficult in the 2x2 games studied.

Is accurate estimation of EWA parameters doomed, or can we create situations
in which estimation is considerably improved? We can think of several possible
suggestions. A first suggestion is to use games in which players are less inclined
to play streaks and more often change strategies. For instance, in games without a
Nash equilibrium or games with mixed and negative payoffs. However, the results
of the present chapter show that although estimation problems (no convergence and
biased estimates) are less severe, they still exist. A second suggestion is to use fewer
parameters in our re-estimation. As stated before, the results from the functional
EWA model (which uses only one parameter) have proven to be reasonably good
at forecasting behavior. Given that there is too little information available to re-
estimate three parameters, re-estimating one parameter might prove to be feasible.
However, our example of estimating only δ shows that this need not necessarily
be the case. Moreover, this approach only makes sense when one is satisfied with
trying to forecast the type of learning based on a single parameter only. However,
in doing so a lot of the information present in the original EWA model is lost, and
hence misses out on a lot of the intuitive understanding of the parameters of the
model. The second suggestion may therefore not be generally viable.

A third suggestion is to switch to games with more players and more strategies,
which is what Salmon (2001) has also suggested. This could lead to more detailed
information and therefore less flat likelihoods, particularly so if players do not end
up playing the same strategies over and over (otherwise, the extra strategies and
players still do not give much additional information). After a thorough analysis,
Erev & Barron (2005) suggest to use games with limited feedback on play and with
outcomes with low probability. A fifth suggestion is to estimate the parameters
using data of players playing multiple games (e.g., Erev & Haruvy, 2005). This is
also the approach in many papers (Roth & Erev, 1995, Erev & Roth, 1998, Bereby-
Meyer & Erev, 1998). This appears a good suggestion, since we know that one of the
distinguishing features between reinforcement and belief learning is that a shift in
payoffs does not affect belief learning, but it does reinforcement learning. Although
this fifth approach seems to be most viable, there is evidence that people behave
differently in different games (Salmon, 2004, Ho et al, 2002, Stahl, 2003). This, of
course, complicates matters further. A final suggestion is suggested by Ichimura
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& Bracht (2001): they examine whether the EWA parameters are technically even
identified and finds that they generally are not. This could clarify the problems we
find in our re-estimation. However, we must acknowledge that their analyses has
some limitations. First of all, they only consider the game “Matching Pennies” and
they use zero payoffs in their games, something we discourage in the last chap-
ters. The re-parameterizations they use are, however, worth investigation in future
research.

To conclude, a logical next step would be to investigate the above recommenda-
tions to find out which is the most promising. Start out with a one-parameter model
(for instance, but not restricted to, the fEWA model) and try to re-estimate this pa-
rameter in a diverse set of games. For instance, one could use data from a game
with only a mixed strategy equilibrium with many players and many strategies per
player. In case this leads to good predictions, one can try to use the same data
to re-estimate more parameters from more complex learning models. Step-by-step,
these analyses should lead to quantitative good re-estimations for learning models
in different games.



5The effects of social
preferences on 2× 2 games
with only a mixed strategy
equilibrium

We study the effect of a player’s social preferences on his own payoff in 2× 2 games
with only a mixed strategy equilibrium, under the assumption that the other player
has no social preferences. We model social preferences with the Fehr-Schmidt in-
equity aversion model, which contains parameters for “envy” and “spite”. Eighteen
different mixed equilibrium games are identified that can be classified into Regret
games, Risk games, and RiskRegret games, with six games in each class. The effects
of envy and spite in these games are studied in five different status scenarios in
which the player with social preferences receives much higher ("Much Higher Sta-
tus"), mostly higher ("Higher Status"), about equal ("Equal Status"), mostly lower
("Lower Status"), or much lower payoffs ("Much Lower Status"). The theoretical and
simulation results reveal that the effects of social preferences are variable across
scenarios and games, even within scenario-game combinations. However, we can
conclude that the effects of envy and spite are analogous, on average beneficial to
the player with the social preferences, and most positive in the "Equal Status" and
in Risk games.

5.1 Introduction

Someone is said to have social preferences if his well-being is not only affected
by his own outcomes but is a function of other persons’ outcomes as well. Social
preferences is a general term that encompasses fairness, altruism (e.g., Becker, 1974),
inequality aversion (e.g., Fehr & Gintis, 2007, Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000), reciprocity
(e.g., Rabin, 1993), concern for efficiency (e.g., Charness & Rabin, 2002), equity
(e.g., Homans, 1961), and inequity aversion (Konow, 2000). Empirical evidence that
humans have social preferences is abundant (e.g., Camerer, 2003, Rabin, 2006).

Given that apparently social preferences are abundant the question arises why
we have them. Possible answers are that in the evolution of human kind, social
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preferences gave an advantage to humans having social preferences, and that social
preferences benefit those who have them in social interactions. In the literature,
this first answer is addressed by the “indirect evolutionary approach” according
to which preferences induce behavior, behavior determines fitness, and fitness reg-
ulates the evolution of the preferences. This approach has been applied by, for
instance, Güth & Yaari (1992) to explain the evolution of reciprocity, and Koçke-
sen, Ok & Sethi (2000) to explain the evolution of social preferences in a class of
aggregative games including common recourse pool and public good games (see
also Dekel, 2007, and Samuelson, 2001, for a discussion and application of the ap-
proach to the evolution of social preferences). These papers generally agree that
social preferences can give an advantage. The second answer addresses if intro-
ducing social preferences for one agent, while others remain self-interested payoff
maximizers, will benefit the agent with the social preferences. The latter approach
is for instance applied by Engelmann & Steiner (2007) to examine the effect of risk
preferences on play and outcomes in 2× 2 games with only a mixed strategy equi-
librium. In the present paper we apply the second approach to examine if social
preferences are beneficial in 2× 2 games with a mixed strategy equilibrium.

Poulsen & Poulsen (2002) show that social preferences benefit players in games
with Pareto-inefficient equilibria such as the Prisoner’s Dilemma game. More pre-
cisely: when players have information about opponentŠs preferences, reciprocity
will always evolve. Hence, cooperation will survive. This leads to their conclusion
that there is an evolutionary foundation for the experimentally observed fact that
many individuals have social preferences that differ from the materialistic prefer-
ences that are normally assumed. While this is rather straightforward to show in
games like the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, it is not so obvious in games with only
a mixed strategy equilibrium. Table 5.1 presents the most simple mixed-strategy
equilibrium game, the 2× 2 game.

Table 5.1: A 2× 2 game .

L R
T πTL

1 , πTL
2 πTR

1 , πTR
2

B πBL
1 , πBL

2 πBR
1 , πBR

2

The mixed-strategy equilibrium is (p1, p2) where p1 is the probability that player
1, the row player, plays strategy T with

p1 =
πBR

2 − πBL
2

πBR
2 − πBL

2 + πTL
2 − πTR

2
, (5.1)

where πXY
2 denotes player 2’s payoff after play of X by player 1 and Y by player

2. Note how p1 is unaffected by player 1’s payoffs, and is solely determined by
player 2’s payoffs. If player 1 plays T with another probability p 6= p1, then player
2 changes p2 resulting in a lower payoff for 1 and a higher payoff for 2 than they
obtain in the equilibrium. However, if player 1 has social preferences, then p2 can be
affected, and subsequently the equilibrium and player 1’s outcomes can be affected
as well. In that case, p1 is unaffected and p2, the probability to play strategy L
equals
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p2 =
UBR

1 −UTR
1

UBR
1 −UTR

1 + UTL
1 −UBL

1
, (5.2)

where UXY
i is player 1’s utility for the outcomes πXY

1 and πXY
2 .

In our analysis of the effect of player 1’s social preferences on his expected
payoff we make a number of assumptions. First, we assume player 2 is a self-
interested payoff maximizer. Second, we assume that preferences are observable
(which reduces the question of whether social preferences might be beneficial to
the question whether social preferences might be beneficial given that they can be
signaled credibly). That is, player 2 “computes” the “actual outcomes” of player
1 based on player 1’s actual social preferences as applied to the monetary payoffs.
Because of player 1’s social preferences the transformed game with player 1’s actual
outcomes may no longer be a mixed-strategy equilibrium game. These games are
included in the analysis, however, since the game in monetary payoffs is a mixed-
strategy equilibrium game. Our third assumption is that both players play a one-
shot game and choose their strategy simultaneously. Fourth and finally, we consider
one type of social preferences based on the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model
(2007).

In the subsequent section, this chapter starts by listing and discussing the basic
ingredients of our analysis. The Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model is explained
and reasons are provided why we assumed this model in our analysis. The Fehr-
Schmidt model models social preferences with envy and spite, hence we study if
it is beneficial for player 1 if he is envious or spiteful. Then we derive all eighteen
different mixed-strategy equilibrium 2× 2 games. These can be divided into six
“Regret games”, six “Risk games”, and six “RiskRegret games” that share properties
of the first two types. Five different scenarios are introduced to examine whether the
effect of envy and spite is dependent on how high player 1’s monetary outcomes
are relative to those of player 2. Identifying the relative outcomes by status, the
scenarios studied are “Much Higher Status” (MHS, 1’s outcomes are all larger than
those of 2), “Higher Status” (HS, most of 1’s outcomes are larger than those of
2), “Equal Status” (ES, same outcome distribution for both players), and “Lower
Status” (LS, most of 1’s outcomes are smaller than those of 2) and “Much Lower
Status” (MLS, 1’s outcomes are all smaller than those of 2).

The effects of envy and spite on the expected value of player 1’s outcome are
derived for all eighteen games, by introducing either a little envy or spite. To derive
a numerical estimate of these effects as well, we ran simulations for all 90 game
by scenario combinations, assuming uniform outcome distributions for each player.
The theoretical and simulation results reveal social preferences affect the expected
payoff of the gameṪhe effects of social preferences are shown to be variable across
scenarios and games, and even within scenario-game combinations, depending on
the players’ payoffs. However, we can conclude from our theoretical and simulation
results that the effects of envy and spite are analogous, on average beneficial to the
player with the social preferences, and most positive in the "Equal Status" and in
Risk games. These and other results are discussed in the final section of the paper.
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5.2 Basic ingredients

5.2.1 Social Preferences: the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model

To examine the effect of a player’s social preferences on the mixed strategy equilib-
rium and this player’s payoffs, a choice must be made on how to model these social
preferences. Three models for social preferences have received more than average
attention in the literature; the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model (Fehr & Gintis,
2007), the equity, reciprocity, and competition model (ERC) of Bolton and Ockenfels
(2000), and the fairness model of Rabin (1993).

We choose to model social preferences using the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion
model for four reasons. First, the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model has in
general been able to explain results from experimental data fairly well. Diekmann
& Voss (2003), for instance, show that their result —that rational actors are able to
enforce social norms with sanctions— can be obtained by using the Fehr-Schmidt
inequity aversion model. In addition, the Fehr-Schmidt model has appeared to be
a better predictor than the other models in the taxation game, which is considered
a neutral playground for the comparison of this model with others. This result is
driven by the fact that the Fehr-Schmidt model is in line with maximin preferences,
as opposed to the other models (Engelmann & Strobel, 2004). Secondly, of all social
preference models, the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model is most often applied.
Third, both the Rabin’s model and the Bolton & Ockenfels’ ERC model include
a quadratic term, which makes a theoretical analysis more difficult. Finally, our
analysis serves the purpose of illustrating the effects of social preferences, and not
of a detailed analysis of all possible social preference preferences like altruism,
fairness, reciprocity, inequity aversion, equity, or a combination of them. Because
of our choice for the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model over the Rabin’s model,
we assume that players’ utilities depend on players’ actions only, and not on their
beliefs.

In the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model, player i’s utility Ui(XY) after play-
ers i and k play strategies X and Y, respectively, in a two-player game is

Ui(XY) = πXY
i − αi max[πXY

k − πXY
i , 0]

− βi max[πXY
i − πXY

k , 0], k 6= i. (5.3)

The parameters αi and βi characterize player i’s inequity aversion. Parameter αi
represents the extent to which player i feels envy if player k earns a larger material
payoff than player i, whereas βi represents the extent to which player i feels spite if
he earns a larger material payoff than player k.

5.2.2 Characterization of 2× 2 games with only a mixed strategy
equilibrium

Equation (5.2) shows that if player 1 has social preferences, p2 is affected by player
1’s social preferences, as expressed in the utilities. The utilities in p2 are affected by
the simultaneous ordering of all payoffs of both players. Denote the four material
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payoffs of the row player by x0 < xl < xh < x1.1 First, we consider all possible
configurations of these four payoffs. For the row player 1 there are 24 (= 4!) possible
configurations of the payoffs in the 2 × 2 game, of which 12 do not result in a
dominant strategy. Without any loss of generality we place x1 in the top-left cell,
corresponding to πTL

1 , which reduces the number of different payoff configurations
for player 1 to three. These three configurations are shown in Table 5.2, Table 5.3,
and Table 5.4.

Table 5.2. The Regret game.

L R
T x1, . . . xl , . . .
B x0, . . . xh, . . .

Table 5.3. The RiskRegret game.

L R
T x1, . . . x0, . . .
B xl , . . . xh, . . .

Table 5.4. The Risk game.

L R
T x1, . . . x0, . . .
B xh, . . . xl , . . .

The game in Table 5.2 is called a “Regret game” for the row player since the
difference between the obtained and the foregone payoff is highest for one of player
2’s strategies, and small for the other. The game in Table 5.4 is labeled “Risk game”
because player 1’s strategy T has a higher risk or payoff variance than strategy B.
The game labeled “RiskRegret” in Table 5.3 is similar to the Risk game but has
larger differences between the obtained and the foregone payoff for the row player,
similar to the “Regret game”.

Turning to the column player, also 12 out of 24 configurations of player 2’s
payoffs do not result in a dominant strategy in the 2× 2 game. Combining these
12 configurations with each of the games in Table 5.2 until Table 5.4 results in 18
games with one mixed strategy equilibrium and 18 games with at least one pure
strategy Nash equilibrium. Hence, we end up with 18 different 2× 2 games with
only a mixed strategy equilibrium (or differently put: all 2× 2 games with only
a mixed strategy equilibrium are one of these 18 games). All 18 games and their
names can be found in Figure 5.1. The games are labeled “A-B-number”, with
“A” and “B” being the type of game (Regret, RiskRegret, Risk) for the row and the
column player, respectively, with ’number’ running from 1 to 18. Numbers 1− 6,
7− 12, 13− 18 correspond to a Regret, RiskRegret, Risk game for the row player,
respectively. Below we will refer to these games by their numbers.

1Actually, we have x0 ≤ xl < xh ≤ x1 or x0 < xl ≤ xh < x1. Note that in the case of all payoffs being
equal, we have a (weak) pure strategy Nash equilibrium. Without loss of generalization, we assume that
all the payoffs differ.
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Regret-Regret-1 Regret-Regret-2
L R L R

T x1, x∗0 xl , x∗1 T x1, x∗l xl , x∗h
B x0, x∗h xh, x∗l B x0, x∗1 xh, x∗0

Regret-RiskRegret-3 Regret-RiskRegret-4
L R L R

T x1, x∗l xl , x∗1 T x1, x∗0 xl , x∗h
B x0, x∗h xh, x∗0 B x0, x∗1 xh, x∗l

Regret-Risk-5 Regret-Risk-6
L R L R

T x1, x∗h xl , x∗1 T x1, x∗0 xl , x∗l
B x0, x∗l xh, x∗0 B x0, x∗1 xh, x∗h

RiskRegret-Regret-7 RiskRegret-Regret-8
L R L R

T x1, x∗0 x0, x∗1 T x1, x∗l x0, x∗h
B xl , x∗h xh, x∗l B xl , x∗1 xh, x∗0

RiskRegret-RiskRegret-9 RiskRegret-RiskRegret-10
L R L R

T x1, x∗l x0, x∗1 T x1, x∗0 x0, x∗h
B xl , x∗h xh, x∗0 B xl , x∗1 xh, x∗l

RiskRegret-Risk-11 RiskRegret-Risk-12
L R L R

T x1, x∗h x0, x∗1 T x1, x∗0 x0, x∗l
B xl , x∗l xh, x∗0 B xl , x∗1 xh, x∗h

Risk-Regret-13 Risk-Regret-14
L R L R

T x1, x∗0 x0, x∗1 T x1, x∗l x0, x∗h
B xh, x∗h xl , x∗l B xh, x∗1 xl , x∗0

Risk-RiskRegret-15 Risk-RiskRegret-16
L R L R

T x1, x∗l x0, x∗1 T x1, x∗0 x0, x∗h
B xh, x∗h xl , x∗0 B xh, x∗1 xl , x∗l

Risk-Risk-17 Risk-Risk-18
L R L R

T x1, x∗h x0, x∗1 T x1, x∗0 x0, x∗l
B xh, x∗l xl , x∗0 B xh, x∗1 xl , x∗h

Figure 5.1. The 18 different mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium only 2× 2 games

The utilities in equation (5.2) for p2 depend on the simultaneous ordering of the
payoffs of both players. In each cell of one game, the payoff for the row player can be
higher or lower than the payoff for the column player, which results in a maximum
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of 24 = 16 different possibilities. The number of possibilities differs per game. A
more detailed analysis reveals that there are in total 122 different 2× 2 games with
only a mixed strategy equilibrium depending on the order of all 8 payoffs in all
games.2

Instead of analyzing the effect of social preferences on the outcome of the row
player in each of the 122 different games, we continue to examine the eighteen
games for two reasons. First, restricting ourselves to eighteen games keeps the
analysis orderly. Second, it is not clear how the results on the 122 games should
be summarized. To summarize one must specify the relative weight of the results
for each of the 122 cases. A simple specification is to weigh all 122 cases equally.
However, one would like the weights to correspond to the likelihood that each
case occurs. These likelihoods are unknown and depend on the distributions of the
payoffs in the game. We therefore analyze the effect of social preferences on the row
player’s outcome for each of the eighteen games using five different scenarios, each
assuming different outcome distributions of both players. The scenarios correspond
to sensible interpretations in terms of the status difference of the two players.

5.2.3 Five different scenarios

The scenarios we distinguish on the players’ payoff distributions are (1) “Much
Higher Status” (MHS), (2) “Higher Status” (HS), (3) “Equal Status” (ES), (4) “Lower
Status” (LS), (5) “Much Lower Status” (MLS).

(i) Much Higher Status: The distribution of the row player’s payoffs solely con-
tains higher payoffs than the column player’s distribution. Later on, this is
simulated by drawing the row player’s payoffs from U( 2

3 , 1), whereas the
column player’s payoffs are drawn from U(0, 1

3 ), where U(a, b) is the uni-
form density function with minimum a and maximum b. This scenario cor-
responds to asymmetric relations, such as boss/employee and parent/child
relationships.

(ii) Higher Status: Half of the distribution of the row player’s payoffs solely con-
tains higher payoffs than the column player’s distribution. This scenario is
simulated by drawing the row player’s payoffs from U( 1

3 , 1), whereas the col-
umn player’s payoffs are drawn from U(0, 2

3 ). Consequently, the probability is
.875 that a randomly drawn the row player’s payoff is larger than a randomly
drawn the column player’s payoff. This scenario where the row player has a
predominantly higher status can be found in older brother/younger brother
or in a co-operating boss/employee relationship.

(iii) Equal Status: Both players’ outcome distributions are the same. This is sim-
ulated by drawing the row player’s and the column player’s payoffs from
U(0, 1). This scenario can be found among friends and colleagues. Hence
there is a probability of .5 that a randomly drawn outcome of the row player
is higher than a randomly drawn outcome of the column player.

2More precisely, games 4 and 7 have 5 possibilities, games 1, 2, 6, 9, 10 and 13 have 6 possibilities,
games 3, 8, 11, 12, 15, and 16 have 7, games 5 and 14 have 8 possibilities, and games 17 and 18 have 9
possibilities.
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(iv) Lower Status and

(v) Much Lower Status: In these scenarios, the roles of the column and the row
player are reversed compared to their roles in 1 and 2.

5.2.4 Method

The effect of social preferences is examined by a combination of theoretical deriva-
tion and simulation analysis. We derive the effect of the row player’s envy on his
expected payoffs in each scenario, using the uniform distributions as described ear-
lier. We also show that the results for spite are analogous to the results for envy. We
add simulations to assess the size and variability of the effect of social preferences.

In the simulations the effect of social preferences is examined by analyzing the
partial derivative of the row player’s expected payoff of the game in α and β at
α = 0 and β = 0, that is, at the point where there are no social preferences. If the
partial derivative is positive, social preferences increase the player’s expected payoff
of the game. The partial derivatives are numerically approximated by computing
the expected payoff of the game for (α,β) equal to (0,0) and (.001,0), and for (0,0)
and (0,.001). The expected payoff of the game G of the row player is calculated as

E[G] = p1 p2πTL
1 + p1(1− p2)πTR

1 + (1− p1)p2πBL
1 + (1− p1)(1− p2)πBR

1 , (5.4)

with p1 and p2 as defined in (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. The utilities in p2
are calculated by applying the Fehr-Schmidt model to the randomly generated out-
comes in each cell of the game.

For each game (18) × scenario (5) combination 10, 000 simulations were run,
which amounts to 900, 000 simulations in total. We report the average increase
in expected payoff of the game and the proportion of the simulations where the
expected payoff of the game increased after introducing social preferences. The
results on the average increase can be different from the results on the proportion
if the distribution of the increase is asymmetric at 0.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Theoretical results

Denote the difference between the expected payoff of the game after introducing
social preferences (game G’) and the expected payoff of the game without social
preferences (game G) as

E(G′)−E(G) = ∆p2(α, β)C(game), (5.5)

where ∆p2(α, β), further abbreviated by ∆p2, is the change in the mixed-equilibrium
due to the social preferences, and where

C(game) = p1(πTL
1 − πTR

1 ) + (1− p1)(πBL
1 − πBR

1 ). (5.6)
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Equation (5.5) signifies that the expected payoff of the game increases when ei-
ther ∆p2 > 0 and C(game) > 0 or when both are negative. For each of the eighteen
games we analyze how both are affected by the game and social preferences, start-
ing with the effect on C(game). C(game) is unaffected by social preferences since
it is not dependent on p2. Hence C(game) is only affected by game.

Let δ denote the expected difference between the highest and the single highest
payoff. Then, assuming a uniform distribution of payoffs, the player’s expected
payoffs x′1, . . ., x′4 can be written as:3

x′1 = x′h + δ = x′l + 2δ = x′0 + 3δ, (5.7)

Substitution of these expected payoffs into equation (5.6) provides insight into
whether C(game) is mostly positive or negative.

For Regret games, the two expected payoff differences in equation (5.6) are 2δ
and −2δ, respectively. Hence, whether C(game) is mostly positive or negative de-
pends on the order of magnitude of p1. This depends on the type of Regret game.
Substituting equation (5.7) into equation (5.1) yields p1 ≈ 1/4 for game 1, p1 ≈ 3/4
for game 2, and p1 ≈ 1/2 for games 3 to 6. Hence we expect C(game) to be mostly
negative in game 1 and mostly positive in game 2. These results are summarized
in the third column of Table 5.5; ’+’ and ’-’ indicate that C(game) is mostly positive
and mostly negative, respectively. Omission of ’+’ and ’-’ signifies that C(game) is
about equally often positive and negative.

In the RiskRegret games, the first expected payoff difference in equation (5.6) is
3δ and the second is δ. Hence C(game) is positive if p1 > 1

4 . This is true for all
RiskRegret games, except game 7, where p1 ≈ 1/4. In game 8 we particularly expect
C(game) to be positive since p1 ≈ 3/4. Finally, for all Risk games C(game) > 0,
because πTL

1 > πTR
1 and πBL

1 > πBR
1 . All these results are also summarized in the

third column of Table 5.5.

3The expected difference is in fact equal to b−a
5 , with a and b equal to the lower and upper value of

the uniform density function.
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Table 5.5. Expectations of the sign of C(g[ame]), ∆p2 (p2(α)),and change in
expected payoff of the game (∆E) with respect to envy (α), for each game.

∆p2(α) ∆E
Gametype Game C(g) MLS LS ES HS MLS LS ES HS
Regret 1 − + + + + − − − −

2 + + + + − + + + −
3 + + + +
4 + −
5 + + + +
6 − − − −

RiskRegret 7 + + +
8 +
9 + + + + + + + + +
10 + − − − − − −
11 + + + + + + + + +
12 + − − − − − − − −

Risk 13 + + + + + + +
14 + + + + + + +
15 + + + + + + + + +
16 + − − + + − − + +
17 + + + + + + + + +
18 + − − − − − − − −

Consider now p2, the only part of equation (5.6) that is determined by the social
preferences. A payoff’s utility decreases in spite and envy. Let the decrease in a
payoff’s utility be equal to ∆. Then ∆p2 is positive when

p2(G′) =
πBR − ∆BR − πTR + ∆TR

πBR − ∆BR − πTR + ∆TR + πTL − ∆TL − πBL + ∆BL (5.8)

>
πBR

1 − πTR
1

πBR
1 − πTR

1 + πTL
1 − πBL

1
= p2(G). (5.9)

This means that if

(∆TR
1 − ∆BR

1 )(πTL
1 − πBL

1 ) > (∆BL
1 − ∆TL

1 )(πBR
1 − πTR

1 ), (5.10)

then ∆p2 > 0. For the different types of games, this implies that ∆p2 > 0 when:

3·(∆TR
1 − ∆BR

1 ) > (∆BL
1 − ∆TL

1 ), for Regret games (5.11)

(∆TR
1 − ∆BR

1 ) > (∆BL
1 − ∆TL

1 ), for RiskRegret and Risk games. (5.12)

Equations (5.11) and (5.12) are analyzed by verifying which ∆ is larger than
others for each game × scenario combination, which is determined by the difference
between the row and the column player’s payoffs in the same cell of the 2× 2 game.
The results of the analysis are summarized in columns four to seven of Table 5.5,
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for envy. Rather than explicating all results in detail, we illustrate the analysis by
working out the results for all scenarios in game 16.

In scenario “Much Higher Status” the row player’s payoff is strictly larger than
the column player’s payoff. Hence no effect of envy is present in this scenario,
and is therefore omitted from Table 5.5. Consider now scenario "Higher Status".
To evaluate if (∆TR

1 − ∆BR
1 ) > (∆BL

1 − ∆TL
1 ) we first calculate ∆TR

1 . For convenience
and without loss of generality, we assume that α = 1. The expected value of x0
then equals 1/5 × 2/3 + 1/3 = 7/15, whereas the expected value of x∗h equals
3/5× 2/3 = 6/15.4 These values indicate that on average x0 > x∗h , but with some
probability x∗h > x0, resulting in envy. Simulation shows that the expected value
of ∆TR

1 equals .039.5 The expected value of ∆BR
1 equals .002. Hence the expected

value of ∆TR
1 − ∆BR

1 equals .037. The expected value of ∆BL
1 − ∆TL

1 can be shown to
be equal to .010− .000 = .010. To conclude the tedious calculations, ∆TR

1 − ∆BR
1 =

.037 > ∆BL
1 − ∆TL

1 = .010, hence envy in scenario "Higher Status" in game 16 results
in ∆p2 > 0. This conclusion is presented as a ’+’ in the fourth column of Table 5.5.

Similarly, the expected value of ∆p2 is also larger than 0 in scenario "Equal
Status" in game 16; ∆TR

1 − ∆BR
1 = .197 > ∆BL

1 − ∆TL
1 = .155. But the expected value

of the difference is negative in scenarios "Lower Status" (.264 - .563) and "Much
Lower Status (.400 - .800). Hence the expected value of ∆p2 < 0 for these two
scenarios, which is presented as ’-’ in columns six and seven of Table 5.5.

The results on ∆p2 for all game × scenario combinations are shown in columns
four to seven of Table 5.5. A cell is empty if it’s expected value equals 0. Inspection
of these columns reveals that the sign of the effect of envy on ∆p2 can be different
for the scenarios, even in the same game. As a result, the effect of envy on the
row player’s payoff can also be different across scenarios. Columns eight to eleven
present the effects of envy on the expected payoff of the game (∆E) for each game
× scenario combination. The result in a cell is obtained by multiplying the sign of
the corresponding ∆p2 (four columns to the left) with the sign of C(game) (column
three).

The latter four columns of Table 5.5 suggest that there is no generally negative
of positive effect of envy on the row player’s payoffs in regret games across sce-
narios, and across games in the "Much Lower Status" scenario. However, the effect
of envy seems positive across games in the "Lower", "Equal", and "Higher" scenar-
ios, and across scenarios in the Risk games. Averaged across all game × scenario
combinations the effect appears positive, since the table contains more ’+’ than ’-’
signs.

The results of spite on the row player’s payoffs are analogous to the effect of
envy. That is, the effect of envy in each game × scenario combination corresponds
to an equal effect of spite in another game × scenario combination. The analogy is
that the effect of envy in a "Much Higher Status", "Higher Status", "Equal Status",
"Lower Status", "Much Lower Status" scenario is equal to the effect of spite in a

4The expected value of the lowest of four random draws of a uniform distribution on interval (a,b)
equals 1/5× (b− a) + a.

5It is not straightforward to calculate the expected value of the absolute difference of two order
statistics. Hence we simulated the distributions of all combinations of order statistics for all game ×
scenario combinations. To compute the expected value of the difference we used 1,000,000 runs. This
results in highly accurate estimated expected values, that is, with very low standard error.
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"Much Lower Status", "Lower Status", "Equal Status", Higher Status", "Much Higher
Status" scenario, respectively. It turns out that the effects of envy and spite are equal
in games 3-8,13,14. The effects of envy in games 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18 are
equal to the effects of spite in games 2, 1, 10, 9, 12, 11, 16, 15, 18, 17, respectively. For
example, consider the effect of envy in game 1 and the effect of spite in game 2. The
payoff differences in the cells of these games are exact mirror images of each other.
Consequently, expected experienced envy in game 1 equals expected experienced
spite in game 2, in all scenarios.6

The analogy of the results of envy and spite has four important implications.
First, their effects averaged over all game × scenario combinations are equal. That
is, if envy is on average beneficial for a player, then so is spite. Second, because the
effect of envy in a specific type of game (regret, risk/regret, risk) is analogous to
the effect of spite in the same type of game, the main effects of envy and spite in
each type of game are equal. Alternatively, if envy on average has a beneficial effect
in risk games, then so has spite. Third, because the effect of envy in a scenario is
equivalent to the effect of spite in the mirror-image of that scenario, the main effects
of envy and spite in these corresponding scenarios are equal. That is, for example,
if the effect of envy is beneficial for the player in scenario "Lower Status", then
the effect of spite is equally beneficial for that player in scenario "Higher Status".
Fourth, since the results of envy and spite are analogous, we below only need to
present the results of envy.

Using the analogy of the results of envy and spite, we preliminarily conclude
that the combined effect of envy and spite is:

(i) On average beneficial to the player;

(ii) Not or hardly beneficial in regret games;

(iii) Not or hardly beneficial in the "Much Lower Status" and "Much Higher Status"
scenarios;

(iv) On average beneficial in risk-regret, and more beneficial in risk games;

(v) On average beneficial in scenarios "Lower Status", "Equal Status", "Higher
Status".

These conclusions, and the size and variability of the effects of envy and spite are
addressed when discussing the simulation results.

5.3.2 Simulation results

Table 5.6 presents the effect of the introduction of envy on the (slope of the) expected
payoff for the row player with envy. Since no envy is experienced in Scenario "Much
Higher Status", the results for that scenario are omitted from the table. The numbers

6More precisely, the analogy is the following. Cell top-right in game 1 presents the difference between
the 3rd and 1st order statistic, cell bottom-left in game 2 between the 2nd and 4th order statistic. Note
that the difference in order statistics is the same. For cells bottom-right, bottom-left, top-left in game
1 a difference is obtained between order statistics 2 and 3, 4 and 2, 1 and 4, respectively. The same
differences in order statistics are obtained for game 2; 3 and 2, 1 and 3, 4 and 1, for corresponding cells
top-right, top-left, bottom-left, respectively.
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in the cells and marginals of the table correspond exactly with our theoretical results
of Table 5.5 and formulated at the end of previous section. Hence we do not reiterate
these conclusions here again. Interestingly, the results in Table 5.6 suggest that the
positive effect of envy is on average substantially larger (six times) in "Equal Status"
than in the "Lower Status" and "Higher Status" scenarios. Additionally, the positive
effect of envy in RiskRegret games is much smaller (eleven times) than in Risk
games.

Table 5.6. The mean slope of the expected payoff of the game in α for each of the
games under each of the scenarios.

Gametype Game HS ES LS MLS Total
Regret 1 −0.0021 −0.0373 −0.0400 −0.0184 −0.0196

2 −0.0034 0.0163 0.0331 0.0177 0.0127
3 0.0024 0.0097 0.0010 −0.0008 0.0025
4 0.0002 0.0010 0.0004 0.0001 0.0003
5 0.0028 0.0082 0.0003 −0.0015 0.0020
6 −0.0003 −0.0038 −0.0011 −0.0005 −0.0011
Total 0.0001 −0.0010 −0.0011 −0.0006 −0.0005

RiskRegret 7 0.0001 0.0009 0.0003 0.0001 0.0003
8 0.0026 0.0105 0.0013 −0.0008 0.0027
9 0.0126 0.0491 0.0355 0.0177 0.0230
10 0.0002 −0.0044 −0.0237 −0.0184 −0.0093
11 0.0135 0.0667 0.0668 0.0351 0.0364
12 −0.0033 −0.0404 −0.0597 −0.0371 −0.0281
Total 0.0043 0.0137 0.0034 −0.0006 0.0042

Risk 13 0.0602 0.2256 0.0591 −0.0029 0.0684
14 0.0302 0.1751 0.0091 −0.0127 0.0403
15 0.0768 0.3589 0.2123 0.0929 0.1482
16 0.0212 0.0625 −0.1369 −0.1086 −0.0324
17 0.0773 0.4116 0.3798 0.1961 0.2130
18 −0.0108 −0.1810 −0.3376 −0.2092 −0.1477
Total 0.0425 0.1755 0.0310 −0.0074 0.0483

Total 0.0156 0.0627 0.0111 −0.0028 0.0173

To examine the variability of the effect of envy, we also examined the proportion
of increases in expected payoff of the game after introducing envy for the row
player. These results are presented in Table 5.7. First, the results on the proportion
of payoff increases mimic the results on expected payoff of the game increase. In
52.70% of all the games, the row player’s expected payoff of the game increases,
suggesting that envy helps the row player. The row player’s expected payoff of
the game increases most often in "Equal Status" (57.77%), and increases but less
in “Higher Status” (52.30%) and “Lower Status” (51.25%). Among the three game
types, the row player’s expected payoff of the game increases most often in Risk
games, increases slightly more often than decreases in RiskRegret games (51.08%),
and even decreases most often in regret games (46.00%).
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Table 5.7. The proportion of an increase of player 1’s expected payoff of the game
as a function of scenario and game type, after introducing envy.

Gametype Game HS ES LS MLS Total
Regret 1 41.38 17.88 16.98 21.02 24.31

2 25.26 49.82 74.78 77.78 56.91
3 49.44 51.85 49.47 49.37 50.03
4 48.35 49.88 49.47 49.15 49.21
5 44.97 48.08 49.12 49.03 47.80
6 45.25 47.90 48.93 48.87 47.74
Total 42.44 44.24 48.13 49.20 46.00

RegretRisk 7 43.04 47.89 48.59 49.15 47.17
8 43.63 52.60 50.03 49.37 48.91
9 71.01 85.26 79.36 77.78 78.35
10 40.63 47.19 28.33 21.02 34.29
11 62.88 75.60 76.84 76.84 73.04
12 27.80 25.71 22.86 22.47 24.71
Total 48.17 55.71 51.00 49.44 51.08

Risk 13 81.41 92.13 62.65 50.13 71.58
14 58.88 72.42 53.16 49.41 58.47
15 81.43 94.73 81.54 77.14 83.71
16 58.77 66.34 29.36 22.10 44.14
17 81.49 98.47 100.00 100.00 94.99
18 35.74 16.13 0.94 0.00 13.20
Total 66.29 73.37 54.61 49.80 61.02

Total 52.30 57.77 51.25 49.48 52.70

At least two interesting observations can be made from the results presented in
Table 5.7. First, and most importantly, the effect of envy on the row player’s payoff
is in general very variable. Except for the effect of envy in two scenarios in Risk
game 17, the effect of envy is neither uniformly negative nor positive in a game, and
consequently, also not in a scenario or game type. Second, interestingly, in 16 cells
of Table 5.6, the sign of the average effect does not correspond with the results on
the proportions in Table 5.7. For example, the mean slope of game 3 in the “Higher
Status” scenario is slightly positive (0.0024), whereas the proportion of increase is
slightly less than 50% (49.44). In 15 out of 16 cases the slope was positive and the
percentage less than 50%. This indicates that the distribution of the slope is skewed
to the right. From these 15 cases, 10 occurred in the Regret game, which explains
why the average slope almost equals zero, whereas the average proportion of 46%
is considerably less than 50%.

5.4 Conclusions and discussion

This paper examines the effect of one player’s social preferences on his outcomes
in 2 × 2 games with only a mixed strategy equilibrium. Before, we stated that
even though it is easy to show that social preferences benefit players in games
with Pareto-inefficient equilibria such as the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the case
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of 2× 2 games with only a mixed strategy equilibrium is particularly interesting
and challenging; it is not at all obvious if and how a player’s social preferences
can benefit him. Following Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model, we assume two
types of social preferences, envy and spite. Moreover, we assume the other player
has no social preferences. The effect of envy and spite is assessed in a population
of mixed strategy equilibrium games with uniformly distributed outcomes, in five
different scenarios. The scenarios differ with respect to the relative position of
the players’ outcomes, with the row player’s outcomes being strictly lower ("Much
Lower Status"), mostly lower ("Lower Status"), about equal ("Equal Status"), mostly
higher ("Higher Status"), and always higher ("Much Higher Status").

The general conclusions from our theoretical and simulation results are that the
effects of envy and spite on outcomes in 2× 2 games with only a mixed strategy
equilibriumare variable, even for a given scenario in one particular game. However,
we can conclude that the effects of envy and spite are (i) analogous, (ii) beneficial
to the player with the social preferences (averaged across games and scenarios),
(iii) variable across games, and consequently across game types and scenarios as
well, (iv) most positive in the "Equal Status", less positive in the "Lower Status" and
"Higher Status", and neither negative nor positive in the "Much Lower Status" and
"Much Higher Status" scenarios, and finally (v) most positive in Risk games, less
positive in RiskRegret games, and neither negative nor positive in Regret games.

Note that the first result that the effects of envy and spite are analogous is
at least partly based on the assumption of uniform payoff distributions. That is,
if we had assumed asymmetric payoff distributions, the effects of envy and spite
would not have been symmetric. However, we suspect that choosing other common
continuous distributions of outcomes (e.g., normal or exponential distribution) will
not affect our other general conclusions; it will only affect the size and variability
of the effects.

The meaningfulness of our second result that the player’s social preferences are
on average beneficial to the player who has them can be disputed. Following from
the third result, since the benefits clearly depend on game type and scenario, it
is definitely more meaningful to consider the effects of social preferences in certain
game types and scenarios. Put differently, if a player is consistently confronted with
games in one particular game and scenario, the effects of social preferences could
be very different from its effects in another context.

The fourth result implies that in an "Equal Status" context the effects of envy and
spite are most beneficial. That is, among players with equal status such as friends
and colleagues, it is most beneficial to have social preferences in interdependent
situations without a pure Nash equilibrium. The effects are also slightly beneficial
if the other player has predominantly more status or predominantly less status, as
in older sibling/younger sibling or co-operating boss/employee relationships. No
positive effects exist in strictly asymmetric relationships, such as boss/employee
and parent/child relationships. Similarly, result five implies that particularly in
interdependence relations with one risky and one less risky alternative, envy and
spite can be beneficial.

What are the implications of our results for the development of social prefer-
ences in the evolution of humans? Obviously, our results concern only a limited
number of interdependence situations. However, they do show that not only in
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straightforward interdependence situations such as Prisoner’s Dilemmas, but also
in interdependence situations without a pure Nash equilibrium, social preferences
can be beneficial. Moreover, they are beneficial when only one player has social
preferences where the other does not. That is, our results suggest that if humans
recognized these interdependence situations as well as their partners perceiving
envy and spite, then their outcomes increased, providing an evolutionary advan-
tage. Note that with outcomes increased, we do not just mean that they are more
content with their outcome, but we also mean that their outcome is higher in a strict
monetary sense. This holds in particular when interacting with equal status actors,
or with actors with slightly lower or higher status. A consequence of our results is
also that a population of individuals without social preferences is not evolutionary
stable, if they would be consistently interacting in 2× 2 games with only a mixed
strategy equilibrium. Evolution would result in a population where at least some
envy and spite is present.
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Samenvatting

Leermodellen in interdependente situaties

Veel modellen die gebruikt worden om leergedrag in spellen te beschrijven, vallen
in één van de volgende twee klassen: “reinforcement” en “belief” leermodellen.
Het reinforcement leermodel gaat uit van de theorie dat succesvolle acties in het
verleden een hogere kans hebben om opnieuw gespeeld te worden. Het belief
leermodel neemt aan dat een speler een bepaalde verwachting heeft wat de tegen-
stander gaat doen en past zijn strategie vervolgens zo aan dat hij de maximale
beloning zal krijgen, gegeven zijn verwachting van wat de tegenspeler doet. Het
reinforcement en belief leermodel zijn speciale gevallen van het hybride leermodel
“Experience Weighted Attraction” (EWA). Enkele studies laten expliciet zien dat
het moeilijk is om te bepalen welk leermodel (reinforcement, belief of een ander)
verantwoordelijk is voor welke data in spellen. Dit leidt tot de volgende hoofdvraag
van dit proefschrift: Kunnen we onderscheid maken tussen de verschillende typen van op
EWA gebaseerd leren, met reinforcement leren en belief leren als speciale gevallen, in 2× 2
spellen?

In Hoofdstuk 2 leiden we voorspellingen af van gedrag in drie typen spellen ge-
bruik makend van het EWA leermodel, waarbij we gebruik maken van het concept
van stabiliteit: er is een grote kans dat alle spelers dezelfde keuze maken in ronde
t + 1 als in ronde t. Hiermee, concluderen we dat belief en reinforcement leren
wel onderscheiden kan worden, zelfs in 2× 2 spellen. Het duidelijkste verschil in
gedrag veroorzaakt door belief of reinforcement leren wordt gevonden in spellen
met een puur Nash evenwicht met negatieve beloningen en tenminste één strategie
combinatie met alleen maar positieve beloningen. Onze resultaten helpen onder-
zoekers om spellen te identificeren waar we belief en reinforcement leren kunnen
onderscheiden.

Onze theoretische resultaten impliceren dat leermodellen onderscheiden kun-
nen worden na voldoende rondes gespeeld te hebben, maar het is niet duidelijk hoe
groot dat getal moet zijn. Het is ook niet duidelijk hoe waarschijnlijk het is dat
stabiliteit eigenlijk optreedt in spellen. Daarom beschouwen we in Hoofdstuk 3
nu ook de hoofdvraag door data te simuleren van verschillende leermodellen. We
gebruiken dezelfde drie typen 2× 2 spellen als in het vorige hoofdstuk en onder-
zoeken of we onderscheid kunnen maken tussen reinforcement en belief leren in een
experimentele setting. Onze conclusie is dat dit ook mogelijk is, zeker in spellen
met positieve beloningen en in het herhaalde “Prisoner’s Dilemma spel”, zelfs als
het herhaalde spel relatief weinig rondes is. We laten ook zien dat andere karak-
teristieken van het gedrag van een speler, zoals het aantal keer dat een speler van
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strategie verandert en het aantal gespeelde strategie combinaties, helpen met het
onderscheid maken van de twee leermodellen.

Tot dusver, beschouwden we enkel het “pure” belief en het pure “reinforce-
ment” leren en niets daar tussenin. In Hoofdstuk 4, beschouwen we daarom een
algemenere klasse van leermodellen en we proberen uit te zoeken in welke gevallen,
we drie parameters uit het EWA leermodel kunnen terugschatten uit simulatie data,
gegenereerd voor verschillende spellen en scenario’s. De resultaten laten lage con-
vergentie percentages van het schattingsalgoritme zien en zelfs als het algoritme
convergeert, dan zien we veel onzuivere schatters van de parameters. Dus, we
moeten concluderen dat het terugschatten van de exacte parameters op een kwan-
titatieve manier moeilijk is in de meeste experimentele opzetten. Maar, op een
kwalitatieve manier kunnen we wel patronen vinden die laten zien of we in de
richting van belief leermodellen of reinforcement leermodellen moeten kijken.

Ten slotte, in het laatste hoofdstuk, bestuderen we het effect van sociale pref-
erenties van een speler op zijn eigen beloning in 2× 2 gemixte evenwicht spellen,
onder de aanname dat de andere speler geen sociale preferenties heeft. We mod-
elleren sociale preferenties met het model van Fehr & Schmidt, die parameters bevat
voor “afgunst” en “medelijden”. Achttien verschillende gemixte evenwicht spellen
worden er afgeleid die gesorteerd kunnen worden in Spijt spellen, Risico spellen
en Risico-Spijt spellen, met zes spellen in elke klasse. De effecten van afgunst
en medelijden in deze spellen worden bestudeerd in vijf verschillende scenario’s
waar de speler met sociale preferenties veel hogere, overwegend hogere, ongeveer
dezelfde, overwegend lagere en veel lagere beloningen krijgt. De theoretische en
simulatie resultaten laten zien dat het effect van sociale preferenties variëren over
de verschillende scenario’s en spellen, en interacties daartussen. Echter, we kunnen
concluderen dat de effecten van afgunst en medelijden vergelijkbaar zijn, gemid-
deld gesproken gunstig voor de speler met sociale preferenties en het gunstigst als
de beloningen ongeveer gelijk zijn en in Risico spellen.



Abstract

Learning models in interdependence situations

Many approaches to learning in games fall into one of two broad classes: reinforce-
ment and belief learning models. Reinforcement learning assumes that successful
past actions have a higher probability to be played in the future. Belief learning
assumes that players have beliefs about which action the opponent(s) will choose
and that players determine their own choice of action by finding the action with
the highest payoff given the beliefs about the actions of others. Belief learning
and (a specific type of) reinforcement learning are special cases of a hybrid learn-
ing model called Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA). Some previous studies
explicitly state that it is difficult to determine the underlying process (either rein-
forcement learning, belief learning, or something else) that generated the data for
several games. This leads to the main question of this thesis: Can we distinguish
between different types of EWA-based learning, with reinforcement and belief learning as
special cases, in repeated 2× 2 games?

In Chapter 2 we derive predictions for behavior in three types of games using the
EWA learning model using the concept of stability: there is a large probability that
all players will make the same choice in round t + 1 as in t. Herewith, we conclude
that belief and reinforcement learning can be distinguished, even in 2× 2 games.
Maximum differentiation in behavior resulting from either belief or reinforcement
learning is obtained in games with pure Nash equilibria with negative payoffs and
at least one other strategy combination with only positive payoffs. Our results help
researchers to identify games in which belief and reinforcement learning can be
discerned easily.

Our theoretical results imply that the learning models can be distinguished after
a sufficient number of rounds have been played, but it is not clear how large that number
needs to be. It is also not clear how likely it is that stability actually occurs in game
play. Thereto, we also examine the main question by simulating data from learning
models in Chapter 3. We use the same three types of 2× 2 games as before and
investigate whether we can discern between reinforcement and belief learning in
an experimental setup. Our conclusion is that this is also possible, especially in
games with positive payoffs and in the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma game, even
when the repeated game has a relatively small number of rounds. We also show
that other characteristics of the players’ behavior, such as the number of times a
player changes strategy and the number of strategy combinations the player uses,
can help differentiate between the two learning models.

So far, we only considered “pure” belief and “pure” reinforcement learning, and
nothing in between. For Chapter 4, we therefore consider a broader class of learn-
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ing models and we try to find under which conditions, we can re-estimate three
parameters of EWA learning model from simulated data, generated for different
games and scenarios. The results show low rates of convergence of the estimation
algorithm, and even if the algorithm converges then biased estimates of the param-
eters are obtained most of the time. Hence, we must conclude that re-estimating the
exact parameters in a quantitative manner is difficult in most experimental setups.
However, qualitatively we can find patterns that pinpoint in the direction of either
belief or reinforcement learning.

Finally, in the last chapter, we study the effect of a player’s social preferences on
his own payoff in 2× 2 games with only a mixed strategy equilibrium, under the
assumption that the other player has no social preferences. We model social pref-
erences with the Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion model, which contains parameters
for “envy” and “spite”. Eighteen different mixed equilibrium games are identified
that can be classified into Regret games, Risk games, and RiskRegret games, with
six games in each class. The effects of envy and spite in these games are studied in
five different status scenarios in which the player with social preferences receives
much higher, mostly higher, about equal, mostly lower, or much lower payoffs.
The theoretical and simulation results reveal that the effects of social preferences
are variable across scenarios and games, even within scenario-game combinations.
However, we can conclude that the effects of envy and spite are analogous, on aver-
age beneficial to the player with the social preferences, and most positive when the
payoffs are about equal and in Risk games.
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